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ABSTRACT
This dissertation studies literary modernism’s philosophies of nature. It examines
how historical attitudes about natural environments and climates are codified in literary
texts, what values attach to them, and how relationships between humanity and nature are
figured in modernist fiction. Attending less to nature itself than to concepts, ideologies,
and aesthetic theories about nature, it argues that British modernism and ecology articulate
shared concerns with the vitality of the earth, the shaping force of climate, and the need for
new ways of understanding the natural world. Many of British modernism’s most familiar
texts, by E.M. Forster, James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, and H.G. Wells, reveal a sustained
preoccupation with significant concepts in environmental and intellectual history,
including competition between vitalist, holist, and mechanistic philosophies and science,
global industrialization by the British Empire, and the emergence of ecology as a
revolutionary means of ordering the physical world. “Modernism, Ecology, and the
Anthropocene” uncovers these preoccupations to illustrate how consistently literary works
leverage environmental ideologies and how pervasively literature shapes cultural and even
scientific attitudes toward the natural world. Through the geological concept of the
Anthropocene, it brings literary history into interdisciplinary conversations that have
recently emerged from the Earth sciences and are now increasingly common in the
humanities, social sciences, and in wider public debates about climate change.
The dissertation’s first chapter, “Connecting Earth to Empire: E. M. Forster’s
Changing Climate,” argues that E.M. Forster’s fiction apprehends the global implications
of local climate change at a crucial time in environmental and literary history. By relating
Forster’s Howards End and A Passage to India to his 1909 story, “The Machine Stops,” it
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attends to the speculative aspects of Forster’s work and presents Forster as a keen observer
who foresaw not only the passing of rural England and the arrival of a new urban way of
life, but environmental change on a global scale. Its second chapter, “The Call of Life:
James Joyce’s Vitalist Aesthetics,” explores the connotations “life” gathers in Joyce’s early
fiction and proposes a new reading of his aesthetics that emphasizes its ecological
implications by pairing Joyce with his contemporary “modern” vitalism and current new
materialisms. The third chapter, “Make it Whole: The Ecosystems of Virginia Woolf and
A.G. Tansley,” revises critical conceptions of Woolf as an ecological writer and
environmental histories of early ecology by showing how Woolf’s philosophy of nature
and Tansley’s ecosystem concept run parallel and represent a shared intellectual project:
advocating theories of form and of perception that navigate the tension between holist and
mechanistic conceptions of nature and mind. A final chapter, “Landlord of the Planet: H.
G. Wells, Human Extinction, and Anthropocene Narratives,” establishes Wells as an early
environmental humanist whose ecological outlook evolved with his perception of the
rapidly increasing pace of climate change and its threat to the human species. By digging
into a rarely-read scientific textbook he co-authored, The Science of Life, this chapter
analyzes how the natural world is managed in three Wellsian utopias and traces the
development of his writing in concert with ecology.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Immediately after Virginia Woolf famously declared that “on or about December
1910 human character changed,” she articulated her uncertainty about picking such a
precise moment in time by comparing it to the ease with which she might have gone out
“into a garden, and there saw that a rose had flowered, or that a hen had laid an egg.”1
Unlike many of the startling claims Woolf makes in the early pages of “Character in
Fiction,” her deployment of these natural metaphors of blooming and reproduction is
unremarkable, straightforward: the obvious, effortlessly observed freshness of nature
serves only as a contrast to the difficulty of finding what is truly new in human relations
or of ascertaining revolutionary moments in culture, habit or literature. Woolf’s
celebrated modernist literary history, then, begins by brushing-off nature, and her claims
about how, where, and when to locate the new work together with her inclination to skip
right past the flowers on her way.
A dissertation on modernism, ecology, and the Anthropocene, after beginning
with this anecdote, might next implore Woolf to slow down—to stop and smell the roses,
as it were—and pay attention to her garden. It might then proceed by looking for
encounters with flowers and hens in modernist texts and considering how they are
described. This is not that dissertation. Rather than stopping to smell Woolf’s roses, this
dissertation studies British literary modernism’s philosophies of nature. It examines how
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Essays of Virginia Woolf, vol. 3, 421. Hereafter, the six-volume Essays of Virginia
Woolf published by Harcourt will be cited as E followed by the volume and page
numbers.
1

historical attitudes about natural environments and climates are codified in literary texts,
what values attach to them, and how relationships between humanity and nature are
figured in fiction. Attending less to nature itself than to concepts, ideologies, and
aesthetic theories about nature, I argue that British modernism and ecology articulate
shared concerns with the vitality of the earth, the shaping force of climate, and the need
for new ways of understanding the natural world. Many of British modernism’s most
familiar texts, by E.M. Forster, James Joyce, Woolf, and H.G. Wells, reveal a sustained
preoccupation with significant concepts in environmental and intellectual history,
including competition between vitalist, holist, and mechanistic philosophies and science,
global industrialization by the British Empire, and the emergence of ecology as a
revolutionary means of studying nature. “Modernism, Ecology, and the Anthropocene”
uncovers these preoccupations to illustrate how consistently literary works leverage
environmental ideologies and how pervasively literature shapes cultural and even
scientific attitudes toward the natural world. Through the geological concept of the
Anthropocene, I bring literary history into interdisciplinary conversations that have
recently emerged from the Earth sciences and are now increasingly common in the
humanities, social sciences, and in wider public debates about climate change. The
Anthropocene troubles dichotomies between nature and culture, on the theoretical level,
and local and global, on the level of scale, but it also offers a jolt to literary history by
insisting that it be placed next to environmental history. Weaving together literary,
intellectual, and environmental histories, I show that literary studies can make a tangible
and necessary contribution to one of the most significant problems facing humanity in the
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twenty-first century: how to live imaginatively rich lives in the rapidly changing world of
the Anthropocene.

Modernism and Ecology
British modernism and the science of ecology emerged side-by-side in shared
intellectual, cultural, and social contexts. Today, “ecology” often means “green” or
“environmentalist,” and its foundations are rarely, in literary studies, traced back past
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and the 1960s. But as it emerged in England in the first
half of the twentieth-century, ecology was a new and swiftly growing discipline focused
on studying how energy moved through environments and how this knowledge could be
applied to social problems. Coined initially by Ernst Haeckel as Ökologie in 1866,
ecology solidified into an academic discipline distinct from botany, anatomy, or zoology
in the early decades of the twentieth-century in England, across the British Empire, and in
the United States. Like modernism, ecology was an effort to “make it new”: to respond to
an overwhelming array of information and detail through new methods of organization
and the creation of new forms. To the extent that an academic science can be
revolutionary, ecology at its outset was just that: in 1917 a group of five botanists
released a manifesto about teaching and method that led their established colleagues to
accuse them of “Botanical Bolshevism” (Anker 21-22). This dissertation focuses on this
then-new, self-consciously revolutionary form of ecology: the scientific discipline tasked
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with studying the whole of natural systems, rather than detached elements of nature.2
Tracing the intersections between modernist writing and ecology reveals an
intellectual ecosystem in which literary, scientific, and popular writing fed on one
another, often in captivating ways. Consider an unlikely but illuminating example: the
London vegetarian health-food restaurant run by Eustace Miles, a world-champion tennis
player and a similar figure to the more well-known (thanks to Ulysses) Eugen Sandow.
Miles opened his restaurant in 1906, promoting it as a “restaurant with ideals,” and it
quickly became a popular gathering place for socialists and London’s counterculture.
Eustace Miles’s was a place where—if fiction and history merged—the ecologist Arthur
G. Tansley and Margaret Schlegel of Forster’s Howards End might meet in 1907 to hear
a lecture, titled “Practical Adaptation to Modern Conditions,” about the benefits of the
simple life that offered advice about maintaining a healthy lifestyle in the city.3

2

My focus on early ecological science means, in part, that I do not rely on the wider,
more politically oriented, sense of “ecology” that signals a topic more than a science. I
will often use “ecological” as an adjective in a way akin to Timothy Morton’s “ecological
thought” or Donald Worster’s historical study of “ecological ideas,” and I at times refer
to “early ecology” to emphasize how different early-twentieth ecology was from later.
But the word ecology throughout this dissertation refers to the scientific discipline, not to
broader meanings akin to “environmentalist,” “of the earth,” “connected,” or other more
connotative uses. This includes contemporary, sociological, senses of the term that
commonly feature a modifying word, like cultural ecology, social ecology, urban
ecology, or media ecology. Morton defines “the ecological thought” initially as “the
thinking of interconnectedness” (7). Worster’s Nature’s Economy: A History of
Ecological Ideas begins with Gilbert White and prominently features Thoreau, in
addition to studying the science of ecology in the twentieth-century.
Eustace H. Miles, Avenues to Health (38-44). For “restaurant with ideals,” see Allen.
Margaret jokingly invites Henry Wilcox to dinner at Eustace Miles in Howards End
(124-25), and Tansley frequented the restaurant in 1906 and 1907, discussing with his
students the need to make their scientific research truly beneficial to society (Anker 12).
3
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Eustace Miles’s restaurant seemingly has little to do with ecology or with
modernism. But the restaurant’s popularity and the crossover between Miles’s message
(health, cleanliness, vegetables), combined with the socialist politics of his patrons,
points to the first shared theoretical concern between early ecology and modernist
literature I trace throughout this dissertation: ideas about the vitality of the earth and the
need to go “back to the land” to live closer to nature. A table in London leads outward to
the countryside and the earth in which those vegetables grow. The opening of Eustace
Miles’s is directly tied to a wider discourse about vitality, in this case “Vital Food,” that
looked for ways that “fountains of vitality [could] be replenished.”4 More specifically, it
represents a critical example of how wider scientific arguments in the late-nineteenth and
early-twentieth-century, like the one between vitalism and mechanism in the life
sciences, filtered their way into public conversation, most often via social reformers and
popular writers like Miles, Richard Jefferies, or Edward Carpenter. Explicit celebrations
of the need to go “back to nature” and be close to these vital sources of life emerge
occasionally in modernist writing, most notably in D.H. Lawrence, who serves herein as
a counterpoint to Forster and Joyce. But for each of this project’s four authors, ideas
about the vitality of the earth are adopted with more hesitation, whether they evoke a
sense of longing (most significantly in Forster’s writing) or provoke critiques of overlysimple ideas (in Joyce’s fiction most explicitly). And for early ecologists like Tansley,
reminders of the earth’s vitality instilled in them the desire to reform science by getting
out of the lab into the field and to ensure that their work served a social purpose, be it by
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For this example, taken from an article written by a fellow vegetarian, see Marsh 199.
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conserving natural environments or by contributing to the study of public health.
In addition to a collective conceptual and political discourse about the earth’s
vitality and the need to be close to it, ecology and modernist fiction both engage
concurrent ideas about the shaping force of climate and the significance of climate to the
well-being of nations and races. For ecologists, this was a pressing scientific question
about how plant and animal communities coexist within regions—a problem that led
Tansley to coin the term “ecosystem” in the 1930s. But these scientific concerns were
habitually attached to politics and imperialism. Early ecology was predominantly an
imperial project, one bent on understanding and managing foreign environments and,
frequently, their human inhabitants. Theories about how the climate affected plants and
animals blended with ideas about climatic determinism and the correlations between
certain climates and human civilizations. In modernist fiction, variations on climatic
determinism appear in conversations in Britain and Ireland about the countryside and the
vitality of the nation, in discourses about colonial environments and subjects, and in fears
for a future in which the climate will have changed significantly. Again, it was often in
popular versions of these arguments that ecologists and literary writers crossed paths,
whether via disagreements about their validity, in the case of Forster and Joyce, or in
their own writing for a popular audience, in the case of Tansley and Wells, who both
wrote texts that Woolf read. Studying how ideas about climate and its potential to change
circulated in the period reveals both the surprising afterlife of Enlightenment ideas about
climatic determinism and their continuing relevance to contemporary conversations about
the Anthropocene.

6

Linked to early ecology and modernist literature’s shared concerns with the
vitality of the earth and the shaping force of climate is a third parallel project, one equally
theoretical but different from the others in being explicitly about form: the need to find
new ways of organizing and understanding a multifaceted modern world. For ecologists,
this meant incorporating more and more of life—plants, animals, soil, weather, climate,
even people—under the purview of their science, and seeking new ways of explaining
how these things held together as a single whole. As my chapter on Tansley and Woolf
argues most explicitly, ecology and modernism are both obsessed with finding new
methods of cohering parts into wholes; in this way, they share a formal, not merely
theoretical, set of concerns. A cluster of philosophical “isms” inspire these conversations:
vitalism and its theories about the emergence of wholes, holism and its ecological and
political implications, English and Irish nationalism and their concern about how groups
of people cohere into nations, and imperialism with its capacity to put an overwhelming
amount of strain on facile ideas about global unity. Ecology was and remains a radical
argument about how disparate things are interconnected, and its formal innovations often
closely resemble those of modernist fiction and foster revealing ways of reading it.
This sweeping summary of ecological thinking in the early-twentieth-century
illustrates what I call the “eco-historicist” method of this project. I adopt the term “ecohistoricist” from Gillen D’Arcy Wood, who coined it to describe “the study of climate
and environment as objects of knowledge and desire, analyzed through ‘thick’ description
of specific episodes of ecological micro-contact” (3). Eco-historicism is by necessity an
interdisciplinary as well as a deeply historicist project. It relies on, but moves beyond,
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environmental history by studying not only the social and cultural impact of changes to
the environment, but also how those environmental changes are discussed, represented,
and felt by writers who lived through them and used their highly developed methods of
observation to transfer them into writing. For this reason, my eco-historicist method roots
itself in specific episodes and connections that reveal how attitudes toward the climate
and the environment find their way into scientific, literary, and popular writing,
particularly in places where these forms of writing overlap and converse with one
another.5
As it becomes more historicist, global, and flexible in terms of canon and period,
modernist studies slowly becomes greener, in part due to parallel changes in ecocriticism.
Both fields grow and become more capacious, and both enrich one another; in the words
of Jeffrey Mathes McCarthy in his recent Green Modernism, “each field pulls the other
toward reinvention” (2). Perhaps the most compelling aspect of the mutual revision
activated by the blend of modernism and ecocriticism is that both seek to refine, extend,
and vitalize, rather than revolutionize or surmount, the other. An ecocritical reading of
modernism does not produce a radically new modernism, even though it does reveal
previously latent, misunderstood, or understudied aspects of it. In turn, bringing
modernist texts and sensibilities into ecocriticism serves not as a means of revising
ecocriticism, but rather helps to further cement ecocriticism’s status as a significant

My “eco-historicist” efforts are aided by a stand-along digital project, “Ecology’s
Ecosystem,” which uses the network visualization software Gephi to track, discover, and
substantiate connections (social, ideological, and textual) between early ecologists, social
reformers, and late Victorian and modernist writers. For a description of the project, see
http://www.tedhowell.net/ecologys-ecosystem.
5
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theoretical approach in literary studies in the way that, for example, feminist, queer, or
postcolonial approaches have already been cast. In part, my work contributes to this
project through its engagement with “material ecocriticism” and “new materialisms” that
make ecocriticism more theoretical.6
Ecocriticism’s overlap with modernism, a literature typically figured as urban or
as being about language itself, enables it to evolve. In 2010, Timothy Morton wrote that
“we’re use to wondering what a poem says about race or gender, even if the poem makes
no explicit mention of race or gender. We will soon become accustomed to wondering
what any text says about the environment even if no animals or trees or mountains appear
in it” (11). Seven years later, Morton’s prediction has, I think, come true, in part thanks to
arguments like his insisting that critics attend to ecological forms of thinking rather than
to representations of nature. In a real sense, my own project became possible because of
work like Morton’s The Ecological Thought, which moved ecocriticism further away
from nature writing and deeper into theory and philosophy—ways of thinking about
nature, rather than nature itself, whether as it is experienced by writers or depicted in
literature. Equally important, and more predictive of the future of ecological studies of
modernism, is the way that the capacious mindset of the Environmental Humanities
further escorts ecocriticism into a wider field, taking up points of intersection between
science and literature and between a wide range of disciplines within the contemporary
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My intervention into conversations about material ecocriticism and new materialism
takes shape in this dissertation’s chapter on Joyce’s vitalist aesthetics. See Iovino and
Opperman’s Material Ecocriticism (2014) and Opperman and Iovino’s introduction to
Environmental Humanities: Voices from the Anthropocene (2016).
9

academy. The rise of Environmental Humanities acts as a catalyst for my project’s
method of weaving a thread through early-twentieth-century thought and literature. If my
readings of literary texts form the weft of this project—the red thread that winds through
its fabric—its warp is multicolored: ecology, the life sciences more broadly, geography,
eugenics, social and political movements, vitalism, imperial management, psychology,
nationalism, and geology, among others, move over and under the literary texts and hold
them in place. “Modernism, Ecology, and the Anthropocene” thus provides a
contextually-thick history of modernist ecological thinking that places major texts and
figures within their cultural and philosophical milieu. My eco-historical project
illuminates how literary works evolve from and in turn shape cultural and scientific ideas
about humanity’s relationship to the earth, thereby making a vital contribution to a
current, emerging interdisciplinary dialog in the Environmental Humanities. Literary
studies, I argue, must intervene in debates about the timeline, causes, and significance of
the Anthropocene by exploring how anthropogenic changes to the environment and
climate are represented in imaginative works of fiction and how these representations
respond to and shape wider cultural conceptions of nature, climate, and the environment.
The historicist bent of “Modernism, Ecology, and the Anthropocene” stems from
my debt to the methods of the new modernist studies—a turn that has produced a spike of
excellent recent ecocritical work on modernism. Through its historically-grounded
reading of modernist fiction, this dissertation joins recently published monographs like
Joshua Schuster’s The Ecology of Modernism (2015), McCarthy’s Green Modernism
(2016), Kelly Elizabeth Sultzbach’s Ecocriticism in the Modernist Imagination (2016),
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and Jesse Oak Taylor’s The Sky of Our Manufacture (2016), works that reveal the fruits
of an ecocritical approach toward modernism and enrich the wider field of ecocriticism
by further extending its reach.7 In addition to these decidedly ecocritical works, this
dissertation intersects with other recent books in modernist studies that figure the
environment and space more broadly, books like Douglas Mao’s Fateful Beauty (2008)
and Jon Hegglund’s World Views (2012), and studies of modernist nostalgia like
Elizabeth Outka’s Consuming Traditions (2009). Beyond a timely interjection of the
concept of the Anthropocene into these conversations, my project pays significantly more
sustained attention to the science of ecology and its relationship to modernist literature—
a subject that receives no more than a page or two in the monographs mentioned above.
The product of closely yoking ecological science and modernist literature together, I
show, is a modernism that is persistently interdisciplinary and public-facing, intervening
in popular science through fiction and nonfiction that engage the political, social, and
literary implications of recent scientific findings and technological developments. If the
myth of the modernist as a lone genius has been all-but-debunked in favor of an
understanding of the institutionally-embedded, socially-networked, and materiallyswayed writer, my project adds even more links and nodes to that network, making the
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My project also builds on these single-author studies of modernist literature and the
environment: Christina Alt’s Virginia Woolf and the Study of Nature (2010); Bonnie
Kime Scott’s In the Hollow of the Wave: Virginia Woolf and Modernist Uses of Nature
(2012); Eco-Joyce: The Environmental Imagination of James Joyce, edited by Robert
Joseph Brazeau and Derek Gladwin (2014); Derek Ryan’s Virginia Woolf and the
Materiality of Theory (2015); Alison Lacivita’s The Ecology of Finnegans Wake (2015);
and Etienne Terblanche’s T.S. Eliot, Poetry, and the Earth (2016).
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modernist ecosystem more tightly interconnected.

Ecology and the Anthropocene
Stated simply, the Anthropocene is the name for a new geological period that
marks the irreversible impact made by human beings on the global climate.8 Thus the
Anthropocene is first a geological idea. But in practice its importance to ecological
thinking—both the science of ecology and ideas about the environment more broadly—
has made a more significant impact, in part because it has been taken up as a rallying
point by environmentalists and others attuned to its capacity to intervene in dialogs about
climate change and environmental crisis. As geologists debate whether to formally add
the Anthropocene epoch to the geological timeline, and when to date its onset, the word
is already deeply embedded within contemporary conversations about the environment.
While the atmospheric chemist Paul Crutzen is most commonly credited with coning it,
the ecologist Eugene Stoermer had been using the term for years before Crutzen, a Nobel

In early 2013, the word “Anthropocene” returned a mere 13 hits on the MLA
International Bibliography, and only a handful of books with the word in their title had
been published, all of them by geologists or earth scientists. Four years later, the amount
of work featuring it has exploded: 78 articles relate to it, three journals are dedicated to it,
dozens of books feature it, and countless conference panels and CFPs incorporate it.
Within a decade of its coinage in 2000, historians began to consider the term’s
implications for fields other than geology, ecology and earth science; cultural and critical
theorists have been keen to adopt and debate it; and in the past five years, the
Anthropocene has become an increasingly prevalent concept in literary studies. For
historians, see Robin and Steffen; Chakrabarty “Climate” and “Postcolonial”; Steffen and
Grinevald et al.; and McNeil and Engelke. For cultural and critical theorists, see Latour
“Agency”; Wark; Moore; Bonneuil and Fressoz; Angus; and Davies. For literary studies,
see Nixon, Menely, Morton, Heise “Comparative Literature”; Baucom “History 4°” and
“Moving Centers”; Purdy; Trexler; and Howell “Imperialist.”
8
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Prize winner, popularized it. And when the two scientists collaborated on a paper
introducing the term in print for the first time in 2000, they placed geology and ecology
side-by-side:
Considering these and many other major and still growing impacts of
human activities on earth and atmosphere, and at all, including global,
scales, it seems to us more than appropriate to emphasize the central role
of mankind in geology and ecology by proposing to use the term
‘anthropocene’ for the current geological epoch. (17)
Thus, although the word names something geological, its import is equally, perhaps more
so, ecological, even as its capaciousness allows many disciplines to collaborate
underneath its umbrella. The potential of the concept of the Anthropocene, and the reason
it features prominently in the title of this dissertation, is the opening it offers for the
Environmental Humanities to contribute to scientific, political, and popular conversations
about the intricate relationship between humans and nature, as represented and lived
across time and space.
Because of its capaciousness and the host of disciplines that make claims on it,
there have been many competing definitions of the Anthropocene—not to mention
alternative formations like “Capitalocene,” “Anthrobscene,” and “Chthulucene” that
challenge its dominance.9 For the purposes of ecocriticism and the Environmental
Humanities, these definitions can fruitfully be separated into three main types. The first
definition is strictly geological, the study of rock strata; the Anthropocene in this view is
a proposed geological era whose distinctness must be confirmed by the stratigraphic

For “Capitalocene,” see Moore; for “Anthrobscene,” see Parrika; for Chthulucene, see
Haraway.
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record. This is an argument among geologists: an “Anthropocene Working Group”
recently recommended that stratigraphers should add the Anthropocene epoch to the
geological record, but years remain in this process and it seems unlikely that the wider
geological body will adopt it formally anytime soon. The second dominant meaning of
the Anthropocene stems from Earth system science, a meta-discipline that combines
climatology, atmospheric chemistry, and ecology, among other fields. The Anthropocene
for Earth science means changes in sea level, global temperature, and extinction rates, in
addition to geological evidence. This wider definition of the Anthropocene finds its
purpose in arguments about “planetary boundaries,” many of them already being crossed,
which make the earth safe for human habitation.10 And as definitional claims about its
meaning spill over into the social sciences and humanities, the Anthropocene’s third,
most roomy, definition has firmly taken root: “in this usage the Anthropocene represents
a threshold marking a sharp change in the relationship of humans to the natural world”
(Hamilton, Bonneuil, and Gemenne 3). This third definition of the Anthropocene is now
so well-established in so many disciplines that if geologists themselves decide against its
usefulness, “Anthropocene” will almost certainly continue to be used in its second, and
especially third, sense.
Distinct from geologists or Earth scientists who seek a “Golden Spike” in the past
or “planetary boundaries” that will dominate the future, the appeal of the Anthropocene
for the humanities rests largely on its capacity to narrate modern cultural and social
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For the concept of “planetary boundaries,” see Rockström.
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revolutions in concert with the environmental history of fossil fuels, on a massive scale.11
In this way the word “Anthropocene” offers what Timothy Clark calls an “overview
effect,” and its “force is mainly as a loose, shorthand term for all the new contexts and
demands—cultural, ethical, aesthetic, philosophical and political—of environmental
issues that are truly planetary in scale” (2-3). Clark outlines in his recent book
Ecocriticism on the Edge the challenge the Anthropocene poses to ecocriticism. Its scale,
for one, is overwhelmingly large, and ecocritics have tended more carefully to the local
and regional, often emphasizing rootedness in the earth and specific ecosystems. More
significantly, the Anthropocene acts as “a bewildering and often destructive
contamination of human aims and natural causality,” making its presence felt in
“innumerable possible hairline cracks in the familiar life-world, at the local and personal
scale of each individual life” (9). Categories like “natural” and “manmade” are
destabilized at a moment when the human species and the Earth system have become
deeply intertwined in a way that makes the world overwhelmingly strange to live and
think in. Clark argues that these two factors—massive scale and category scrambling—
combine to make the Anthropocene a “threshold concept” that forces ecocriticism to
confront the magnitude of the current environmental crisis and to critically rethink the
ecocritical tendency to figure it as a “failure of the imagination” that can be countered by
efforts to write and live more sustainably. Ecocriticism has always been tied to
environmentalist politics, which have in turn been dominated, in America especially, by

For the “Golden Spike,” see Lewis and Maslin. For humanist deployments of the
“Anthropocene” that align it with industrial modernity, see Morton, Wark, and Bonneuil
and Fressoz.
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notions of environmental crisis, sustainability and the “balance of nature.” But the scale
of the Anthropocene makes the project of sustainability suspect, something much more
than a “crisis” that can be managed or mitigated. Jeremy Davies captures the significance
of this fact when he implores environmentalists to think of themselves as instead
navigating a transition between two geological epochs—a very different project for
environmental politics (6). French environmental historians Christophe Bonneuil and
Jean-Baptiste Fressoz are blunter, writing that the Anthropocene “cancels the peaceful
and reassuring project of sustainable development” (22). The Anthropocene names not
merely a new geological epoch, but a new human condition.
Arguments about the “human condition” in the Anthropocene represent the first
and most compelling place for humanists to step into the conversation, if for no other
reason than because they are beginning to be invited into it.12 To date, humanists
(including literary scholars and ecocritics) have engaged the concept of the Anthropocene
either to advocate for it—often to explain its significance to their own disciplines—or to
critique its grand narrative.13 Critiques of the Anthropocene are necessary and invaluable,
most importantly when they correct tendencies to blame “humanity in general” rather
than the wealthy, industrial nations and individuals most obviously responsible for

See Noel Castree, et al, “Changing the intellectual climate,” published in the
interdisciplinary journal Nature Climate Change.
12

For the two best examples of these tendencies, see Dipesh Chakrabarty’s “The Climate
of History,” for explaining, and Eileen Crist’s “On the Poverty of Our Nomenclature,” for
critique. See also Noel Castree’s “The Anthropocene and the Environmental Humanities:
Extending the Conversation.”
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anthropogenic climate change (even if, as Ian Angus argues, this critique is often
oblivious to the fact that most scientific work on the Anthropocene does not actually
make this argument).14 But if humanists, including those who identify with the project of
the Environmental Humanities, want to make significant inroads into public
conversations about the Anthropocene and the environment, then critique alone will
remain insufficient. For this reason, the interdisciplinary, public-facing project of the
Environmental Humanities, more than the political, environmentalist project of
ecocriticism, drives my own interest in the Anthropocene and this dissertation’s use of
the word. The distinction between Environmental Humanities and ecocriticism is a rough
one, unlikely to hold firm under pressure, but it signals my goal of expanding the
boundaries of Anthropocene discourse, specifically by incorporating early ecology and
modernist fiction into it. Early ecology is glaringly absent from historical accounts that
seek antecedents of the Anthropocene’s ideas, even though it was Arthur Tansley who
coined the term “anthropogenic” to describe human impacts on the development and
health of ecosystems.15 The question of whether the concept of the Anthropocene was
anticipated—whether it signals a new mode of environmental reflexivity, or whether it

See the Appendix, “Confusions and Misconceptions,” of Angus’s Facing the
Anthropocene (224-30).
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Tansley’s anticipation of the Anthropocene is the subject of a short piece in the Annual
Review of Anthropology by Nathan F. Sayre, who notes that Tansley, in 1939, foresaw
that human impact on the environment could have global consequences (59-60). Tansley
is not mentioned in Will Steffen, Jacques Grinevald, Paul Crutzen and John McNeill’s
influential piece, “The Anthropocene: conceptual and historical perspectives” or Clive
Hamilton and Jacques Grinevald’s “Was the Anthropocene Anticipated?”
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simply names an already-existent one—matters because many narratives of the
Anthropocene, especially in the work of Earth scientists, position it as something
radically new, a realization only now possible because of technological advances in
climate modeling or system dynamics (Hamilton and Grinevald). As a counterpoint to
this narrative of scientific discovery, I offer an account of the way early ecological
thinking blended with modernist literary experimentation to produce fiction that
anticipates the implications of the Anthropocene in the first half of the twentieth-century.

Modernism and the Anthropocene
“Modernism” in literary studies has long named both a period in British,
European, and American literature (often, 1890-1930, or something similar) and an
avant-garde aesthetic project defined by formal experimentation.16 For many years now,
in large part due to the rise of the “new modernist studies” (Mao and Walkowitz),
modernism’s timelines have been stretched backward and forward and an emphasis on
experimentation has faded. An almost overwhelmingly large amount of scholarly work
now rightfully lays claim to the word “modernist.” The field’s expansion is prodigious,
but it remains legible as a field because, as Paul Saint-Amour has memorably phrased it,
“its key term has stopped playing bouncer and started playing host” (42). Modernism has
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For three influential examples of this approach, see Malcolm Bradbury and James
McFarlane’s “The Name and Nature of Modernism” in Modernism: A Guide to European
Literature, 1890-1930; Michael Levenson’s A Genealogy of Modernism: A Study of
English Literary Doctrine, 1908-1922; and Ann Ardis’s Modernism and Cultural
Conflict, 1880-1922. For a discussion of the significance of periodization in modernist
studies, see Susan Stanford Friedman’s “Periodizing Modernism: Postcolonial
Modernities and the Space/Time Borders of Modernist Studies.”
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proved to be a fine and welcoming host, for as its meaning becomes more indeterminate,
the field of modernist studies grows stronger precisely because it gathers together such a
diverse mixture of primary texts and critical methods. Although I recognize the value of
these revisions to the meaning of modernism, while working on this project I’ve found
that “modernism” is best used to name a specific literary period, even if it is a porous and
shifting one, between the boundaries of the Victorian and contemporary eras, with its
core in the first half of the twentieth-century. My dissertation’s primary contribution to
debates about the timeline and meaning of modernism is its proposal of a “Modernist
Anthropocene” literary history, beginning at the tail end of the age of empire and coming
to its close in the middle of the twentieth-century.17 What emerges from an interwoven
literary and environmental history is a fresh, distinctly ecological, version of modernism
defined less by formal experimentation, technology, or war, than by an attitude toward
environmental change.
Among the many thought-provoking questions posed by Susan Stanford Friedman
in her essay “Planetarity: Musing Modernist Studies” is this one: “Does the planet have
its own modernities, crises distinct from those of the human species?” (493). Adopting
the Anthropocene offers a way to answer this question. Yes, the planet does have its own
modernity, but no, it’s not distinct from the human species—rather, it’s a result of

Throughout this dissertation I adopt the phrase “age of empire” from Eric Hobsbawm’s
book The Age of Empire: 1875-1914. Hobsbawm’s timeline matches the one used by
many of the environmental histories I discuss below. Hobsbawm reminds us that
“imperialism” was “a novel term devised to describe a novel phenomenon” (60) and that
the “redistribution” of one-quarter of the earth’s surface was central to it. A single global
economy and the technological hunger for raw materials, specifically oil and rubber, led
to massive extraction projects and environmental devastation (56-83).
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humanity-as-species. The Anthropocene is the modernity of the planet. The “definitional
excursions” Friedman makes in her work on modernism and modernity provide an
enlightening entry point into the relationship between modernism and the Anthropocene,
for like “modernity,” “Anthropocene” is a term with a meaning that varies widely
depending on when it is said to begin and end, what characterizes it, and what people or
groups are central to it. When Friedman argues that definitions of modernity are best
thought of as having both a “nominal” mode (the content of the definition) and a
“relational” mode (one of radical disruption from the past), she could equally be
describing current debates about the Anthropocene, which largely take place in the
nominal mode but always use a break from past epochs or periods as a starting point
(“Definitional Excursions” 500-506). Finding the similarity between Friedman’s efforts
and Anthropocene debates untangles two particularly knotty conversations. First, it
suggests a new approach in the meaning of both “modernity” and “modernism” through
the Anthropocene, one that incorporates by its global scale the “planetarity” opportunities
that Friedman wants modernist studies to pursue. Because it is by nature a planetary
concept, the Anthropocene encourages thinking on a global scale. But the sense of
planetarity that Friedman has in mind, one marked by “contradictions, tensions,
oppositions, and asymmetries” (“Planetarity” 494), runs against the grain of most
Anthropocene discourse, which stresses humanity as a conglomerate and encourages us
to think of the human species as a unified geological force. Its challenge to this aspect of
Anthropocene thinking is the second reason why Friedman’s version of “planetarity” is
useful, for it foregrounds the unevenness of the Anthropocene’s causes and
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consequences—the inequalities and asymmetries fundamental to interventions into these
definitional arguments within the humanities generally and literary studies specifically.
Many historians and critics have confronted scientific accounts of the Anthropocene in
just this way while remaining invigorated by the new vistas that the concept opens.18 But
one important role that literary studies, and modernist studies, can play in conversations
about the Anthropocene is to bring into them our approaches toward periodization itself.
The Anthropocene is both a period and a narrative, and literary critics have long
recognized the symbiotic relationship between the two. Just as the strictly scientific
version of the Anthropocene offers an invigorating jolt to literary studies, literary studies
offers to the sciences a body of criticism bursting with theories of and arguments about
the benefits and hazards of periodization.19 The Anthropocene operates just as powerfully
as a story as it does a theory, which is why disagreements about the date of its onset are
significant. In this way, arguments about the Anthropocene resemble one portrait of
modernity offered in Frederic Jameson’s A Singular Modernity, where his second
“maxim” argues that modernity is more of a narrative than a historical period. Because
both narratives, “modernity” and “Anthropocene,” emphasize newness and rupture from
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See Chakrabarty (2009; 2012); Bonneuil and Fressoz; Malm and Hornberg; and Malm.
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For example: a year after Crutzen and Stoermer first published their periodizing
concept, Marshall Brown wrote in an introduction to a special MLQ issue on
periodization that “Romanticism is not a relevant concept—and hence not a problem—
for geology, just as, conversely, the KT boundary does not trouble us much in the English
department” (314). If we take the argument of the Anthropocene to heart, not only must
literary histories learn to be troubled by geological ones, but geology can learn from a
literary history for the Anthropocene.
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the past, as they think through the concept’s implications, Anthropocene theorists are
forced to recognize the truth of Jameson’s argument that periods imply narratives and
that these narratives determine the meaning of periods. The date at which the “break”
from the past is set determines what the story of the Anthropocene will be.20
Along with its global scope and rewriting of common environmental concerns, the
Anthropocene also reorients temporal modes of perception and offers a unique
opportunity to move away from entrenched periods of literary history (timelines like
those that demarcate modernism or modernity). Placed within a geological epoch, what
we’re used to calling “modernism” becomes a wide field of cultural production consisting
not only of new theories of art and new visions of society, but an engagement with the
potentially planetary impacts of technology and environmental change. As such, the
Anthropocene offers a new way to answer to questions like “what and when was
modernism”? My answer to this question is to propose a literary “period” that I call the
“Modernist Anthropocene.” The term offers a timeline with boundaries resembling those
typically drawn around “modernism,” but it emphasizes modernism’s place within a
literary history closely tied to environmental history and enables literature to intervene in
Anthropocene narratives. This “Modernist Anthropocene” is defined nominally by its
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Indeed, as Christophe Bonneuil argues, the effects of the Anthropocene are themselves
the result of the stories “the elites of industrial modernity have told themselves” about the
relationship between humans and the natural world (17). Bonneuil identifies “four grand
narratives of the Anthropocene,” pointing out the need for multiple narratives and a
greater awareness of each narrative’s political implications: “1) the naturalist narrative,
currently the mainstream one; (2) the post-nature narrative; (3) the eco-catastrophist
narrative; and 4) the eco-Marxist narrative” (18). Although it comes from a different
angle and looks at a different subject, Bonneuil’s approach resembles Friedman’s and
demonstrates the value of a narrative approach to the Anthropocene.
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attitudes toward the natural environment (“what was modernism”) and relationally by its
timeline between two periods of rapid environmental change (“when was modernism”).
To elaborate on what I mean by the “Modernist Anthropocene,” imagine first
what it might mean to implement “The Anthropocene” as a literary period, one beginning
at the turn of the nineteenth-century and stretching to the present.21 This timeline is
drawn from the original proposal by Crutzen and Stoermer that dated the Anthropocene’s
onset in the late-eighteenth-century on the basis of greenhouse gas emissions measured in
glacial ice.22 In terms of periodization, by proposing a “Modernist Anthropocene,” I’m
attempting something similar to what Eric Hayot proposes in On Literary Worlds:
adopting an alternative in an effort to shake up familiar ways of periodizing. Hayot’s
argument “Against Periodization” is polemical, but he supplements his criticism with
suggestions, offering that literary studies could produce institutional solutions by
developing periods that purposefully combine currently entrenched ones or “[i]magine
periods as they might look from some moment other than the present” (162). In this vein,
Hayot’s wonders what might happen “if we conceive of modernism as lying at the

Adopting a “Modernist Anthropocene,” of course, invites the possibility of other
variations: perhaps a “Romantic Anthropocene” or, as John Plotz proposes, a “Victorian
Anthropocene.” Each field would bring its own literary history, contexts, authors, and
texts, and each field would perceive the Anthropocene differently—and this would enrich
both literary studies and Anthropocene narratives.
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Crutzen and Stoermer cite James Watt’s invention of the steam engine in 1784 as
additional ammunition. Ice cores and steam engines: the use of physical and historical
evidence to define the period typifies conversations about the Anthropocene. While this
original proposal has been revised and debated by earth system scientists and geologists,
with the most recent recommendation arguing that the Anthropocene began in 1945, this
argument strips the term of its connection to fossil fuel use and industrialization, which
results in a depoliticized, watered-down version of the Anthropocene.
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historical midpoint of a longer period that includes it” (162). One such longer period now
available to critics is the Anthropocene, and “modernism” (taking a typical timeline,
1890-1940) rests in-between its onset date and our present.
Environmental history itself offers one fruitful way of developing an
Anthropocene-focused literary periodization. Helpfully, climate scientists have already
broken down the Anthropocene epoch into separate “stages” based on climate data: the
first spanning roughly 1800-1950, the second 1950-2000, and the third 2000-present.23
Will Steffen, for example, after re-affirming 1800 as the Anthropocene’s start date,
describes a “Great Acceleration” in the second half of the twentieth-century, in which
“every indicator of human activity underwent a sharp increase in rate around 1950”
(849). Three socio-economic examples Steffen emphasizes are a rapid increase in the
amount of petroleum consumed due to the ten-fold increase in the number of motor cars
on the road, wide-scale population migration from country to city, and the proliferation of
electronic communication. A similar period of sharp increase occurred between 18801914, due to “a second industrial revolution, the expansion of European imperialism, and
the remarkable commercial and financial globalization of this period” (Bonneuil and
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Each stage in this narrative of the Anthropocene is based on hard data, most often
measurements of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the use of fossil fuels that put it
there. For example, while there where hundreds of steam engines operating in the middle
of the nineteenth century, there were hundreds of thousands by 1900 (Bonneuil and
Fressoz 51); when American automobile companies returned to producing cars for
consumer use after WWII, the number of cars on the road increased from 26 million in
1945 to over 61 million in 1960 (Angus 155-56); moving into the twenty-first century,
the 80 percent of the world’s population that lives in non-OECD countries (most notably,
China and India) have now begun to use fossil-fuels at rapidly accelerating rates (Steffen
et al. 2011) and the amount of carbon in the atmosphere passed 400 parts per million for
the first time in 2015 for the first time in recorded history (NOAA).
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Fressoz 54). In this sense, there are two “Great Accelerations,” 1880-1914 and 1945present. Strikingly, between the two world wars human impact on the environmental
briefly plateaued because the world economy was depressed and population growth
slowed.24 These dates correspond with curious exactness to traditional borders
demarcating “modernism,” with “between the wars” being the tightest, a stretch back into
the later decades of the nineteenth-century (say, to 1880) becoming increasingly
conventional, and the extension into “post-1945” being the most recent manifestation.
The two periods most clearly marked by human impact on the environment are pre-WWI
and post-WWII, with the era of high modernism between the wars one of slowdown. If
this timeline raises eyebrows because of its determinism—if I seem to be arguing that
levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere or the growth curves of the world economy
correspond to literary production—then the limits of my thought-experiment become
apparent. But one challenge the Anthropocene makes to literary history is its insistence
that human history and the Earth system are now irrevocably intertwined; in this way, it
demands that literary scholars search for new ways of thinking the two together.
An alternative periodization like the “Modernist Anthropocene” offers, by linking
environmental and literary history, a version of modernism caught between two periods:
following decades of rapid, global, imperial industrialization and preceding explosive
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Environmental historian John McNeil summarizes this timeline in his book Something
New Under the Sun: An Environmental History of the Twentieth Century: “the period
between 1870-1913 remains one of the spectacular growth spurts in the history of the
world economy, faster than anything that went before, and faster than much of what
followed. After three decades of repressed growth (1914-1945), the world economy
surged again” (6).
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growth in transportation, communication technology, and carbon emissions. The
literature of the modernist Anthropocene looks both backward, seeking to make sense of
the accelerating environmental change of the fin de siècle, and forward, anticipating the
changes to come and their consequences. Janus-faced, the Modernist Anthropocene
differs from accounts of modernism that emphasis its nostalgia or its lament for a bygone
era and from competing theories that emphasize its futurism; it combines both and,
crucially, incorporates a longer timescale, a sense of the longue durée that outstrips even
historical dynamics by attending to the earth’s timelines as they stretch back and forth
across the swift changes of modernity.
Strikingly, the majority of the fiction I analyze in this dissertation is set either
before WWI or in the distant future: Forster’s Howards End takes place before the war,
he began writing A Passage to India in 1912, and “The Machine Stops” is set thousands
of years into the future; Joyce’s novels were conceived and set before it; Wells’s fiction
is either set at the end of the nineteenth-century or centuries hence; even the passages of
Woolf’s To the Lighthouse that I read take place before the war, as are significant early
sections of The Waves that receive the most attention herein. In this way, even though
these works were composed between the wars, their primary concerns are placed in time
before and after, and they seek to make sense of the environmental and technological
changes—and debates about them—that dominated turn of the century culture. The
Modernist Anthropocene is thus less about its own present than about the recent past’s
after-effects and how the future will unfold. This account of modernism admittedly
preserves a familiar timeline—1890-1940—but it changes the way we think about its
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meaning and its relationship to its past and future. Between the wars, per the
environmental history of the Anthropocene, the rate of environmental and technological
changed slowed, and writers like Forster, Joyce, Woolf, and Wells developed new ways
of understanding and representing these changes within new forms and using new
methods. Without offering an account that itself relies on a simplistic environmental
determinism, I suggest that modernist literature between the wars was in part fostered by
this slower pace, offering literary authors a chance to reflect on rapid change and
anticipate its consequences. One result is a change of perspective toward the two wars,
with the date 1914 emphasizing more dramatically the end of Britain’s age of empire,
rather than the onset of a European catastrophe, and 1945 marking the beginning of
America’s empire, defining the Great Acceleration.
A final characteristic of the Modernist Anthropocene is that it is a distinctly
British literature made possible by the global expanse of Britain’s Empire. England was
the first country to fully industrialize, and it exported its brand of fossil-fuel fired
capitalism across the globe, most dramatically in the two decades leading into WWI,
wherein the English both exported coal and extracted a variety of materials to and from
its colonies. (A similar global imbalance of power marks the environmental history of the
post-1945 world, but with the United States as the dominant player). The Modernist
Anthropocene period I develop in this project is again marked by a tension between the
recent past and the near future, and it remains caught between two world empires. The
tension makes itself known frequently: in the disappearing trees and future world of
Forster’s novels, in the way Woolf’s protagonists experience the earth’s deep time, and in
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the forward-glance of Wells’s anticipation. As the sole Irish writer in this project, Joyce’s
alternative direction for Irish nationalism, one rooted not in the land but in a
cosmopolitan, urban aesthetics, exposes the impacts of British imperialism on a nation
that felt the ecological effects of its rule early and often. Together, these four authors help
to establish a Modernist Anthropocene that simultaneously makes debates about
Anthropocene periodization richer and accounts of modernist periodization more
ecological.

Chapter Summaries
More so than serially, with each chapter building on the work of the next, the four
chapters in this dissertation work as a quartet of buttressing pairs. The chapters are
arranged roughly chronologically in terms of the publication dates of their central texts:
Forster’s Howards End (1910), Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as Young Man (1916),
Tansley’s The New Psychology and Its Relation to Life (1920) and Woolf’s The Waves
(1931), and Wells’s The Shape of Things to Come (1933). But this timeline fails to
capture the fact that Forster’s A Passage to India (1924) and Woolf’s To the Lighthouse
(1927) sit in the middle and that the chapter on Wells begins with a study of work he
published in the 1890s before moving into the 1920s and 1930s. In terms of literary form,
Forster’s contemplation of deep time fractures his largely realist style into a more
experimental mode; Forster’s modernism thus serves as an overture for the more complex
high modernist aesthetics of Joyce and Woolf, and the science fiction of Wells offers an
escape route into future formal developments.
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Its chronology offers an arc, but ultimately thematic pairing structures this
project. The first and last chapters, on Forster and Wells, both make significant
interventions into conversations about the Anthropocene, whereas the chapters on Joyce
and Woolf relate to it more indirectly. Chapters 1 and 2, on Forster and Joyce, both study
attitudes toward environmental determinism and the vitality of the land; further, the
Forster and Joyce chapters directly take up imperialism. Another pair, chapters 2 and 3 on
Joyce and Woolf, consider modernist aesthetics and its interactions with vitalism,
psychology, and ecology, studying two major modernist practitioners of experimental
form inspired by their contemporaneous psychology. Finally, chapters 3 and 4, on Woolf
and Wells, engage the scientific discipline of ecology at length, reading their fiction and
nonfiction alongside the writing of scientists. If the first two chapters are more accurately
concerned with “ecological thinking” and environmental philosophies—ones that
meaningfully influenced ecology—the final two chapters are more explicitly about
ecology itself. Together, the chapters move across a wide range of modernist literary
texts and intertexts to explore the relationship between modernism, ecology, and the
Anthropocene.
Chapter One, “Connecting Earth to Empire: E. M. Forster’s Changing Climate,”
argues that Forster’s fiction apprehends the global implications of local climate change at
a crucial time in environmental and literary history. Forster’s work engages
contemporaneous notions of climatic, or environmental, determinism as the climate
began to change more rapidly due to increasing industrialization and as the British
Empire reached its peak as a global force producing tremendous effects on the Earth
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system. Linking Forster’s Howards End and A Passage to India with his 1909 story, “The
Machine Stops,” I attend to the speculative aspects of Forster’s work: its occasional
apocalyptic tone, the often-distant viewpoint it takes toward human civilization, and its
sense of the earth as a living thing. Throughout, I trace the tension between Forster’s
pastoral nostalgia and his long glance into the distant future, identifying in his writing an
element of fantasy and speculation that reveals both the capacity and the limitations of his
hopeful, carefully confident cosmopolitan viewpoint.
The second chapter, “The Call of Life: James Joyce’s Vitalist Aesthetics,”
explores the connotations “life” gathers in Joyce’s early fiction and proposes a new
reading of his aesthetics that emphasizes its ecological implications. Pairing Joyce with
his contemporary “modern” vitalism and current new materialisms that mark a material
turn in cultural and literary theory, I trace Joyce’s engagement with vitalism through
significant aspects of his early fiction. Readings of Stephen Hero and A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man reveal Joyce’s effort to create an aesthetics that by attending to
“life” demands new modes of perception and a shift from thinking of matter as inert to
thinking of it as active. Responding to critical calls for ecocriticism to become more
attuned to materiality and more historicist by making one of the most commonly read
examples of modernist aesthetics freshly ecological, I offer Joyce’s fiction as a
contextually rich way of seeing the world, and of reading texts, which locates life in the
seemingly inanimate.
Virginia Woolf is a go-to case study for modernist ecocriticism, but to date critics
have neglected to analyze the connections between Woolf and Arthur Tansley, the British
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ecologist famous for coining the term “ecosystem.” My third chapter, “Make it Whole:
The Ecosystems of Virginia Woolf and A.G. Tansley,” reorients critical conceptions of
Woolf as an ecological writer and environmental histories of early ecology by showing
how Woolf’s philosophy of nature and Tansley’s ecosystem concept are both rooted in
Freudian “new psychology.” The result is their similar theory of how the mind interacts
with the external, natural world, forming as a system striving toward equilibrium in a
manner akin to an ecosystem. Historically, Woolf’s and Tansley’s theories of nature run
parallel and represent a shared intellectual project, and in the 1920s, they develop
theoretical accounts of perception that explore how experience of the external world
coalesces during streams of consciousness.
My final chapter, “Landlord of the Planet: H.G. Wells, Human Extinction, and
Anthropocene Narratives,” establishes Wells as an early environmental humanist whose
ecological outlook evolved with his perception of the rapidly increasing pace of climate
change and its threat to the human species. Studying Wells’s deployment of his
contemporaneous science, his critical role in the popularization of ecology, and his
proclivity for prophecy, I position Wells as a figure with keen insight into ecology and
the ability to anticipate anthropogenic climate change. Alongside a reading of a textbook
he co-authored, The Science of Life, I analyze how the natural world is managed in three
Wellsian utopias, A Modern Utopia, Men Like Gods, and The Shape of Things to Come.
The chapter includes a discussion of Wells’s similarities to contemporary “ecomodernist” writers who tell a particularly rosy story about the Anthropocene, and offers
Wells as a crucial member of the group of thinkers who anticipated the Anthropocene
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long before it was coined by present-day scientists.
Underwriting each chapter is a sense that modernism’s experiments with form,
point of view, and time frame—and its efforts to purposefully distance itself from realist
fiction—are newly germane and demand reevaluation. In his recent book The Great
Derangement, Amitav Ghosh compellingly argues that the scale of the Anthropocene
reveals one of realist fiction’s shortcomings: its “banishing of the improbable and the
insertion of the everyday.”25 Ghosh’s larger point is that novels must do a better job of
attending to the agency of nonhumans (nature, animals, and objects) and to what he calls
“forces of unthinkable magnitude that create unbearably intimate connections over vast
gaps in time and space” (63). What Ghosh is calling for is a twenty-first century brand of
experimental fiction, one willing to jettison the limitations of being “serious” and
“realistic,” by reclaiming older forms and by inventing new ones. Modernist fiction, and
experimental fiction more broadly, rarely appear in Ghosh’s account—a surprising
oversight that this dissertation helps to correct. Each of this project’s four authors, I
suggest, offer compelling paths forward for any contemporary fiction seeking to
countenance climate change and the Anthropocene: Joyce and Woolf through their
attention to the nonhuman, to the vitality of inanimate objects, and their related criticism
of rival forms of materialism; Forster through his efforts to make connections across time
and space, most significantly in A Passage to India, and his turn toward speculative

Ghosh 23. Ghosh relies heavily on Franco Moretti’s ideas about how “serious fiction”
establishes its sense of reality through “fillers” that establish the everyday-ness of the
novel’s events, even as he departs significantly from Moretti’s timeline by aligning
contemporary fiction with nineteenth-century realism (“Serious Century”).
25
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fiction in “The Machine Stops”; Wells, more than any other early-twentieth-century
writer, continuously focuses his attention on inconceivably vast timescales, and develops
new forms—scientific romance, future history—fit to contain them. Ultimately, if Ghosh
is correct that the contemporary novel has failed to adequately account for climate
change, that it must become more expansive and more innovative, then the methods and
motivations of modernist fiction represent one compelling starting point and suggest that
modernism, with its connections to ecology and its embeddedness within the
Anthropocene, might be not only the literature of our past but the literature of our future.
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CHAPTER 2
CONNECTING EARTH TO EMPIRE: E. M. FORSTER’S CHANGING CLIMATE

Introduction
Cars play a deadly role in E.M. Forster’s two best novels, killing a cat in Howards
End and an unknown animal, thought to be a hyena, in A Passage to India. In both cases,
the automobile stands in for a way of experiencing the natural world: plowing through,
past, and even over the environment rather than attending to what Margaret Wilcox calls
in Howards End “the earth and its emotions” (172). Representative of imperial power and
wealth in both novels, in Howards End the car pollutes the air, expedites a new suburban
lifestyle, and expands the gulf between rich and poor. A sense of modern “flux” and the
transformation of London and its surrounding countryside are two of the novel’s
dominant themes, both focused on the impact of what Forster calls “the machine”—his
shorthand for industrialization broadly, and, more specifically, the automobile and the
smells, speed, and sensations that accompanied it. Born in 1879, alive until 1970, Forster
came of age in an era of rapid industrial development and environmental change, passed
away as the earth’s climate was well on its way to becoming a global concern, and for the
bulk of his long life was consistently and finely attuned to the changing environment of
the twentieth-century. When Forster in 1956 wrote on the final page of his Commonplace
Book—a notebook of occasional writing spanning thirty years—that “The man-modified
surface of the earth is on its way to being man-destroyed,” he was describing a trend of
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environmental devastation he had carefully observed for the better part of a century.26
Forster’s affection for the natural world and his distress over the disappearing
English country-side infuses his oeuvre, and his writing has frequently and fruitfully been
read as pastoral or as primitivist; but my argument is that Forster’s work registers and
intervenes not only in these more familiar philosophies of nature, but with his
contemporaneous philosophies of climate.27 Specifically, Forster speaks to forms of
climatic determinism: the belief that climate has a formative influence on the
development, character, and values of individuals, nations, and races. Climatic
determinism has a long history, but within the early-twentieth-century its stakes shifted as
the pace of environmental change quickened due to industrialization and the age of
empire. Always fascinated by “earth” on both its physical and symbolic registers,
Forster’s fiction becomes more planetary in scope as it becomes more concerned with
empire, and the result is that a local sense of “earth” associated with trees, rivers, and
nymphs blends with an understanding of the earth as an entity within geological time, one

26

Commonplace Book, 259. Hereafter, Forster’s Commonplace Book will be cited as CB.

27

For readings of Forster in connection with pastoral and/or primitivism, see Bredbeck,
Christie, Cucullu, Outka, and Wilde. Histories of climate change often demonstrate how
awareness of the phenomenon shifted from local to global by showing how early theories
of climate consistently depended upon comparisons between colonial environments and
those of the colonialists’ home country. For examples of this line of argument, see Grove
and Fleming. Locher and Fressoz cite a host of nineteenth and even eighteenth century
examples of fears for the well-being of the planet as a whole, along the way demolishing
any belief that humanity’s increased “reflexivity” about its capacity to change the climate
will result in a greener future. And MacDuffie shows how Malthus’s argument about
population and scarcity depends upon “a vision of the earth as a single totality” and
claims that in Mill, Ruskin, and Dickens we find “the stirrings of an imaginative
apprehension of what the chemist Paul Crutzen has termed the ‘Anthropocene’” (11).
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capable of being ruined by industry just as the English countryside had been ruined. The
environmental effects of empire intrude into Howards End most obviously in the form of
the Wilcoxes’s West African Rubber Company, and climatic theories of empire take
center stage in A Passage to India, where the earth resists efforts to control and dominate
it. In Forster’s two best novels, the earth belongs to no one, persisting on its own timeline
and possessing its own interests, giving Forster hope amid the evidence of devastation
that so distressed him.
This chapter explores the environmental imagination of E.M. Forster through
attention to three of his works: Howards End, the 1909 short story “The Machine Stops,”
and A Passage to India.28 I argue that Forster’s work and its ideas about nature are best
understood not through their depiction of place, or their engagement with the relationship
between country and city, but through Forster’s consistent interest in the long-term future
of the earth and the human race’s ability to flourish upon it. Most essential to Forster’s
environmental imagination is its acute sense of rapid and lasting environmental change
and the challenges this poses for literature and human culture. Forster’s perception of
both long, geological timescales and swift environmental change produces in his work a
fierce tension between a more conservative lament for a vanishing, rural way of live and
an often awkwardly optimistic hope that the long-term future is brighter. Forster’s

I use the term “environmental imagination” similarly to Lawrence Buell, who in his
1996 book used it to describe how literary works respond to and represent the natural
environment. “Environmental imagination” can be understood as a stand-in for
“environmental philosophy,” with the understanding that literary works reflect and
intervene in their era’s dominant ideas about the natural world. For an example of a
similar term, “ecological imagination,” see MacDuffie.
28
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hopefulness comes tinged with an element of fantasy that can only be fulfilled, it seems,
after an apocalypse; the force of this fantasy and the timeline that accompanies it, I argue,
help to account for Forster’s modernism, specifically the strong narrative voice that
interrupts the story of Howards End and the fractured form of A Passage to India. Deep
time, whether figured as an apocalypse or as the Anthropocene, exists simultaneously,
and uneasily, with Forster’s keen observations of his environment. For living within a
changing environment is for Forster a quintessential modern experience, one that makes
writing in the twentieth-century different from the nineteenth: “we cannot in any case
restore imagination and taste by means open to Wordsworth; when he was tired of
Europe and the Revolution he could return to the Lakes and find them unchanged by
speed boats and aeroplanes,” Forster wrote in 1940, “To become again a ‘creative soul’ is
in these days not easy: the world of our infancy has altered too drastically” (CB 119-20).
Taking note of the environmental changes around him, engaging the ecological
philosophies of his day, casting his gaze into the future, Forster sensed that what was
truly at stake was not just the passing of rural England and the arrival of a new urban way
of life, but environmental change on a global scale.

Howards End in the Anthropocene
Howards End anticipates an apocalypse. Many of the novel’s critics have noted
this when scrutinizing its conclusion, in which Margaret and Helen Schlegel fret about
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the suburbs encroaching upon Howards End.29 Its apocalypticism underscores Howards
End’s status as a “condition of England” novel that speaks to an array of alarming
sociohistorical changes—urbanization, industrialism, the suburbs, the motor car, flux,
speed, noise, “modernity” writ large—and takes up what Lionel Trilling argued was the
book’s animating question: “Who shall inherit England?” (118). Trilling’s question calls
attention to the novel’s engagement with class conflicts, nationalism, and Edwardian
New Liberalism, but by posing it Trilling skips past the more explicit question that
frames the novel’s inheritance plot and opens up a new way of exploring its apocalyptic
undertones: its echo of the Beatitude “who shall inherit the earth?” The novel’s answer to
this question is muddled. Will the offspring of the yeoman farmer inherit the earth? Will
it be Helen’s child, fathered by Leonard Bast? Its most definite response is that it will be
Charles Wilcox, an imperialist in a motor car. The prospect fuels an apocalyptic vision of
the future, for Howards End recognizes that when an imperialist inherits the earth, he
owns more than one small island, and it dreads the result: “the earth that he inherits will
be grey” (258). The apocalypse Howards End foresees is not, first and foremost, cultural,
military, or political, but rather ecological: the devastating results of the industrial

Critical deployments of the term “apocalypse” frequently act as a counter-weight to the
novel’s attempt to end happily and satisfactorily. Barbara Rosecrance argues that “the
unacknowledged pressure of its prevision of apocalypse undermines even its qualified
optimism” (124). Anne Wright’s study of Howards End as an example of the “literature
of crisis” finds amid the buoyant optimism of the book’s conclusion “a hint of further
crisis, even of lurking apocalypse” (61). David Medalie argues that like “many other
modernist or proto-modernist works, Howards End presents modernity as a crisis and
even as an apocalypse, something that must be opposed” (7). More broadly, Brian May
aligns Forster with other modernists who adopt a “rhetoric of imminent cultural
apocalypse” (59) and Stuart Christie detects a “liberal apocalypse” at the heart of
Forster’s conflicted pastoral (11-44).
29
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revolution, the proliferation of fossil-fuel burning machines, and the extraction of natural
resources inherent to the globe-spanning business practices of men like the Wilcoxes.
At the twentieth-century’s close, climatic changes like those Forster’s novel
portends led Paul J. Crutzen and Eugene Stoermer to mint the term “Anthropocene,” a
word that articulates the continuing ecological impact of the Industrial Revolution.
Following the most familiar timeline that yokes the Anthropocene to fossil-fuels,
Howards End, written in 1910, sits roughly midway between the era’s onset and current
critical interest in the concept. Howards End is thus an excellent text for a “Modernist
Anthropocene” in that it captures the technological and ecological transformations of its
time, engages the dominant form of environmentalism in Britain (the back to the land
movement), and reflects a felt sense of the turbulent present related to the swiftly
deteriorating environment. In terms of environmental history, Forster’s era is notable for
both rapid industrialization, made possible in part by a move from coal to liquid fuels—a
new development in the first decade of the twentieth-century—and for a slower shift in
how the English thought about the natural world and the threat posed to it by pollution
specifically and technology more broadly. Indeed, Howards End’s being an English
novel is essential to its links to the Anthropocene: England’s reliance on fossil fuels
marks the onset of the Anthropocene and its rise as a manufacturing and imperial global
power was dependent upon them. At the turn of the century, England underwent a
“second industrial revolution” with the internal combustion engine as its centerpiece
(Landes 4). While not all historians are convinced of the need to name this period a
second industrial revolution, the idea registers the fact that the industrialism of the mid-
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nineteenth-century was of a different kind than that of the fin de siècle. If the factory, the
steam engine, miasma theory, and thermodynamic theories of energy define the
environmental history of the nineteenth-century, Forster’s fiction captures the earlytwentieth-century spread of empire, growth of the suburbs, and the shift to liquid fuel—
which brought with it what he calls in Howards End “the stink of petrol” (88). With his
lifelong attention to changes in his surrounding environment, Forster makes an exemplary
case study for the Modernist Anthropocene because his writing is anti-carbon (and
unquestionably anti-car) at a moment when the use of fossil fuels was exploding due to
the proliferation of the internal combustion engine, which accelerated carbon
consumption and led to a multitude of changes to the English environment and how the
English moved around within it. These changes made their mark in English intellectual
life of the period through a shift from Victorian ideals of nature as threatening—
Tennyson’s “red in tooth and claw”—to early-twentieth-century ideas of nature as pure
and in need of protection, represented most comprehensively by the back to the land
movement that appears in Howards End. The late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century
changes in attitudes toward technology’s effect on the natural world and human bodies
can also be apprehended, as Peter Thorsheim shows, through philosophical and political
responses to pollution—ideas that make their way into Howards End via Edward
Carpenter, for example.
But Howards End can be read as a Modernist Anthropocene work not only in
terms of environmental history, pinned between a century of industrialization and a
century of rapid climate change, but also how it places itself as a work of literature within
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this history, Janus-faced with an eye toward the recent past and the distant future. So, by
claiming Howards End for the Modernist Anthropocene, I consider the implications of
thinking not about the often-debated questions of when either period began, nor about
how humanity should move into the future of a permanently altered biosphere, but about
how works of literature set themselves within long, even geological, stretches of time by
considering the long-term effects of modern technology and industry. Further, the novel’s
Modernist Anthropocene sensibilities explain its formal disjointedness, as it casts one eye
toward the recent past and one toward the distant future through a narrative voice that
oscillates between self-conscious nostalgia and weary prophecy. Howards End is thus a
signal example of the literary registration of what Raymond Williams in Marxism and
Literature calls the “structures of feeling” that emerge from material and environmental
conditions, with a present haunted by both residual and emergent sensibilities (128-135).
Howards End gathers together major strands of its contemporaneous ecological thought,
where distressful events (rural decay, deforestation) are perceived; nostalgia for a pastoral
past is honestly felt but recognized as impractical; devastation on a national, imperial,
and even global scale is foretold; and hope for the earth’s future comes in a form largely
symbolic or mythical—as vision more than prediction.
In addition to forcing us to think of humanity as a unit within geological time, the
Anthropocene has a less commonly stressed but equally significant spatial dimension: the
“we” of humanity-as-global-force is unevenly distributed across space, even as what
happens in one place has repercussions for every other. For example, early and massively
industrializing nations like England and America have had the most profound effect on
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the global climate, but the brunt of these changes are typically felt first and most severely
in regions who share little of the blame for global climate change. The concept of the
Anthropocene thus intervenes in common notions of the significance of “place,”
especially for ecocritics, whom Ursula Heise has challenged to move beyond a “sense of
place” to a “sense of planet—a sense of how political, economic, technological, social,
cultural, and ecological networks shape daily routines.”30 The spatial elements of the
Anthropocene have significant implications for how we understand Forster’s work,
especially Howards End, which has consistently been read as attached to an elevated
sense of “place” as a bright beacon in the face of modernity’s almighty placelessness. 31
Among readings of Howards End, Fredric Jameson’s “Modernism and
Imperialism” remains the most influential. Per Jameson, Forster confronts in Howards
End “the representational dilemmas of the new imperial world system” (59). The effort to
represent what Jameson calls the “new grey placelessness” (54) of the vast space of an
empire results in a new, distinctly modernist, style in which a massive and therefore
unrepresentable totality is given a stand-in—in Jameson’s example, the Great North
Road—which can be encapsulated and perceived aesthetically. Yet when introducing a
passage where Leonard Bast walks along the Great North Road, Jameson soon pulls up
short, noting that here Forster’s message takes on “new forms we have no time to
examine” (57):

See Heise Sense 88. The word “Anthropocene” in its challenge to ecocriticism parallels
Heise’s critique of “excessive investment in the local,” of a continuing attachment to
pastoralism, and of a sense of place predicated on going “back-to-nature” (10).
30

31

For the two most extensive examples of this reading of Forster, see Thacker and Finch.
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At the chalk pit a motor passed him. In it was another type, whom Nature
favours—the Imperial. Healthy, ever in motion, it hopes to inherit the
earth. It breeds as quickly as the yeoman, and as soundly; strong is the
temptation to acclaim it as a super-yeoman, who carries his country's
virtue overseas. But the Imperialist is not what he thinks or seems. He is a
destroyer. He prepares the way for cosmopolitanism, and though his
ambitions may be fulfilled, the earth that he inherits will be grey.
(Howards End 258)
This passage encapsulates the novel’s environmental vision, moving between
romanticized ideas of Nature and Edwardian cosmopolitanism, recognizing the pull of the
traditional English yeoman narrative and its relevance to the Empire’s expansion into
new environments, and, most significantly, tracing the connections between local
landscapes and global industry. The motor car passing Leonard Bast links the Great
North Road, newly macadamized for automobile traffic, to a subtext of environmental
devastation and resource extraction both local (the chalk pit) and colonial: driven by “the
Imperial” Charles Wilcox, the car’s wheels, we presume, are fitted with the West African
rubber upon which the Wilcox fortune rests.32 Thus one of the “new forms” Jameson
passes over is environmental devastation on a global scale, personified in the form of the
imperialist as destroyer of the earth. And Jameson’s “new grey placelessness” labels not
only Forster’s fear of conglomeration and inability to represent a global totality, but also
his prediction that imperialists, represented in Howards End by the Wilcoxes, will spread
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In a brief passage with parallels to his reading of Mansfield Park, Edward Said makes a
related criticism of Trilling, noting that the Wilcoxes are colonial rubber growers and that
Forster links their colonialist enterprise to changes in England that affect the book’s
characters, including Leonard Bast (65; 93). Eugene Thacker makes a similar point, more
specifically about motorcars and rubber (68-69). Judith Weismann emphasizes the way
their car inspires in the Wilcoxes an “emblematically new attitude towards the earth”
(264-65)
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the grey, muddy influence of roads, cars, and carbon pollution across the globe, just as
they have ruined the landscape along the Great North Road.
In what follows I examine the matrix of environmental and literary writing from
which Howards End emerged, offering it as a work that crystalizes larger fin de siècle
movements through its engagement with their philosophies of nature and its burgeoning
awareness of the global scale of human impact on the natural environment. Wedged
between a “back to the land” yearning for the bygone age of the yeoman farmer and a
closely-related anxiety for the reproductive future of the human race, the novel ultimately
sides with neither the pastoral impulse nor the eugenic one, neither with localism nor
with cosmopolitanism, instead revealing a conception of the earth as a planetary unit
linked to a vast timeline. The land of Forster’s novel is not, or rather not just, the land the
pastoral imagination hearkens back to, but rather an eonic Earth irreducible to nation,
city, or country.33 In concert with much of Forster’s other writing, most notably his 1909
short story “The Machine Stops,” Howards End envisions the earth along a timeline of its
own. At its close, Howards End pauses to consider the possibility that modernity, with its
craze for movement, its “architecture of hurry” (89), will be followed by a civilization
that will learn to rest. The fulfillment of its prophecy remains, for both its protagonists

Jed Esty’s reading of Forster’s pageant plays of the 1930s and 40s helps to illuminate
the how Forster’s novels, such as Howards End, rely on “the tension between pastoral
England and metropolitan modernity”—a tension that largely disappears in his pageant
plays, which emphasize the continuity of rural life across millennia to access the cultureconsolidating potential of pastoral (Shrinking 77). Forster’s Commonplace Book bursts
with evidence that supports this reading. In 1927, we see Forster transitioning between
the more even-handed outlook of Howards End and the yearning that infuses his later
writing: “I waddle on under a ruck-sack of traditional nature emotions and try to find
something important in the English countryside—man-made, easily altered by man” (40).
33
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and its twenty-first century readers, a long way off. Yet the novel seems content with the
vastest of timelines—“all vistas close in the unseen,” it reminds us (157)—and proposes
that as modern men and women hurry over, dig into, and build upon it, the earth will
remain, waiting—in the words of the narrator, “beating time” (270). In the end, the book
proposes that no one in a future characterized by modernity and its world-spanning
industrialism will inherit the earth. Hope lies elsewhere, not in another place but in
another time—one far from the present. Able to foresee the consequences of industrial
modernity, but unable to anticipate its end, Forster alternates between the pastoral
wistfulness of his contemporary and his own hopes for the distant future.

Leonard Bast Goes Back to the land
In the early years of the twentieth-century, writers well-versed in the effects of
industrialization and urbanization, which by 1900 had been in full-swing for decades,
showed early signs of becoming aware that changes to their local climates had
frightening implications if extrapolated globally. While it would be a mistake to map
contemporary climate science onto Forster’s fiction, early-twentieth-century concerns
with carbon pollution, a degenerating population, and environmental change combined
with contemporaneous theories of climatic determinism to form an ecological outlook
that predates now familiar anxieties about the earth’s future. The turn of the twentiethcentury was an era of rapid global change, as competition between empires during the
1870-1914 period (Steffen et al. 850) caused the productivity of mines, plantations, and
other colonial enterprises to skyrocket—in effect globalizing the Industrial Revolution
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through a period of spectacular economic growth (McNeill 6). The Wilcox wealth stems
from this moment of expansion. While this was happening worldwide, in England the
“back to the land” and “back to nature” movements of the decades before the First World
War shaped the environmental consciousness of Forster and his generation. This “return”
to the land was only possible (for those who could afford it) because it had been vacated
by urban migration following the sharp decline in agricultural production after 1870 that
was tied as much to Britain’s newly productive “land” overseas as to industrial expansion
in England itself. But the nostalgia arising from the “loss of the organic community” of
Old England was complicated by apprehension about the future, specifically the British
Empire’s role as a world-spanning force.34
The back to the land “movement” was a diverse group of social reformers with a
coherent core message. While its political aim was grand, back to the land was
considerably more influential as a literary phenomenon than it was politically, and thus
its most well-known figures—John Ruskin, William Morris, and Edward Carpenter—sit
right on the line between social reformer and literary celebrity.35 Jan Marsh identifies
three basic elements of this “almost totally forgotten and invisible” movement: a return to
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See Leavis and Thompson 93-98. Elizabeth Outka demonstrates the pervasiveness of
this form of nostalgia and its complexity, calling it “the commodified authentic” and
noting its “appeal to a nostalgic, often nationalist authenticity” (8) Outka’s marvelous
reading of Howards End rescues the novel from earlier critics who have “savaged the
ending as a nostalgic capitulation,” arguing instead that Forster has carefully
foreshadowed it through his awareness that nostalgia requires stability, and stability
requires wealth. Henry Wilcox, after all, saved Howards End (89-92).
35

Ruskin appears prominently in Howards End when the narrator introduces us to
Leonard Bast, who is reading The Stones of Venice and considering how he can
incorporate its message into his daily life. (He can’t).
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the land, an obsession with handmade goods, and the “simple life” (7). The three
different phrases often used by these reformers—“back to the land,” “back to nature,”
“back to the earth”—have subtle differences between them that demonstrate the breadth
of the movement’s concerns. “Back to the land” was aligned with socialist politics and
typically celebrated agriculture, land reform, and smallholdings. Ruskin and Morris both
spent considerable time, money, and energy fighting for these causes in the latenineteenth-century. Explicitly anti-civilization, “back to nature” aligns more with an
aesthetic and a literary sensibility, often coupled with yearning for a simple life. Writers
like Richard Jefferies, W. H. Hudson, Henry Salt, and Carpenter found inspiration in
Walt Whitman’s poetry and Henry David Thoreau’s Walden, and its most successful
tract, Robert Blachford’s Merrie England (1893), sold over one million copies in a span
of two years (Gould 36). “Back to the earth” frequently had a more spiritual, mystical,
and even pagan connotation, and is accordingly, I think, the most closely aligned with
Forster’s own philosophy of nature, particularly in his early fiction, which is more
focused on nature as a force or as personified by nymphs and satyrs.
Understanding and labeling the differences among these three strands of the larger
back to the land movement helps to map their appearance in Howards End. Henry
Wilcox roundly dismisses the communal politics of the first group when telling Margaret
the history of Howards End: “Small holdings, back to the land—ah! philanthropic
bunkum. Take it as a rule that nothing pays on a small scale” (165). Henry is right about
this, as Peter Gould’s history of the movement between 1880-1900 makes clear. By the
time Forster began writing Howards End in 1909, the socialist communitarian drive
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behind back to the land had fizzled, and was swallowed by more utilitarian town planning
acts and reform bills. The literary elements of the movement, what I’ve identified as its
“back to nature” strand, briefly take center stage in Howards End through Forster’s
account of Leonard Bast’s reading list. But it’s the third aspect, back to the earth
mysticism, that is both less explicit within and more significant to Forster’s novel and
marks the book’s departure from Forster’s early writing, in which the Greek god Pan
symbolizes oneness with the earth and hearkens back to pagan beliefs.36 These ideas are
the source of Forster’s primitivism, which is radically different in style and source than
that of his contemporary D.H. Lawrence.37 Two early short stories, “The Story of a
Panic” (1904) and “The Curate’s Friend” (1907) preview this aspect of Forster’s longer
fiction, which then appears in a telling moment in A Room with a View where George
Emerson and Lucy Honeychurch stumble into a violet-strewn hollow, described as “the
well-head, the primal source whence beauty gushed out to water the earth” (80). In both
stories and the novel, the earth-spirit, represented by Pan, is tied to vitality and ascribed a
remarkable degree of agency. The spirit of the earth is also, significantly, sexualized, at

Alan Wilde’s reading of the idea of Pan in Forster’s writing is illuminating. Pan, for
Wilde, is in Forster’s writing a “pastoral god and emblem of the unity of all things” as
well as a representative of primitivism (199).
36
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See, for just one example among many, chapter 6 of Women in Love, where an African
statuette leads Birkin to wax lyrical about how what “was imminent in himself must have
taken place in these Africans: the goodness, the holiness, the desire for creation and
productive happiness must have lapsed, leaving the single impulse for knowledge in one
sort, mindless progressive knowledge through the senses, knowledge arrested and ending
in the senses, mystic knowledge in disintegration and dissolution, knowledge such as the
beetles have, which live purely within the world of corruption and cold dissolution”
(253). This is not Forster’s flavor of primitivism.
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times homo-erotic—a theme that Forster extends fully only in Maurice and its
greenwood.38 And, finally, Forster’s affinity for back to the earth sentiment appears
prominently in The Longest Journey, the novel that most thoroughly articulates his sense
that the earth was, in its words, “a living being” (232). The novel, which begins with a
Cambridge-Apostle-epitomizing argument about the existence of external objects (in this
case a cow), closes with the publication of a collection of short stories entitled Pan Pipes,
written by the protagonist Rickie Elliot. Throughout the book Rickie ditheringly works to
write the sort of stories that capture “the intimate spirit of the dell” he visited as an
undergraduate (18). Rickie’s half-brother, Stephen Wonham, is the book’s engine,
representative of both a vitalist life-force and the regenerative power of the earth.
Throughout these pre-Howards End writings, Forster’s fiction reveals an understanding
of nature as an active force, either symbolically, spiritually, or physically, and more often
than not reaches for the word “earth” rather than “land” to reflect this position.
In Howards End itself, the influence of back to the land thinking is most clear in
Forster’s characterization of Leonard Bast, a poster-boy for back to the land descriptions
of the negative effects of populations shifting from country to city. Forster’s
characterization of Leonard has consistently been criticized: to Trilling he is “the pitiful
Leonard Bast” (122), and the word “pitiful” maps onto the book’s alternating attitudes of
condescension and compassion toward him. But in addition to the aspects of his character

The queer aspects of Forster’s attitude towards nature has been explored extensively by
critics (Christie, Cucullu, Wilde), so I won’t pursue it here other than to note that this is
just one of the many places Forster ascribes agency to the physical earth, making it
capable of bringing together people whom civilization separates.
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that can be traced back to sources like C. F. G. Masterman’s 1909 bestselling book The
Condition of England and Matthew Arnold’s ideas about the uplifting force of culture,
Leonard absorbs a copious amount of back to the land literature. Leonard’s adoption of
the back to the land movement is the most endearing aspect of his character and
motivates the passages in the novel where the narrator treats him less with compassion or
condescension than with true appreciation. To miss the significance of this aspect of
Leonard’s character is to miss an entire layer, one that makes him rounder, less like one
of the “flat” characters Forster appraises in Aspects of the Novel. It’s likely that Forster
based Leonard’s character in part on the students he met at the Working Men’s College,
where Ruskin had also taught; this helps to explain the well-meaning but condescending
attitude that Forster lays on Leonard—a form of paternalism common in back to the land
literature. But in Howards End, the back to the land literature Leonard absorbs—George
Meredith, Robert Louis Stevenson, Richard Jefferies—inspires his overnight hike
through Wimbledon. Afterwards, Leonard tells Margaret and Helen, “I wanted to get
back to the Earth” just like the hero of George Meredith’s Ordeal of Richard Feverel, and
his sally “You get back to the Earth in that” to describe a book by Stevenson shows that
Margaret had misjudged him as a type only familiar with the outsides of books (96).
Leonard, like Jefferies, is what Masterman calls a “Life Worshipper,” who “rebels always
against the mechanic pacing to and fro; the set grey life” (251). Forster’s consistent
reliance upon the word “grey” in Howards End corresponds directly to Masterman’s
account, and his alignment of Leonard with Jefferies relies upon a similar sense of the
superiority of Jefferies’s philosophy of nature, which sees nature not as benevolent or
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hostile but as “utterly indifferent to all the ardours of mankind” (255). What ultimately
impresses the narrator about Leonard is that like Jefferies—and unlike most inhabitants
of London—he wants to see the dawn yet isn’t surprised by its indifference. Leonard’s
all-nighter is the product of “the spirit that led Jefferies to write” (98). Through Leonard’s
account of his walk, the narrator pokes fun at the “swamp of books” that signifies
Leonard’s back to the land reading habits: the spark rests in the earth, not in the books
about returning to it.
Forster’s admiration for Leonard’s spirit or “stock” reflects powerful anxieties
about declines in population, the reproductive future of the Anglo-Saxon race, and
whether the changing climate of industrial England would have a negative effect on its
people. If Forster’s characterization of Leonard fits a “type,” it is this: grandson of
yeoman farmer spoiled by the poisonous urban atmosphere. Walking amid exploding
urban development and reluctantly drawn into a conversation with a neighbor chatting
about a newspaper article on Manchester’s declining-birth rates, Leonard personifies the
presence, in much of Forster’s work, of what I.A. Richards identified as a “survival”
theme, a preoccupation “with the continuance of life, from parent to child, with the
quality of life in the sense of blood or race, with the preservation of certain strains and the
disappearance of others” (918). In turn-of-the-century England, population anxieties were
specifically tied to the sense that the right sort of people (the “Anglo-Saxon” race) were
decreasing in population as the wrong sort (“natives’ in the colonies) increased.39
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Distress about overpopulation, and eugenic responses to it, dominated the Edwardian
era in England and its liberal humanist projects, as David Medalie demonstrates, most
persuasively, through a reading of Masterman’s relevance to Forster’s work.
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Urbanization changed the landscape of England and its population simultaneously, so it’s
hard to discuss theories of climate in the era without recognizing their explicit connection
to population shifts. By industrializing, England was ruining its climate and the hearty
yeoman it produced. Further compounding this fear was the belief that the mass
migration from country to city had a two-fold negative effect on population: citydwelling corresponded to diminished birth-rates and then in turn devitalized the next
generation. Such a case was made by pioneering sexologist and eugenicist Havelock Ellis
in The Independent Review (a publication that published Forster’s work) in 1904: “Great
Britain is becoming a land of towns ... while the diminished birth-rate of towns is
certainly not altogether the result of impaired vitality, the phenomena are correlative facts
of the first importance for every country which is using up its rural population and
becoming a land of cities” (438). Ellis remarks earlier in the essay that it was hard, at the
turn of the century, to find a person whose grandparents were from London; this matches
Leonard’s genealogy; he tells Helen (moments before they sleep together) that his
grandparents were “agricultural laborers and that sort” (191). Perhaps his bloodline
explains his “primitive good looks.”
The relationship between Leonard and Helen, and its consummation, has long
troubled readers of Howards End, beginning with its very first critic (Furbank 189). It’s
clear that the sisters are drawn to Leonard as a case-study, a type, more than as an
individual. A cynical reader might chalk their interest up to liberal guilt and decry the
muddle they make of Leonard’s life through their well-meaning but misguided efforts to
help him. This reading begins to explain why Helen would cart away Leonard (and
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Jackie) to lay at the feet of Margaret and the Wilcoxes, but the fact remains that the night
Leonard and Helen spend together afterwards is the novel’s most confusing plot point.
Helen’s idealism and her attraction to Leonard, I argue, stem from his physical vitality,
which in turn stems from his association with the back to the land impulse: seen this way,
their intercourse (and child) are correlated to Helen’s desire (not uniquely hers, as my
history shows) for “back to the land” and what it represents: vitality, rurality, and
reproduction itself. Helen, in short, is drawn to the primitivism that Leonard embodies,
and the “murmuring of the river” cutaway line that closes the chapter reinforces
Leonard’s connection to the earth and Helen’s desire for it. When Helen “tried to cut the
rope that fastened Leonard to the earth,” the rope resists, but Leonard does not (193).
Leonard’s association with “the earth” does not fully account for why he appeals to
Helen, of course, but what is best about Leonard—divorced from his efforts to
acculturate, his status as a lower-class “type,” and his tangle in a swamp of books—
relates directly to his association with the desire to go back to the land.
If Havelock Ellis’s essay captures the era’s concerns about the present, two
competing responses by his countrymen—Edward Carpenter and Sydney Low—lay out
its attitudes toward the past and the future specifically in the context of climate change
both local and global.40 Edward Carpenter—patron saint of the back to the land
movement and crafter of sandals designed specifically to root their wearer to the earth—
is typically tied to Forster through Maurice, which, in Forster’s words, “was the direct
result” of a 1913 pilgrimage to Carpenter’s home in Milthorpe. “Carpenter had a prestige
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For Forster’s debt to Carpenter as it pertains to Maurice specifically, see Bredbeck.
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which cannot be understood today,” Forster explains in the book’s “Terminal Note”
(249). Havelock Ellis was among the visitors, and Carpenter’s views on the connection
between the vitality of the country and the future direction of England form a compelling
contrast to Ellis’s. In his 1887 back to the land bible Civilization: Its Cause and Cure,
Carpenter attributes every modern form of disease and ill-health to the unnatural and
artificial life of cities and towns, and advocates to his reader a simple life as physically
close to nature as possible.
Perhaps the idea that civilization is a thing that can be cured invites ridicule, but
Carpenter’s vast timeline, in which civilization is a “historical stage” among many in the
past and future of the human race (5), resonates with Forster’s reiterated hope for a
“millennium”—not necessarily an apocalypse or cataclysm, but a far-off future that will
succeed modernity—in which men like Henry Wilcox will no longer be needed. Forster
also absorbs from Carpenter’s neo-pagan tendencies a way of speaking about the earth as
if it is alive, with “emotions” that can be shared or ignored. But most significantly,
Forster gained from Carpenter an understanding of the deleterious effect of polluting
fossil fuels. English opponents of pollution were among the earliest environmentalists,
who recognized that the whole of England was affected by the burning of fossil fuels.
London was the first city in the world to consume massive amounts of fossil fuels and
pay the ecological consequences, and in England environmental thinking changed
dramatically in the closing decades of the nineteenth-century as nature came to be seen
not as “threatening and more powerful than humanity” but “something that was both pure
and fragile” (Thorsheim 195). Observers like Carpenter feared that environmental
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changes—coal smoke, acid rain—devitalized the natural world and would in turn
devitalize the English people: “our climate is greatly of our own creation … It is we who
have covered the lands with a pall of smoke, and are walking to our own funerals under
it” (37). With this forecast, Carpenter magnifies a dominant ecological concern—anxiety
for the future of the English and their devitalized urban population—and criticizes the
ecological and public health impacts of England’s fossil fuel reliant industry.
Whereas Carpenter advocated a resurrection of “simple living” and a retreat from
civilization, in “The Rise of the Suburbs” (1891) journalist Sydney Low argued for a
vision of future in which England took charge of its environment and managed it more
effectively in the future. Low’s essay was published in 1891 in the liberal-leaning journal
The Contemporary Review. I can find no evidence that Forster read Low’s piece, but the
similarities between Forster’s depiction of Leonard Bast and Low’s essay are striking.
The word itself—suburbs—is essential to any reading of Howards End, for it’s not
sufficient to read Forster’s book with a country-city binary in mind and missing the key
third option. Howards End itself is sufficiently close to London, we’re told in the book’s
third chapter, that “it had not shared in the rural decay” and was instead being
transformed into a suburb; as Mrs. Munt’s train arrives, the “station, like the scenery, like
Helen’s letters, struck an indeterminate note. Into which country will it lead, England or
Suburbia?” (13). If “England” here stands for “Old England,” for the “organic
community” of village life, “Suburbia” was a brand-new phenomenon in the latenineteenth-century, made possible by a growing network of railways and, especially,
roads.
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Low, writing in response to the release of new census data, sprinkles throughout
his narrative of urban degeneration a hope that the rapid growth of the suburbs, of
“Greater London,” will counter-balance the loss of rural vitality. When describing the
popular Victorian image of teeming, growing slums, Low relies on imagery that conflates
the devitalizing climate of the poor urbanite with that of the colonial subject, asking of
London: “Will life be possible at all in this Brazilian forest of houses, this Sargasso Sea
of asphalte and pavement?” (551). Low is ultimately optimistic that this state of affairs—
a lifeless, city-bred English race—is improving due to the rise of the suburbs, and for him
this is tremendous news for the British Empire at home and abroad. The second half of
Low’s piece explores the potential benefits of a “suburban” lifestyle combining the
healthy atmosphere of the country with the social and cultural connectedness of the town.
For Low, this vision of the future is especially palatable in that the suburbanite (he
notably uses a clerk as his example, foreshadowing Leonard Bast) will make an excellent
soldier, as strong as a yeoman farmer but more athletic and with more leisure time to
practice his shooting. At the close of his essay, Low discourages social reformers from
encouraging urbanization. City planners “trying to heap still higher the contents of the
central districts, where men live in layers, one on top of the other,” are vilified and
implored to instead build suburban environments that will produce a new generation of
Englishmen: not devitalized urban-dwellers, but vigorous suburbanites (558). Low’s
language here closely parallels Forster’s in Howards End. Speaking of the flats near
Wickham Place, where the Schlegel sisters live, the narrator writes that they will soon be
replaced, “as humanity piled itself higher and higher on the precious soil of London” (7).
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If he read Howards End, Low would likely decry the destruction of Wickham Place,
which the Schlegels are forced to vacate because the landlord means to build new highrise flats—like the ones the Wilcoxes acquire early in the novel. In Low’s view, the
reason that Henry Wilcox is so eager to leave Howards End—“The neighbourhood's
getting suburban. Either be in London or out of it, I say”—is precisely what makes it best
able to counteract rural decay and urban degeneration (110).
Development in the decades following Low’s essay followed his scheme. The
rapid suburbanization of the area surrounding London was the dominant ecological story
of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries in England and made, as John Carey
argues in a chapter on “The Suburbs and the Clerks,” a monumental impact on the
literary imagination of the era: “Within two or three decades farms, fields, and woods that
had stood unchanged for centuries were lost for ever. English writers born in the last
decades of the nineteenth-century witnessed ecological catastrophe on a scale no previous
generation had experienced” (49). Forster, born in 1879, felt this loss keenly and wrestled
with it his whole life, most notably in his 1946 essay “The Challenge of Our Time,”
where he noted the pressing need for more housing to ameliorate the living conditions of
the very poor while mourning the suburbanization of the countryside he loved.
When the narrator, describing the train station near Howards End, asks “Into
which country will it lead, England or Suburbia?” (13), he makes clear his stance that the
suburbs represent the demise of the “real” England. After watching it happen as he grew
up, Forster feared deforestation even more than suburban sprawl or rural decay; his 1926
essay “My Wood” and the trees who are the true protagonist of his “Abinger Pageant”
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make this clear. In Howards End, trees are actants, not mere symbols. Helen’s letter to
Margaret that opens the novel contains a detailed description of the trees surrounding
Howards End and sets the stage for wonderful powers ascribed throughout the novel to
the property’s wych-elm, and by association to Ruth Wilcox, who personifies an attitude
of care and connection to the earth. Described as an “English tree” and a “comrade” (16566), the wych-elm sets the events of the novel in motion by swaying Paul as he woos
Helen, and lulls Helen and Margaret to sleep when they stay on at Howards End. At the
close of the novel Margaret idly fears that a storm blowing it down would apocalyptically
“bring the end of all things” (268).

The “Binding Force” of Climate, at Home and Abroad
As an emblem of nonhuman agency, the wych-elm instances climatic
determinism, a wider ideology underlying Carpenter’s back to the land missive and
Low’s vision for the suburbs. Climatic or environmental determinism appeared in many
guises, most often justifying the difference in kind between colonizers and colonized.41
The history of this line of thinking traces back to ancient times and emerges memorably
in Hippolyte Taine’s History of English Literature, where the difference between
Germanic and Hellenic literature is partly explained by the radically different climates of
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The American geographer Ellsworth Huntington—who appears later in this chapter—is
the most exemplary early-twentieth-century figure, but the idea has a long and fascinating
history. See Fleming 95-106, Locher and Fressoz, and Hegglund 31-54.
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each region.42 Awareness of a changing climate, and of humankind’s ability to change it
positively, was prevalent as far back as the late eighteenth century, when Georges-Louis
Leclerc de Buffon predicted that soon humanity will be able to “alter the influence of its
own climate, thus setting the temperature that suits it best” (Locher and Fressoz 579). In
the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, determinism was most frequently set
within a colonial context, where it was used to justify the difference in kind between
colonizers and colonized. Locher and Fressoz explain how “European racial superiority
was indirectly bound up with climate theories; Europeans had distinguished themselves
by their ability to manage their environments and climates effectively, thus preserving or
even producing their physical qualities” (587). In the British Empire, these
environmentalist ideas took the form of what Jon Hegglund identifies as the “English
exception,” for as British geographers and colonial administrators advanced ideas that
tied the character of a race to its climate they carefully excluded the British from this
influence, arguing that because they could control and master the environment the British
remained uninfluenced by it. Conrad’s Kurtz, to take Hegglund’s example, represents a
case study in this phenomenon: by allowing the Congo to alter his character, Kurtz fails
massively as a representative of the Empire.
If the history of climatic theory traces back to ancient times and reached its peak
in terms of explanatory power in the middle of the nineteenth-century, in the early-

Taine, 13-19. See also Locher and Fressoz, and the sixth chapter, “Climate and
Civilization,” of Jan Golinksi’s British Weather and the Climate of Enlightenment (170202).
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twentieth-century climate theories mutated by attaching themselves to new forms of
colonial discourse. Coupled with climatic determinism was a new awareness, emerging
from the colonial context, of the capability of humans to alter the natural world,
specifically in island environments and through deforestation.43 The process of
deforestation is of considerable significance in historical climate theories and its logic
exemplary. Because the rich tropical climate was considered harmful to the health and
character of its inhabitants, harvesting wood, rubber, and other commodities from these
regions was seen as doubly beneficial, creating not only wealth but also a climate more
suitable to the colonizer. In turn, native peoples were considered profligate, in need of
guidance and control, which meant that Englishmen needed to supervise these
operations—like, for example, those of the Wilcox’s Imperial and West African Rubber
Company, with Paul Wilcox as overseer.44
Considering contemporaneous theories of climate, their connection to

Richard H. Grove observes: “it was in the tropical colonies that scientists first came to
a realisation of the extraordinary speed at which people, and Europeans in particular,
could transform and destroy the natural environment” (1). As Grove demonstrates,
current forms of global environmental crisis and sustainability efforts were all anticipated
in the age of empire.
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For a contemporaneous account of rubber collection in West Africa, see E.D. Morel’s
Affairs of West Africa (1902), which advocates for stronger British support of these
business ventures, primarily to ensure that the resources are properly managed. “It is
incongruous, to say the least of it,” Morel writes, “to first of all encourage the native to
exploit a new product, to give him no scientific instruction or training in the process, and
then, when the inevitable happens, to express great indignation at his villainous capacity
for mischief, and frame legislation calculated to interfere with his free use of his own
property!” (123). During the final years of the nineteenth century, British trade in West
African grew tremendously (Morel 1-6), which helps to accounts for the “new wealth” of
the Wilcoxes.
44
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colonialism, and the sensitivity of the island ecosystem, a new reading of Howards End’s
nineteenth chapter emerges. As the chapter opens, a view from the Purbeck Hills
encapsulates, through a geographical leap of the imagination, “the whole island,” as a
“jewel in a shining sea” (142), all connected by the seven houses the Wilcoxes own—
“and Paul in a hut in Africa makes eight” (137). Spread across England with a
representative in Africa, the male Wilcoxes of Howards End, with their map of Africa
“looking like a whale marked out for blubber” (158), hint at a coming environmental
fallout, extracting not blubber but rubber, and bringing home to England not only a
commodity—itself one feeding directly into changes to England’s climate in the form of
the motor car—but a vague fear that the environmental destruction long associated with
the colonies was making its impact in England, to the detriment of the English character.
Forster inserts a tinge of this specific anxiety later in a series of scenes that stem
from Margaret’s visit to the Imperial and West African Rubber Company and her bumpy
integration into the Wilcox way of life. As Margaret and Henry motor through
Hertfordshire, the narrator notes the changes to the landscape—London smoke, Great
North Road traffic, new suburban housing—by positing that any modern English nature
writing should take inspiration from a new sort of “nymph” in new scenery (159). The
passage typifies Forster’s depiction of the “flux” of modern life and the shifts in
perception demanded by viewing landscapes through the windows of a car. Later, when
Margaret leaps from the car on their way to Oniton, she criticizes motoring as a form of
transportation divorced from “the earth and its emotions” (172). These events contribute
to Margaret’s sense of flux, and ultimately result in a passage where the novel’s narrator
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explicitly introduces the language of climatic determinism into the text: “Under
cosmopolitanism, if it comes, we shall receive no help from the earth. Trees and
meadows and mountains will only be a spectacle, and the binding force that they once
exercised on character must be entrusted to Love alone” (208). Cosmopolitanism and its
corresponding flight from the earth deplete the “binding force” that the English landscape
had exerted on the English character—an escape, in fact, from what Forster clearly sees
as a positive form of climatic determinism. Love is a powerful force in the novel. It’s a
cliché, yes, but one with which Forster invests substantial metaphorical weight,
particularly in a passage that portrays Love as a pebble crashing into the sea like a
meteor, causing the “world’s waters” to rise and storms to lash: Love as geological force
(142). So when Forster hopes that Love’s “binding force” will (hopefully) equal that of
the landscape, he ascribes to the hills considerable power.
Together with the Wilcoxes and their automobile, a coming “cosmopolitanism”
materializes menacingly in Howards End. The term appears eight times as both adjective
and noun: spoken three times by Charles Wilcox to disparage Margaret, twice as the
Schlegels archly chat at breakfast, once as Margaret’s represented thought, and in two
more ominous instances by the narrator. The first and most apparent meaning of
“cosmopolitan” is aligned with the supra-national and against that which is traditionally
“English”; an additional layer accentuates modern rootlessness and the dust kicked up by
smelly cars; and a third, present only when the narrator uses the noun, gathers an
environmental association: deracinating changes to the English landscape forecast the
imperialist as “destroyer” of the earth. The characters use the term in a mildly political
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way, but for the narrator cosmopolitanism—elevated to its wider sociopolitical sense—
represents something more akin to the erasure of local difference and the conglomeration
of humanity. Here Forster is following the sense of the word identified by Lauren
Goodlad in the writing of his contemporary J. A. Hobson, for whom cosmopolitanism
signified both the “threat of rootless actors” (like the Wilcoxes) plying their trade in an
imperial economy and a less threatening (to Hobson) description of “the technological
transformation of a shrinking globe,” the “expectation that all societies were heading
toward convergence” (214). Goodlad argues, through a reading of the “binding force”
passage, that for Forster this form of cosmopolitanism represents a frighteningly positive
belief in human progress.45 The most alarming element of cosmopolitan convergence for
Forster was its capacity to smooth out the world—in the language of the novel, to wipe
away local color in favor of grey, destroyed local environments. Thus when Forster
writes of Charles Wilcox that the imperialist carves out the cosmopolitan path leading to
a grey earth, he recognizes in imperialism potentially devastating implications that hint of
environmental devastation on an imperial, hence global, scale.
Most words of trepidation in Howards End are voiced by the narrator, rather than
the characters, and the gap in meaning, connotation, and tone between how the characters
and narrator use the word “cosmopolitan” epitomizes the jaggedness produced by the
narrator’s intrusions. “We are tapped on the shoulder” when reading Howards End, wrote
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A sufficient engagement with the critical discourse on cosmopolitanism is outside the
scope of this chapter. My aim has been to isolate the meaning of the word in the text of
Howards End and provide some context for how it was mostly likely understood by
Forster and his immediate contemporaries, especially Edwardian New Liberals.
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Virginia Woolf in a 1927 essay, asked “to notice this, to take heed of that” (E4 499). For
Woolf, and many of the novel’s subsequent critics, the narrator of Howards End is
meddlesome, and the shifts from exposition and dialogue into theoretical statements
detract from the novel’s cohesiveness.46 It is precisely in the moments that the narrator
turns his attention toward the future that the note of catastrophe is most often sounded;
indeed most of the passages from the novel I’ve extracted can be labeled as forwardfacing. But in addition to these swings between verisimilitude and narrative voice, the
narrator of Howards End also vacillates from melancholy to lightheartedness. Howards
End has a remarkably light touch in criticizing the excesses of modernization while
briskly accepting their inevitability. Though often blamed for its nostalgia, the novel
frequently casts its glance into the distant future, parting ways from the back to the land
movement. Whereas Carpenter wanted to go “back to the lost Eden, or rather forward to
the new Eden” (35), Forster can see that the path, regardless of which direction it points,
is blocked, and that the coming years will be dominated by urbanism. The test will be
how the English, and by extension an urbanizing world, will adapt. Rapid changes to the
area surrounding London will only accelerate in the future. The narrator reports on these
changes with wistfulness:
month by month the roads smelt more strongly of petrol, and were more
difficult to cross, and human beings heard each other speak with greater
difficulty, breathed less of the air, saw less of the sky. Nature withdrew:
the leaves were falling by midsummer; the sun shone through the dirt with
Peter Widdowson identifies in the novel an element of “fantasy” that intervenes in the
realist narrative (14-16), and Barbara Rosecrance highlights the tension between Forster’s
commitment to humanistic belief in personal relations, the “inner life,” and his
pessimism: “the rhetoric affirms connection, but the undercurrent describes collapse”
(116).
46
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admired obscurity. (88)
Howards End’s warning: the landscape is changing because of carbon pollution. The idea
of a “Nature” separate from human influence that can be celebrated for its invigorating
power becomes increasingly less tenable. With the observation comes a series of
predictions about the near future: “The Earth as an artistic cult has had its day, and the
literature of the future will probably ignore the country and seek inspiration from the
town … Of Pan and the elemental forces, the public has heard too much, and those who
care for the earth with sincerity may wait long ere the pendulum swings back to her
again” (88). Here Forster turns away from his early fiction—such as the short story “The
Curate’s Friend,” in which Pan appears mid-picnic, or his previous novel, The Longest
Journey, which closes with the publication of Rickie Elliot’s Pan Pipes—and prefigures
the close of Howards End, where the “red rust” of “creeping” London is perceived by
Helen as a temporary aspect of modernity, to be succeeded by something else (270).
“This craze for motion has only set in during the last hundred years,” she observes: “It
may be followed by a civilization that won’t be a movement, because it will rest on the
earth” (271). Readings of this passage tend to emphasize either its spatial, suburban
aspect—“London’s creeping”—or the question of immediate inheritance. The house is
left to Margaret and, it appears, to Helen and Leonard’s child, but the timeline it proposes
outpaces suburban sprawl and class-crossing procreation. Howards End is a unique place,
threatened by a worldwide trend toward conglomeration, but even if the changing
landscapes of Hampshire and the vanishing hayfields are harbingers of destruction, at the
close of the novel the “earth” is figured as “beating time” and awaiting a new civilization
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(270). “I can’t help hoping,” says Margaret, “and very early in the morning in the garden
I feel that our house is the future as well as the past” (270). The novel’s portrayal of the
earth as a living entity transcends the more familiar concerns of space, place, locality, and
imperialism that have defined readings of it for decades, for Forster’s book augurs the
global implications of ostensibly local changes to the environment. Like Margaret,
Forster may not to be able to “help hoping” for a different future, in part because he had
just completed writing an astonishingly bleak one: “The Machine Stops.”

Global Climate and “The Machine Stops”
The pressures Howards End buckles under, its apocalypticism and the formal
fissures between the novel’s action and its intrusive narrator, are central to a superficially
very different short story published a year earlier—a deeply strange, strangely prescient
work of science fiction called “The Machine Stops.” Despite the obvious disparities
between the dystopian short story and the condition of England novel, in fact the story
represents one likely source for the novel’s undercurrent of ecological apocalypse and a
model for the strong narrative voice that breaks into Howards End.47 “The Machine

Because “The Machine Stops” is so singular in Forster’s oeuvre—a fact that every one
of its critics mentions—few have noticed its connections with the novel. Until very
recently, the only exceptions I encountered are David Shusterman, who writes that the
world of “The Machine Stops” “is the complete antithesis of ‘only connect’ which
Forster advocates in Howards End” (53) and Christopher Gillie, who notes that both
stories make highly symbolic references to Orion as a “man in the sky” (48). Modernist
ecocritic Kelly Sultzbach has also noticed a connection like the one I make in this
chapter, writing: “‘The Machine Stops’ presents an apocalyptic drama of the combustion
of the mechanized city, while Howards End, published only a year later, treats the threat
of the machine’s incursion into the English countryside” (40).
47
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Stops” realizes a future that is only hinted at in Howards End, when the surface of the
earth has been rendered uninhabitable. But it also envisions a moment when the
pendulum again swings back. At the foundation of both Forster’s immediate fears and his
long-term hopes is the sense of a “new civilization” on the horizon, glimpsed at the close
of “The Machine Stops” in a moment that signals its emergence. The result is a timeline
that is oddly both vast and compressed, with Forster setting his short story far in the
future—thereby showcasing his sense that local environmental devastation would have
lasting and global consequences—in order to then, at its close, offer a “new civilization”
on the horizon that resembles to the back to the land dreams of his contemporaries.
Forster sent “The Machine Stops” to the typesetter on November 27 of 1908, and
it was published that December in The Oxford and Cambridge Review. The date is
important, for Forster first sketched out the seed of Howards End in his diary in late June
of 1908. Forster wrote the story while beginning work on the novel. According to
Forster’s biographer P. N. Furbank, the idea for “The Machine Stops” arrived early in
1908 as Forster reflected upon the changing of the century, the recent prize-winning
flight of a proto-airplane in France, and a utopian book by H.G. Wells he had been
reading, In the Days of the Comet (1906). This constellation of influences, supplemented
by long walks in the country Forster had recently undertaken for his health, were woven
into “The Machine Stops” and then Howards End. A diary entry lays out the series of
themes that continue in both story and novel:
It really is a new civilization. I have been born at the end of the age of
peace and can’t expect to feel anything but despair. Science, instead of
freeing man … is enslaving him to machines. Nationality will go, but the
brotherhood of man will not come … The little houses that I am used to
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will be swept away, the fields will stink of petrol, and the airships will
shatter the stars. (Journals 161)
The reflections and much of the language in this diary entry portend the next two years of
Forster’s writing, extending into the explicit theme of “The Machine Stops” and the
subtler one in Howards End: fear that a cosmopolitan “brotherhood of man” will not be
sufficient to replace the “binding force” of a nation’s landscape amid rapid development,
placelessness, and the “stink of petrol.”
The dystopian world of “The Machine Stops” realizes the worst fears of Edward
Carpenter, the back to the land reformers, and those anxious about the vitality of the
British. The climate has changed, globally, to the extent that the earth is uninhabitable.
The most immediate sensation when reading “The Machine Stops” in the Internet age is
one of disorienting familiarity: Forster describes a society in which human beings rarely
walk but communicate with one another incessantly on plate-sized screens through quick,
irritated conversations and easily digestible information.48 Conversant with large social
networks comprising thousands of individuals, the human species—long ago having
“harnessed Leviathan” and completed its dominance over Nature (94)—becomes
increasingly dependent on and in awe of the machine that supports it. The story’s
protagonist, Kuno, longs to break free from the machine’s subterranean series of tubular

The story’s resonance for Internet-age readers has inspired a handful of critics in recent
years, most clearly Alf Seegert, who suggests that it “might prove even more significant
in the hypermediated world of today than it was a hundred years ago for questioning the
relationship between corporeality, representation, and nature” (35). See Nattermann for
an eco-critical reading of “The Machine Stops,” compared with two other short stories,
which emphasizes the story’s spatial elements. The story has also consistently attracted
the attention of scholars of science fiction and utopias. See Beauchamp; Caporaletti; and
Walker.
48
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living quarters to visit the earth’s surface. Vashti, Kuno’s mother, discourages him by
explaining that the “horrible brown earth” is “only dust and mud, no life remains on it”
(89). The landscape of this distant future—thousands of years have passed since people
walked on the planet’s surface—reveals Forster’s vision of what will happen when the
imperialist inherits the earth; the earth everywhere is grey and indistinct, to the point that
there is no reason to travel anywhere “for, thanks to the advance of science, the earth was
exactly alike all over. Rapid intercourse, from which the previous civilization had hoped
so much, had ended by defeating itself. What was the good of going to Pekin when it was
just like Shrewsbury?” (93). In terms that appear one year later in Howards End, Forster
forecasts the future of civilization, with the ultimate result of modernity’s “craze for
motion” being an earth whose surface is destroyed and whose atmosphere is poisonous.
The human species has survived and continues to reproduce, but now lacks vitality to the
point where any newborn who demonstrates muscular strength is euthanized, with the
justification that “Man must be adapted to his surroundings” (100). With a vision that
must have chilled his readers, Forster reverses a back to the land theme: if being close to
nature invigorates, and the environment molds humankind, then in a new world
completely divorced from its natural environment, humankind must now devolve to
survive.
Kuno functions as an eons-later mirror-image of Leonard Bast. If Leonard’s
“stock” is trending downward due to his move to the city, but still retains a spark, Kuno
rekindles an upward trending spark at the moment the machine begins to disintegrate.
Leonard “understood his corner of the machine, but nothing beyond it” (Howards End
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113). Kuno strives to escape from his corner of the machine, the small room to which he
has been assigned; he visits the surface of the earth and is punished in consequence. The
language Kuno uses to describe his trip to the earth’s surface previews that of Howards
End: in his quick glimpse at the English landscape all he sees is “something grey,” and as
he gazes out he senses that “those hills had called with incalculable force to men in the
past” (105). Without the “binding force” of the landscape, human relationships devolve
into superficial communication through the machine, and the complete lack of physical
and emotional contact between humans living within the machine demonstrates that love
has not been, in the words of Howards End, “equal to the task.” But the parallels to the
novel emerge most poignantly at the story’s end, in a momentary glimpse of a future—far
distant according to Howards End—when the pendulum swings back, forecasting the
new civilization Helen envisions in the novel’s final chapter. As the machine falls to
pieces and its inhabitants die around them, Vashti asks Kuno whether anyone lives on the
earth’s surface. Kuno replies that they do, and are “hiding in the mists and the ferns until
our civilization stops” (118). The future of human civilization rests with these primitive
outsiders making a life on the grey earth that they are to inherit.
“The Machine Stops” remarkably ends with an image of the destruction of an
entire civilization that strikes a predominantly optimistic note, provided we trust Kuno’s
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assessment that “Humanity has learnt its lesson” (118).49 Forster’s darkly hopeful outlook
emerges from his career-long distrust in “the machine,” a fear he inherits from Samuel
Butler’s Erewhon and its “Book of the Machines,” which asked whether by
industrializing and investing so much innovation into steam-engines humanity was “not
ourselves creating our successors in the supremacy of the earth?” (237). Forster was
writing thirty years after Butler, when the force and prevalence of machines had
increased exponentially through the widespread use of fossil fuels, including new liquid
fuels, along with the centralization of and increased access to electricity (Landes 279-81).
The machine stops, ultimately, when a central power station fails, and runs out of fuel for
reasons none can grasp because no one can comprehend how the whole system functions.
George H. Thomson criticizes “The Machine Stops” because the machine “is too
dominant in the narrative, is too vast and inescapable” (63). But the machine’s
pervasiveness and the ecological effect of its dominance are precisely what makes the
story so shockingly prophetic today, in that it offers a narrative of life in the
Anthropocene: humanity has radically changed an Earth system too large for it to
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In this vein the story could be read as an example of what Greg Garrard calls
“Modernist Disanthropy,” as in early-twentieth century “for the first time writers began
to imagine a world completely and finally without people.” Garrard’s prime example is
Birkin’s desire, in Women in Love, for a “world empty of people” (41). But there are
people on the earth’s surface at the close of “The Machine Stops,” living what appears to
be a primitive lifestyle that Lawrence would have certainly endorsed. Garrard’s essay
condemns the “largely uncritical celebration of procreation and reproductive futurity in
mainstream culture” and a call for writers and critics “to imagine voluntarily limiting
ourselves to, at most, one child” (58). As Garrard’s essay exemplifies, conversations
about population growth are as hot now as they were a century ago at the time Forster
was composing Howards End. See Pordzik for a close-reading of the sexual politics of
“The Machine Stops.”
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consciously control or understand in its totality. Ultimately, Forster’s brief foray into
speculative fiction provided him with the opportunity to lay out what he foresaw and
imagine an escape from the industrial modernity that he saw as vast, inevitable, and
durable. A similar sentiment, as I’ve shown, makes itself felt in the almost cloyingly
cheerful final pages of Howards End, which find hope only in a distant, unforeseeable
future. It will appear again, in a different guise, in his final novel.

Climatic Determinism and Empire in Forster’s India
A Passage to India, published in 1924, emerged from Forster’s first trip to India
in 1912 and from his bewilderment amid the Indian landscape, which he described soon
after his arrival as “India which baffles description because there is nothing to describe—
the cultivated earth extending forever” (Devi 130). Writing about India, Forster amplified
the ecological concerns of his previous work and intervened more directly in synchronous
conversations about climate, civilization, and the environment that dominated discussions
about imperialism during his time. In A Passage to India Forster engages the heavily
racialized theories of climate and climatic changes that surfaced occasionally, and more
indirectly, in his fiction set in England. Passage at times reflects, at times explodes,
arguments that rely on climatic determinism by portraying the Indian environment and
Indian climate as the dominant forces in the book, emphasizing their formative power and
hostility to humanity’s dominion. Through an explicitly geological approach, Forster
animates the Indian earth, which disappoints the novel’s characters in its refusal to be
grasped intellectually or aesthetically, but for the same reason encourages its narrator,
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and, I believe, its author, who sees in the Indian landscape a force capable of resisting
modernity’s relentless machine. In a sense, it is the climate of India that is the dominant
antagonist of A Passage to India, and the earth that emerges ultimately victorious. The
Indian climate’s capacity to bring civilization to a grinding halt, which according to the
discourse of climate determinism and tropicality represents its danger, is for Forster
potentially a boon, for it foretells the demise of “the machine” and all that it represents.
Climatic determinism gained a new popular appeal at the height of the age of
empire thanks in large part to the work of popular geographers. Environmental historian
David Arnold observes that “the heady combination of racial Darwinism with an
ascendant Western imperialism thrust environmentalist ideas into a position of
exceptional influence and prominence between the 1890s and late 1920s” (30). The
American writer Ellsworth Huntington’s work exemplifies this trend through its emphatic
arguments about the influence of climatic changes on human civilization. Huntington’s
most famous and controversial work, Civilization and Culture (1915), was reprinted
twice and reached a wide popular audience.50 In this book, Huntington develops a theory
of climatic zones that correlates what he calls “climatic energy,” spread across the globe
from north to south, to the distribution of civilization, using two maps to illustrate the
causal relationship between climate and civilization. (See Figure 1).
Three aspects of Huntington’s book stand out in relation to the context of A
Passage to India. First is Huntington’s claim that what others call “racial inheritance” is
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For Huntington’s popularity, see Fleming 95-106 and McGregor.
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Figure 1. Ellsworth Huntington’s two maps of the distribution of energy and civilization
(Civilization and Climate 200).
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grounded in climate. Comparing the races of the earth to trees, Huntington likens climate
to the soil in which each tree grows: social factors such as religion, government, and
education are secondary means of cultivation, but they cannot change the soil.
Accompanying this claim is Huntington’s broadly-stroked thesis about how the path of
civilization from ancient times can be traced through what he calls “climatic pulses,” both
large and small, of climate change that have occurred over the centuries. A second thesis
of Huntington’s is that the differences in climate between high and low energy zones are
the foundation of and justification for Imperialism, particularly from Europe outward:
“Wherever one turns, he feels the tentacles of the great European center of civilization
reaching out and vivifying the life of the whole world” (253). Huntington reflects on how
his map demonstrates that in areas controlled by Britain, civilization is typically “higher”
than he would expect from observing that area’s climate alone. “Again and again the
presence of such a race causes a region to be higher in civilization than would be
expected on the basis of climatic energy,” he writes, naming India as one of his examples
(202). The civilizing project of empire is justified through its ability to elevate a
civilization above its climatic limitations. A final, and more specific, point of interest in
Huntington’s book is its study of “The White Man in the Tropics” and three dominant
negative influences of the tropical climate: inefficiency, anger, and “the temptations of
sex” (46). Tropical climates, in the paradoxical logic of colonialism, make their
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inhabitants at once lazier and more sexualized.51
The case of India posed a challenge to Huntington’s theory, which he solved by
claiming that the influence of the British had improved its climate. India also challenged
the era’s theories of “tropicality,” a concept that crystallized and made literal “a Western
way of defining something culturally alien, as well as environmentally distinctive, from
Europe”—the tropics here represent the environmental other of Europe’s temperate
climate.52 Central to notions of tropicality were its association with disease and danger,
resulting in a long history of Imperial efforts to make the tropics safe for Europeans
through public health projects, deforestation, and medical research. Through much of its
colonial history, India was spared the “tropical” label because the British were forced to
recognize that India was not virgin land, that India’s climate was diverse, and the simple
fact that the Tropic of Cancer cuts the country in half. However, as the British Empire
invested more resources into India, by the end of the nineteenth-century India’s climate
came to be viewed as “tropical.” Again, this change was partially due to the increasing
influence of geography as a profession, and the explanatory power of climatic
determinism. To geographers,
India displayed many of the characteristic features of a tropical country:
an energy-sapping climate, debilitating diseases, an environment
51

Fleming devotes a chapter to Huntington in his book Historical Perspectives on
Climate Change (95-106), emphasizing how Huntington achieved such a wide readership
despite, or rather because of, his lack of academic rigor and the accordingly powerful
explanatory force his theories achieved.
Arnold 142. See also Paul S. Sutter, “The Tropics: A Brief History of an
Environmental Imaginary,” which also notes how the climate of India “consistently
disappointed visitors who had expected something more like the Amazon basin or
equatorial West Africa … To make India tropical took some work” (189).
52
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intrinsically unsuited to civilized life as they understood it. As imperial
power grew, and with it Britain’s sense of racial and technological
superiority over India, so the environment was invoked more and more to
explain the great gulf that divided them. (Arnold 171)
India was thoroughly “tropical” by the time Forster first visited in 1912, with the
Imperial Gazetteer of India in 1909 referring to India’s tropical climate and contrasting
the European tendency to strive for control of his physical surroundings to India, where
“these are actually and relatively stronger, more capricious and unreliable, than in the
West, while the individual is less resistant and adaptable. These influences have moulded
the moral and physical character of the people and their civilization” (500). In part
because its claim to tropicality was questionable, India was consistently described as
tropical, with the repetition of the label reassuring the British of their advantage.
Early twentieth-century theories of climate and its impact on civilization, like
those expressed by Huntington and the Gazetteer, cast a long shadow over A Passage to
India, where the Indian climate and the inability of the English to live happily in it
dominate the novel. The most direct and striking point of connection comes in the form
of Mr. McBryde, the District Superintendent of Police who takes charge of the
prosecution’s case against Dr. Aziz. McBryde, who is described as “the most reflective
and best educated” of the British officials, having “read and thought a good deal,”
expresses his lack of surprise at Aziz’s seeming duplicity, using language that directly
reflects Huntington’s ideology (166). Many critics of the novel read McBryde as a
buffoon due to his racism and unskilled prosecution of Aziz. Timothy Christensen, for
example, believes McBryde is foolish to make explicit the hidden racial imaginary at
work in Aziz’s case, saying that “McBryde is portrayed as unintelligent and incompetent
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by the narrator” (172). McBryde is certainly treated critically by the narrator, but he’s
also described as an expert on local fauna (Ronny suggests consulting McBryde’s bird
book to help Adela identify a bird during their fateful car ride) and on atmospheric
conditions (which explain why, during Adela and Mrs. Moore’s visit to the Marabar
Hills, “the sun rose without splendor”—i.e. because of dust in the atmosphere [137-38]).
Whether his expertise is genuine matters not; he is perceived that way by the AngloIndians because his amateur science supports their assumptions about India, its climate,
and its inhabitants. McBryde, we’re told, has “a theory about climatic zones,” that
Indians are criminals “for the simple reason that they live south of latitude 30. They are
not to blame, they have not a dog’s chance—we should be like them if we settled here”
(166-67). McBryde’s choice of latitude 30 for his cut-off line perfectly matches
Huntington’s map and Huntington’s theory. While I can’t confirm that Forster was aware
of Huntington’s popular theory or had seen his maps, which were published in several of
Huntington’s bestselling books, it’s clear that Forster is assigning to Mr. McBryde a form
of climatic determinism nearly identical to Huntington’s, making what may appear at first
glance to be casual racism in fact a powerful and popular ideology rooted in a theory of
climate. McBryde’s belief that their climate causes Indians (and other “darker races”) to
desire “fairer” races seems similarly inspired by theories like Huntington’s (218-19). The
irony of McBryde’s character is that he was himself born south of latitude 30, in Karachi,
a fact he initially chalks up to the “English exception,” believing that the climate doesn’t
affect him in the same way. When it is discovered late in the novel that he has been
conducting an extramarital affair, Aziz shows his own familiarity with climatic
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determinism, telling Fielding that McBryde “will blame the Indian climate”—an idea that
Huntington would certainly recognize (272). McBryde is a “victim” of the tropical Indian
climate, overcome by its temptations.
If the language and ideology of climatic determinism explicitly enter the text
through the character of McBryde, the discourse of tropicality saturates the book’s
depiction of the natural world, as the Indian climate is asked to explain human and animal
behavior, the relationship between Anglo-Indians and natives, and centuries of religious
beliefs and traditions. The novel’s opening pages introduce the city of Chandrapore as a
tropical paradise: “It is a city of gardens. It is no city, but a forest sparsely populated with
huts. It is a tropic pleasaunce washed by a noble river” (8). The description sandwiches
two grandiose claims for the city—a city of gardens, a tropical pleasure garden—with a
negation. (Is it a grand city or a collection of huts?) Forster takes great care in the
opening chapter to emphasize that whatever beauty is to be found in Chandrapore stems
from its tropical climate, that is, its nearness to the sun and the sky: the sky “settles
everything—not only climates and seasons but when the earth shall be beautiful” (9).
More than a landscape, the opening pages present a climate: an immediate relationship
between the earth and the sun, with the sky as the substance that links them. Compare this
passage with the view from the Purbeck Hills in Howards End with its imaginative
expansion of the English landscape into a map. Rather than geographical, the opening of
A Passage to India is climatological.
The tropicality of the Indian climate poses its greatest threat to the Anglo-English
and their civilizing efforts through its intense heat, which foregrounds the radical
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difference between the Indian and English climates. In a passage that hearkens back to
the apocalyptic world of “The Machine Stops,” the novel’s short tenth chapter depicts a
street “deserted as if a catastrophe had cleaned off humanity” leaving only squirrels and
birds (114). The indifference and hostility of the climate make it ungovernable:
It matters so little to the majority of living beings what the minority, that
calls itself human, desires or decides. Most of the inhabitants of India do
not mind how India is governed. Nor are the lower animals of England
concerned about England, but in the tropics the indifference is more
prominent, the inarticulate world closer at hand and readier to resume
control as soon as men are tired. (114)
Calling upon the discourse of tropicality, the passage consolidates points throughout the
novel where the soil is described as hostile (18) or irritating (78). So unfriendly is the
Indian earth to its inhabitants that it ultimately disappoints the novel’s dominant
narrative, the friendship between Fielding and Aziz. Hoping to part as friends, the two
men are driven apart as they ride their horses, at first side-by-side but then separately, for
“the earth didn’t want it, sending up rocks through which the riders must pass single file;
the temples, the tank, the jail, the palace, the birds, the carrion, the Guest House … they
didn’t want it, they said in their hundred voices, ‘No, not yet,’ and the sky said, ‘No , not
there’” (322). Having established on the book’s first pages that in India the “sky settles
everything” (9), in its middle that in the tropics “the inarticulate world” is both indifferent
to the governance of humankind and ready to “resume control as soon as men are tired,”
Forster gives the Indian earth the final word.
Within this climate, the friendship between Aziz and Fielding fails in part because
of their vast cultural and personal differences, but also, the novel hints, because of how
they are shaped by their surroundings. A Passage to India insists on comparing the
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climates of England and India, using their dissimilarity to describe the cultures and
people of the two nations. Fielding makes a return trip at the close of Part II, and finds in
Crete and Venice a comforting “harmony between the works of man and the earth that
upholds them”—a welcome change from the “idol temples and lumpy hills” of India
(282). By relying on rough means of contrasting an “Indian” type from that of the “West”
(i.e. the European), Forster follows in the footsteps of his friend and mentor Goldsworthy
Lowes Dickinson, who claimed that India’s climate explained what he saw as the antimaterialism of Hinduism. Writing in An Essay of the Civilizations of India, China, and
Japan—a 1914 book Forster said was “within its limits a masterpiece”—Dickinson
speculated: “The cause, perhaps, is the influence of climate, of a Nature too strong for
man. No impression remains more vivid with me of my visit to India than that of the
dominance of nature, and the impotence and insignificance of man.”53
Dickinson’s argument that the climate of India is “too strong for man” presents
itself in A Passage to India in passages where it is figured as antagonistic and
devitalizing, and even more directly in moments where the Anglo-English characters in
the novel compare it to the English climate. The theme of the “binding force” of Howards

Dickinson 14-15. Forster’s evaluation of the book comes from his biography of
Dickinson, Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson, published in 1934 and hereafter referred to as
GLD. Dickinson greatly preferred China and Japan to India; in a letter to Forster he wrote
that “China is a land of human beings. India, as it glimmers in a remote past, is
supernatural, uncanny, terrifying, sublime, horrible, monotonous, full of mountains and
abysses, all heights and depths, and for ever incomprehensible” (GLD 122). Forster
obviously had a more favorable view of India than did Dickinson, but—judging by how
Forster deploys a similar set of terms in A Passage to India—for the same reasons that
Dickinson disliked it.
53
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End reemerges in A Passage to India in a hybrid form—it works both through hills and
through love—where it is made to account for the origin of the relationship between
Ronny Heaslop and Adela Quested and explain why it fades upon being transplanted to
India. Their courtship had “occurred along the grand scenery of the English Lakes”—in
Wordsworth country—but wilts in India (84). In word, Adela is not able to acclimate to
India as successfully as Ronny, who meets the indifference of the Indian climate with
indifference of his own, something Adela is incapable of doing. The Anglo-English
administrators like Ronny survive by making India more like England, with roads named
after generals “symbolic of the net Great Britain had thrown over India” (16). The phrase
“gridiron of bungalows” Forster uses to describe the Anglo-Indian neighborhood Adela
and Mrs. Moore are so distressed to find at the end of their journey typifies the richness
of Forster’s depiction of the relationship between the English and the Indian landscape
(25). “Gridiron” describes both a net-like municipal design—one resembling a carefully
planned housing development—and an instrument of torture by fire, baking the English
in their bungalows (itself a uniquely Anglo-English word, taken from Hindi).54
Reinforcing this comparison to the suburbs, so familiar from the world of Howards End,
is the reliance of the Anglo-English their cars, which, just as they do in England, crush
under their wheels the country’s nonhuman inhabitants who are indifferent to their
governance.
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English town-planning made quicker and more substantial in-roads colonially than in
England, particularly in the building of New Delhi. Todd Kuchta shows that “by
projecting the pervasive disdain for suburbia on white colonial society,” Forster equates
the Anglo-English colony with “mediocre if not despicable suburbs” (308).
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A Passage to India in Geological Time
At the center of the novel are the Marabar Caves, which critics have been ever
eager to mine for symbolism, to read as the key to the meaning, form, or politics of A
Passage to India. The caves beg for critical attention, for their mystery to be solved. The
call is particularly imperative given the evidence that Forster himself wasn’t sure what
role the caves would play in the novel and refused to answer questions about what truly
happened in the caves, saying that he himself did not know (Furbank 124-25). Wilfred
Stone’s The Cave and the Mountain reads the Marabar Caves as the supreme symbol of
Forster’s writing, as “the primal womb from which we all came and the primal tomb to
which we all return; they are the darkness before existence itself” (307). For Gillian Beer
they are the “negative space beyond the human” (“Negation” 46). Timothy Christensen,
writing in 2006, reviews the ways modernist critics have made the Marabar Caves
“widely accepted as canonical examples of the modernist anxiety concerning the failure
of mimetic representation” and observes that “they have also frequently served as a site
of intervention for critics seeking to redefine our understanding of literary modernism”
(155-56). Recent criticism especially, Christensen observes, has inclined to see the “crisis
of representation” that the caves provoke as something that inheres in India or Indian
people: something primitive, unconscious, dark, or archaic.
But what happens if we attend to the caves not first as a symbol, but rather as a
natural object? Elaine Freedgood’s concept of “strong metonymic reading” is helpful in
answering this question: here an object is “investigated in terms of its own properties and
history and then refigured alongside and athwart the novel’s manifest or dominant
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narrative—the one that concerns its subjects” (12). The Marabar Caves make an
exemplary object for such a reading, for Freedgood claims that strong metonymic reading
can give objects “a life of their own, as it were, evincing a vitality that the novel cannot
wholly contain within its system of figuration” (16). The caves do outstrip the novel’s
attempts to capture them—a fact that shows why they so often become ground-zero for
arguments about modernism’s “crisis of representation.” The unmanageable “vitality” the
caves possess relates to the determining force of climate, here located in a specific feature
of the landscape. For even if the caves are, as the narrator ironically declares, “readily
described,” their effects are not, as “nothing attaches to them” (124). Their reputation and
the word most often used to define them (both by the characters and the novel) is
“extraordinary,” and the word is described as emanating from “the surrounding plain or
the passing birds” before infusing the atmosphere to be inhaled by humans (124). The
caves are a conundrum: words can describe their appearance, but not their effects;
simultaneously, if their effects are contained by critics eager to solve the novel’s mystery,
delimited to those that concern only the human subjects of the novel, then their mystery is
further diminished. The Marabar Caves are a geological force in the novel, one that
reaffirms the inability of the Indian landscape to be managed, specifically because they so
vastly predate human civilization and will continue long after its demise. The caves are
not sublime, not beautiful, not accessible through what Forster elsewhere calls the
“traditional nature emotions” of the English countryside (CB 40). Adela and Mrs. Moore
endeavor to mask their disappointment with the caves by recalling a familiar landscape—
the “little lakes and mountains” of Grasmere: “Romantic yet manageable, it sprang from
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a kindlier planet” (138). Their unmanageability, compared to Grasmere, is precisely the
power the caves possess in this novel of empire and its theories of climate. They force
humanity to recognize how before the human species, “with his itch for the seemly, had
been born, the planet must have looked thus” (147). Forster presents in the novel a
geological aesthetic, the “evanescent life of granite” (125) seen on the walls of the
caves.55
Perhaps the more significant “symbol” for a geological reading of Forster’s novel
is not the Marabar Caves but the Ganges, which geologically “is not an ancient stream”
(123). Forster’s depiction of the Ganges opens the book’s “Caves” section, introduces the
Marabar Caves, and serves as a reminder that “Geology, looking further than religion,
knows of a time when neither the river nor the Himalayas that nourished it existed” (123).
The paragraph-long depiction of the geological history of the Indian continent serves as
another compelling companion to the Purbeck Hills passage of Howards End—here the
imagination swells to become not geographical but geological, with the knowledge that
the alterations will continue far into the future, so that the “sun-born” rocks of the Indian
landscape will perhaps someday be covered with water (123). In a city with “inhabitants
of mud moving” (7), the Ganges serves as the place where humanity and nature meet,
typified by the way its sand banks form and dissolve. In the novel’s third chapter, Ronny
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In Stone: An Ecology of the Inhuman, medievalist and eco-theorist Jeffrey Jerome
Cohen has called for a critical mindset that views stone as “a material inexhaustible in its
mystery and provocative in its vitality (a substance and force so much more ancient, so
much denser and more powerful than parvenu humans)” (12). By focusing more on the
effect of the caves and the failed efforts to comprehend them than on what they
symbolize, Forster’s treatment of the Malabar Caves presages Cohen’s ecocritical
argument through its attention to the life and the force of stone.
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draws the attention of his mother and fiancée to the “new-sand bank” that is forming
nearby (32). “New sand-bank” is a specific and unique term, one that features
prominently in a chapter of Charles Lyell’s Principles of Geology titled “Influence of
Man in Modifying the Physical Geography of the Globe,” where Lyell describes the
migratory colonies that cultivate these “islands” as they form and work to hold back the
river.56 For Lyell, these colonies represent to the geologist “an epitome of the globe as
tenanted by man” and the intertwining of human and natural history (Geology 211). For
Forster, the Ganges serves to remind readers that even the most ancient of civilizations is
swallowed by the earth’s timeline.
In the end, A Passage to India augurs a victory for the Indian earth and its tropical
climate over the imperial management of the English. The “climate” of the novel
functions as both an imperial ideology, connected to tropicality and determinism, and as
an expression of an earth that refuses to be conquered. Within a passage that revives the
long forward glance nestled into the endings of Howards End and “The Machine Stops,”
Forster describes imperialism’s end-game through one of A Passage to India’s dominant
themes: the indifference of nature to humankind and its civilizing project. While fish, the
narrator remarks, know to bury themselves in mud until the heat dissipates and the rain
comes, humanity refuses to recognize the climate’s impact—failing disastrously during
the heat:
The triumphant machine of civilization may suddenly hitch and be
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It may be just a coincidence, but Lyell—in one of the most influential books of the
nineteenth-century—spells “new sand-bank” with a hyphen just as Forster does, and
describes the Ganges in a passage that resonates with the language A Passage to India
uses in its geological timelines.
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immobilized into a car of stone, and at such moments the destiny of the
English seems to resemble their predecessors’, who also entered the
country with the intent to refashion it, but were in the end worked into its
pattern and covered with dust. (211)
The passage collects a handful of themes I’ve been tracing throughout this chapter:
Forster’s conviction that human civilization and its modernity are just one phase in a long
history, that the machine can and will stop, and that efforts to dominate the earth are
doomed to failure. As it was with Howards End and “The Machine Stops,” this distant
timeline seems to provide some comfort to Forster, but factually speaking, it serves as a
powerful picture of the Anthropocene. For the image of a “car of stone” combines the
anti-car, anti-fossil-fuel, attitude of Howards End and A Passage to India’s meditation on
the vitality of stone, and foretells a time when automobiles become little more than
another layer in the geological record, evidence of an Anthropocene era long past.

Coda: Why Forster Stopped Writing Novels
As with other issues Forster turned his attention to—colonialism, aspects of
fiction, sexuality—his remarkable fairness and capaciousness, his insistent doubleness of
vision, is the most lasting element of his writing. Take a 1956 Commonplace Book entry
for an example: after a dire apocalyptic warning about the surface of the earth being
destroyed, Forster adds an odd “P.S.” speculating that had dogs, horses, lions, or lizards
(all of whom Forster fears will themselves soon become extinct) taken “the upper hand”
in some counter-factual history of the evolution of species, they wouldn’t have behaved
any less aggressively toward their environment and their fellow creatures than had
humanity (259). The odd sentiment reflects Forster’s playful, insightful imagination and
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his even-handedness. What other writer, mourning the destruction of the earth, would
then add a postscript in which he considered how lizards might behave had they become
a world-spanning dominant species? A few lines later, Forster writes that, unlike him,
they “might never have been able to write these words, even; never have guessed that
their victory meant elsewhere defeat. To write etc. and to guess etc. are specifically
human achievements” (259). Forster’s efforts to “guess” the future based on the trends of
his own time are evident most obviously in his oeuvre in “The Machine Stops,” but they
surface in Howards End and A Passage to India. As I’ve shown, often accompanying
Forster’s long glance is an element of wishful thinking, of a future world full of
hayfields, greenwoods, men hiding in the mists and ferns, and cars of stone. As the
twentieth-century crept onwards, Forster’s ability to rely on this fantasy as a counterpoint
to his bleak awareness of environmental change withered, and with it his desire to write
fiction.
Much has been made of the fact that Forster ceased to write novels after finishing
A Passage to India. But Forster’s attitude towards environmental change represents as
good an explanation as any for his turn away from novels. His Commonplace Book bursts
with apocalyptic overtones that reveal Forster’s abiding concern with the earth and its
future, but it also reveals that the environmental devastation he closely watched played a
significant role in Forster’s decision to turn away from writing fiction. It also seems to
have been linked to the demise of his fantasy-fueled vision of the future, which he
recognized was passing further from view with each year. A mere four years after
Passage, Forster writes that the future of literature, “which has committed itself too
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deeply to the worship of vegetation,” is bleak (37). In 1943, after the orphan heading
“One More Novel?” Forster in his next entry writes instead about agriculture and the
“English countryside of the future” that will resemble an industrial farm—“one huge food
tub”—focused on little more than providing food for an exploding population (151).
Having spent half a century worrying about the impact of “the machine,” Forster finds
that he “cannot rid myself of the theory that one day men will stop making & using
machines, and revert with a sigh to the woods” (156). This admittedly irrational hope
reappears again and again in the Commonplace Book, as Forster continues to speculate
and gaze into a distant future—looking for, in Helen Schlegel’s words, that “civilization
that won’t be a movement, because it will rest on the earth” (271). The unfeasibility of
this idea only grew more evident as Forster aged, and must have felt, at his death in 1970,
like the expiring wish it always was.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CALL OF LIFE: JAMES JOYCE’S VITALIST AESTHETICS

Introduction
Hugh Kenner’s influential essay “A Portrait in Perspective” continues to set the
tone for readers of James Joyce’s novel as they consider the attitude of its author toward
its protagonist. For Kenner, Stephen is a failed artist, whose shortcomings Joyce exposes
through an ironic disconnect between his artistic aspirations and his inability to manifest
them. The ecstatic set piece that closes A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man’s fourth
chapter becomes Kenner’s privileged example of Stephen’s shortcomings. Reading the
climactic scene, in which Stephen watches a girl wading on the strand, Kenner highlights
the passage’s reliance on the repetition of one key word: “What ‘life’ connotes,” Kenner
remarks, “it skills not to ask; the word recurs and recurs” (132). Indeed, the passage is
marked by repetition of these key words—“life,” and also “soul”—and by constant
movement, which rattles Stephen’s body as he walks along: he trembles, his cheeks
“aflame” and his body “aglow”; he soars, flies, and climbs; he is “wind-swept” and
“wildhearted,” as a “new wild life was singing in his veins” (P 185-87).57 What is this
“life” that flows through Stephen in the passage, and why does Joyce use the word so
liberally? Contra Kenner, in this chapter I will “skill to ask” what life connotes in this
passage, in A Portrait, and throughout Joyce’s fiction.

Throughout this chapter, I follow the convention of citing Joyce’s works by letter: P
for A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man; SH for Stephen Hero; U (followed by the
episode and line number in the Gabler edition) for Ulysses.
57
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To meet Kenner’s challenge, I propose that the connotations of “life” in A
Portrait are explicitly vitalist, and more specifically related to the “modern” or “critical”
vitalism that emerged in the late nineteenth century in the life sciences before taking hold
in the wider world of letters in the early-twentieth. Vitalism, in its historical and
contemporary forms, often inspires a philosophy of nature at odds with prevailing
scientific paradigms and a more ecologically minded and aesthetically curious attitude
toward the material world. Vitalism champions “Life,” a word that amassed in fin de
siècle literature and culture a host of advocates who made of it a talisman to ward off
mechanistic philosophies of nature and of mind. When Joyce floods a passage with the
word, he draws upon a rich connotation that would certainly have resonated with his
contemporary readers. In effect, my intention in this chapter is to recover some of the
subtleties of that connotation and that history in order to align them with the project of
ecocriticism. The time is ripe and the stakes are high, I think, for such a recovery, in part
because of the recent “material turn” in ecological thinking toward theories about the
agency of the nonhuman world that ask how literature and ecocriticism can think through
the connections between matter and meaning. Whether figured as “new materialism,”
“vital materialism,” or as “material ecocriticism,” cultural and literary theorists like Jane
Bennett, Stacy Alaimo, Serenella Iovino, and Serpil Opperman, among others, have
argued that ecological thinking needs to expand its purview to include not just organic
things—landscapes, oceans, flowers, or bodies—but the inorganic as well: cities, clocks,
baskets, or books. With this reorientation comes an expansion of the subject matter of
ecocriticism and a conviction that, in the words of Opperman, “in the age of
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environmental uncertainty, the natural and the cultural can no longer be thought as
dichotomous categories. Rather, we need to theorize them together, and analyze their
complex relationships in terms of their indivisibility and thus their mutual effect on one
another” (“Theorizing Material Ecocriticism” 462-63). More recently, Iovine and
Opperman argue that the Anthropocene provides a “challenge” to ecological thinking by
showing that the natural and the cultural are intertwined on a geological scale; at the
same time, material ecocriticism can serve as a more focused, more attentive corrective to
the narratives of the “human species” and its impact that dominate Anthropocene
discourse.58 The study of literature and of specific aesthetic practices contributes to these
efforts to rethink human agency. In this chapter, I show that these twenty-first-century
modes of thought share with early-twentieth-century modern vitalism a conviction that
emphasizing the concept of “life” invokes a shift from thinking of matter as inert to
thinking of it as, in some way, active. Specifically, I present vitalism as a philosophy of
both the human and the nonhuman that inspired James Joyce’s aesthetic theory, which I
argue is a way of perceiving the agency of matter.
The driving force behind the material turn in ecocriticism is a rethinking of
agency, specifically the effort to redistribute it to a wider range of subjects and objects,
humans and nonhumans. Iovinio and Opperman summarize the argument of material
ecocriticism in their introduction to an edited collection: “the world’s material
phenomenon are knots in a vast network of agencies, which can be ‘read’ and interpreted

See Iovine and Opperman’s introductory chapter of Environmental Humanities:
Challenges from the Anthropocene (1-21).
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as forming narratives, stories” (1). Material ecocriticism thus rests on two related
premises about the nature of reality: first, an ontological belief that agency is a property
of all matter, and second, a conviction that this agency emerges through human efforts to
understand, think, talk, and write about it.59 Thus much material ecocriticism and new
materialism seek to, as it were, make matter mean things, believing all the while that
meaning emerges from this exchange and through attention to the material world—the
meaning of matter is not mere interpretation or perception, but co-creation. At its most
abstract, new materialist theory can feel like “theoretical physics lite,” but its
contributions to ecocriticism are valuable because they amplify ecological thinking:
“material ecocriticism aims to explore not only the agentic properties of material forms,
whether living or not, whether organic, ‘natural’ or not, but also how these properties act
in combination with other material forms and their properties and with discourses,
evolutionary paths, political decisions, pollution, and other stories” (7-8). More to the
point, material ecocriticism thinks of literature itself as emerging from the interaction
between artistic creation and the agency of matter—an agency that becomes visible
through the stories we tell about it. What material ecocriticism often lacks is a historical
sense of how theories about the agency of the nonhuman world long predate new
materialism itself, whether in the critical vitalism of the fin de siècle or the long history of
climatic determinism that sought to explain the agential effects of climate on people and
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Much of the heavy lifting in this field is reliant upon the work of the theoretical
physicist Karen Barad, whose book Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics
and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning (2007) posits a theory of “agential realism”
and “intra-actions” between the social and the natural.
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races. Many such histories are possible, of course, and some varieties of new materialism
are attentive to them, but in what follows I pursue a historically-contextualized material
ecocriticism that focuses on how Joyce’s aesthetics, grounded in vitalism, represent one
compelling way of thinking about the interaction of human creativity and nonhuman
matter. My history of vitalism and Joyce’s adoption of it reveals an aesthetic theory of
matter with much to offer contemporary efforts to rethink the meaning and agency of the
material world. I argue that Joyce’s theory of nature is vitalist, and that in his aesthetics,
particularly his epiphany theory, Joyce anticipates many of the aims of material
ecocriticism—specifically by relying upon strange, vitalist ideas about the thing-power of
nonhuman objects.
In this chapter, I explore Joyce’s connections to vitalism in concert with three
significant aspects of his early fiction: its intersection with early-twentieth-century
vitalism, its attitude toward Irish nationalism—specifically its reliance upon vitalist
discourse in framing the Irish “Revival” as a return to a simpler, more vigorous, way of
life—and its relationship to Catholicism, via the church’s reaction to scientific
materialism. Writing in the wake of the Edwardian era’s “cult” of vitalism, Joyce at times
adopts its language and values to enrich A Portrait’s plot of artistic development. Irish
Revival culture, toward which Joyce had a famously complicated relationship, reveals the
importance of vitalist thought and vocabulary to Irish efforts to establish an authentic,
individual culture and, by extension, nation. His Jesuit school reading provides a likely
source for his understanding of vitalism and sheds light on the development of his
aesthetic theories. Amid these influences and in light of these stakes, Joyce crafted what I
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call his “vitalist aesthetics,” which propose that inanimate objects have agency and even
life, and that the role of the artist is to become attuned to this particular life and then
recreate it within a work of art. Against those who limit life to human bodies or to nature,
Joyce’s vitalist aesthetics articulate a way of seeing the world, and of reading texts, which
locates life in the seemingly inanimate.

Vitalism and the Cult of Life
“Vitalism” is a contested term. Its meaning can be hard to pin down among the
many claims made upon it, and it is often wielded as either a hallowed word that
encapsulates shared values or as a dismissive label affixed to intellectual rivals. For the
purposes of my chapter, I propose that vitalism can be sorted into three types. In an
ascending degree of ontological radicalness, these three levels are cultural vitalism,
scientific vitalism, and contemporary vitalism. While the divisions and distinctions are
my own, each term is rooted in terminology specific to the writer(s) who use vitalism in
these ways. I will situate all three historically and align each with present-day thinkers.
The first type, cultural vitalism, focuses exclusively on bodies, nearly always
human bodies, and how they resist the control of social and political forces. Whether on
the level of populations, as in Foucault’s late career work on biopower, or on the level of
individual human expression, as in the life-affirming worldview of D. H. Lawrence, this
type of vitalism is defined by its emphasis on how bodies experience and perceive “life.”
Historically, its theorists are Nietzsche and Bergson, and in contemporary thought Gilles
Deleuze’s work on Bergson, Giorgo Agamben’s “bare life,” and Elizabeth Grosz’s
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feminist theory exemplify this type.60 Donna Jones names this form “cultural vitalism”
and explains how it extends a seemingly simple biological concept of life as “the sum of
functions that resists death”:
cultural vitalism has been the name for a volatile set of doctrines that
resists the petrification of social forms and personalities in the name of
more of this unfathomable life and urges a return to raw, unverbalized
lived experience through the bracketing of sedimented categories and
schema by which we reflect on and “deaden” it (4)
In effect, cultural vitalism is a means of critiquing social and political institutions and
ideologies and a process of celebrating modes of living that resist them. The
accomplishment of Jones’s book, The Racial Discourses of Life Philosophy: Negritude,
Vitalism, and Modernity, is that in addition to tracing a genealogy of this “cultural
vitalism” she shows how it was often reliant on racial discourse. Whole populations,
races, and nations were judged according to their amount of “vitality”—for better or for
worse. In what follows I will attend to Joyce’s affirmation of “life” against institutions
that seek to control it, such as the Catholic Church, compare the vitalist aspects of his
work to that of two of his contemporaries, D. H. Lawrence and G. B. Shaw, and explore
how the racial aspect of cultural vitalism combined with celebrations of “life” to buttress
many of the key claims made by the Irish revivalists.
Cultural vitalism has a more dynamic presence in contemporary theory thanks to
its debts to Foucault and Deleuze, but scientific vitalism long predates it. Scientific
vitalism attempts to locate the line between the living and the non-living, and proposes
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For Deleuze, see Bergsonism, and also Claire Colebrook, Deleuze and the Meaning of
Life. For Agamben, Homo Sacer. For Grosz, Becoming Undone.
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that a separate “vital principle” is needed to explain how living organisms emerge from
non-living matter. While it’s possible to argue that scientific vitalism began with
Aristotle, most histories of the idea begin in the second half of the eighteenth century,
with vitalism as a response to the mechanistic materialism of the century’s first half.61
Scientific vitalism’s influence on Romantic literature was significant, as Romantic poets
like Coleridge and Shelley aligned poetic inspiration with organic life in response to
mechanistic philosophy. One of the most striking aspects of Romantic literary vitalism is
their comparison of the work of art to an organic, living thing.62 Scientific vitalism’s
influence in the life sciences waned during the middle of the nineteenth-century, but was
resurrected in the modern vitalism of Hans Driesch and others. It was this return of
scientific vitalism that, I will argue, most significantly influenced Joyce, for he would
have been familiar with its positions and its stakes from reading he did as a schoolboy
and as an adult.
Whereas scientific vitalism’s currency in twenty-first-century life science is

See Normandin and Wolfe’s edited collection Vitalism and the Scientific Image in
Post-Enlightenment Life Science, 1800-2010 and David F. Channell, The Vital Machine.
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M. H. Abrams notes in Natural Supernaturalism that “Life is the premise and paradigm
for what is innovative and distinctive in Romantic thinkers. Hence, their vitalism: the
celebration of what lives, moves and evolves by an internal energy” (431). See also more
recent books on Romanticism and vitalism: Denise Gigante’s Life: Organic Form and
Romanticism (2009) and Robert Mitchell’s Experimental Life (2013).
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inconsequential, recent years have seen a return to vitalism in the humanities.63 The most
striking aspect of contemporary vitalism is its extension of some attributes of life to the
inorganic. Scientific vitalism proposed a strict split between living and non-living, and
suggested that the gap between the two could only be explained through the existence of
a separate element. But contemporary vitalism and the similar “new materialisms”
trouble the dichotomy between living and non-living. In many cases, such as in a 2005
special issue of Theory, Culture, & Society on “Approaches to the New Vitalism,”
contemporary forms of vitalism are extensions of process philosophy à la Whitehead or
Deleuze: the issue’s editors aim “to conceive of life as not confined to living organisms,
but as movement, a radical becoming” (Fraser, Kember and Lury 3). Three recent books
that take up the mantle of “new materialism” recognize vitalism as an inspiration for their
attempt to rethink materiality.64 Jane Bennett’s book Vibrant Matter is typically read
alongside these works, but her preferred term is “vital materialism,” which she traces
through Deleuze back to the modern vitalism of Bergson and Hans Driesch. Bennett’s
book attends to the “thing-power” of nonliving objects and their capacity to act upon

Robert Mitchell begins his book Experimental Life by describing a “vitalist turn” in
“contemporary natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities,” naming the present
moment the third of “three eras” of experimental vitalism, after Enlightenment and
modern forms (1). Vitalism, it would seem, returns every century or so. While it’s only
one example, some contemporary critics point to a 2000 paper by Kirschner et al.,
“Molecular ‘Vitalism’,” in the prestigious biology journal Cell as an instance where
research in the hard sciences seems willing to reconsider the relevance of the concept.
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The three books with “new materialism” in their titles are Diana Coole and Samantha
Frost, eds. New Materialisms: Ontology, Agency, and Politics (2010), Rick Dolphijn and
Iris van der Tuin, New Materialism: Interviews & Cartographies (2012), and Estelle
Barrett and Barbara Bolt, Carnal Knowledge: Towards a “New Materialism” Through
the Arts (2013).
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other things, both living and non-living, providing examples of a power grid failure and
dietary fat and memorably describing the very sentences she’s writing as emerging “from
the confederate agency” of not only her memories and thoughts but her “intestinal
bacteria, eyeglasses, and blood sugar, as well as from the plastic computer keyboard, the
bird song from the open window, or the air or particulates in the room” (23). In addition
to its philosophical and political objectives, Bennett’s book proposes an aesthetics unique
to vital materialism:
Vital materialists will thus try to linger in those moments during which
they find themselves fascinated by objects, taking them as clues to the
material vitality that they share with them. This sense of a strange and
incomplete commonality with the out-side may induce vital materialists to
treat nonhumans—animals, plants, earth, even artifacts and
commodities—more carefully, more strategically, more ecologically. But
how to develop this capacity for naiveté? One tactic might be to revisit
and become temporarily infected by discredited philosophies of nature
(17-18)
Vitalism is one of the “discredited philosophies of nature” Bennett names and one she
takes up for its capacity to foster a more ecologically minded attitude toward the material
world. By situating Joyce within the history of vitalism, and claiming him as an early
“vital materialist” fascinated by the agency of objects, I offer his aesthetics as one
philosophy of nature worth being infected by.
Turning then to Joyce, I will state my claim succinctly: A Portrait of the Artist as
a Young Man is a vitalist text, in all three of these senses: cultural, scientific, and
contemporary. Joyce’s work intervenes in significant debates about vitality, “life,” and
the agency of the nonhuman world within his time and ours. At present, for Joyceans, and
for modernists more broadly, the word “vitalism” will most likely invoke Bergson.
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Bergson’s theories of duree and the workings of the mind—for example, the difference
between “clock time” and how time is experienced—are familiar to literary critics, and
Bergson’s relevance to reading Joyce is pertinent, if under-analyzed. But more important
for my purposes is the wider vitalist discourse of Joyce’s time, in particular its means of
thinking about the human body and its relationship to the natural world—not the familiar
Bergsonian notions of memory, intellect, and intuition, but the more primal element of
Bergson’s philosophy: the elan vital, the life force, which moves through bodies and
things. As such, vitalism offers a means of theorizing connections between the seemingly
disparate and the lively exchange between the seemingly inert—a landscape or a work of
art—and the human subject.
In the case of the famous “epiphany” that closes chapter IV, which so distresses
Hugh Kenner, the passage relies upon language, and images, of flow and movement that
a reader steeped in Bergson would immediately identify as the elan vital at work. The
repetition of the word “life” and the “images of irresponsible motion” in the passage
nicely illustrate Bergson’s conflation of life with movement (Kenner 132). In Creative
Evolution, Bergson compares life to an “immense wave” that realizes itself in human
subjects, who continue this movement without ceasing (266). Stephen on the strand, amid
the waves, receives the “call of life to his soul” and perceives it as movement—his goal,
as an artist, will henceforth be to continue the movement he experiences in that moment:
to “recreate life out of life” (P 186). Indeed, the passage’s repetition and persistent
movement can be read, via Bergson, as evidence not of Stephen’s restlessness, but of
life’s inability to be fully registered in language. Its repetitious exclamations become less
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like language and more like the flow of a force, as language itself becomes less
referential and more material.
To date the significance of modern vitalism, as both a scientific theory and a
wider philosophy, has been a neglected path of entry into Joyce. Bergson and Joyce have
long been joined together, with Wyndam Lewis in Time and Western Man accusing Joyce
of being “very strictly of the school of Bergson-Einstein-Stein-Proust. He is of the great
time-school they represent” (89). While critics have aptly illustrated the fruitfulness of
exploring connections between Joyce and Bergson, none have considered the explicitly
vitalist aspects of Bergson’s writing or the wider vitalist conversation in which both
writers participated.65 Vitalist concepts appeared widely throughout early-twentieth-
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Bergson is an essential figure for any study of modernism and stream of consciousness,
so Joyce is habitually connected to Bergson in this fashion along with fellow modernist
novelists like Virginia Woolf, Marcel Proust, Dorothy Richardson, and Joseph Conrad.
Joyce had two books by Bergson (An original French edition of Creative Evolution and a
pamphlet, The Meaning of the War: Life and Matter in Conflict) and one book on
Bergson written by Joseph Solomon (see Gillespie). Along with a quartet of mid-century
critics (Church, Friedman, Tindall, and Kumar), Mary Ann Gillies in her book Henri
Bergson and British Modernism follows Wyndham Lewis’s lead. Gillies analyzes
Dubliners, A Portrait, and Ulysses through Bergson on the grounds of their shared
interest in time, self, and memory, paying special attention to how the epiphanies in
Joyce’s writing resemble Bergsonian notions of memory and duree. More recently, the
collection Understanding Bergson, Understanding Modernism edited by Ardoin,
Gontarski, and Mattison offers an essay by Dustin Anderson on “Joyce’s Matter and
Memory,” which focuses on Bergsonian notions of memory and their relevance to
Finnegans Wake.
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century science and literature.66 One striking example is provided by Vike Martina Plock
in Joyce, Medicine and Modernity, which explores late-nineteenth-century medical
science and its “long habit of linking artistic creativity to pathology,” specifically to
masturbation, which was figured as a waste of the “vital life force whose loss deprives
the man of essential vigor” (Plock 45, 47). Recognizing the connection between this
medical discourse provides a near-literal point of reference for Stephen’s “subtle
streams” or “soft liquid joy” (P 106, 244) and other imagery of internal flowing liquids in
the novel. If a link to semen as the “vital life force” is one specific appearance in A
Portrait of a wider vitalist discourse, a more general, and more revealing, schema is the
comparison of Stephen’s development to that of an embryo striving to be born. Richard
Ellmann’s biography of Joyce likens A Portrait’s organization to the “gestation of a
soul,” in which Stephen is akin to a “foetal soul” that gropes toward birth and emerges at
the novel’s close.67 When considered alongside Joyce’s own interest in embryology,
clearly evident in “Oxen of the Sun” but almost certainly rooted in his days as a medical
student, this reading of the novel is decidedly vitalist, based as it is on an evolutionary

William Martin’s Joyce and the Science of Rhythm, for example, discusses scientific
theories of “rhythm” and movement that inspired modernist poetry and prose. Discussing
Joyce’s aesthetic theory in A Portrait, Martin notes that the flow of “rhythmic energy” in
these pages is closely akin to Bergson’s and Driesch’s vitalist “Life Force” that inspires
artistic creation. Miller’s section on rhythm, Bergson, and evolution is the most like my
reading of A Portrait in that Miller takes seriously the influence of vitalist though on
Joyce’s aesthetics. Miller then uses the evolutionary debate between mechanists and
vitalists as a springboard into his argument about how a tension between different forms
of “rhythm” and the musical aspects of language inform Joyce’s aesthetics.
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Ellmann 297. Sidney Feschbach expands this concept in a 1967 study of how “the
principle of the gestation of Stephen’s soul is correlated with the principle of the
organization of the novel” (289)
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model of gestation: Ernst Haeckel’s recapitulation theory, which equates the embryonic
development of the animal fetus to the evolutionary growth of its species. The
recapitulation theory appealed to vitalists because it used the onset of life as a model to
analyze wider phenomenon such as the development of individuals, nations, and
languages.
Emerging from the sciences, vitalism had become a literary cult by the time Joyce
began writing his first novel. Jonathan Rose examines the phenomenon in The Edwardian
Temperament, exploring the currency of what he calls “the surrogate religion of vitalism”
(74). The founder of this religion, Rose argues, was Samuel Butler, whose The Way of All
Flesh (1876) was an inspiration for a host of modernist authors, including Joyce, Woolf,
Forster, and Wells. Butler’s primary influence came through his confrontation with
Darwinian evolutionary theory and his modification of the competing Lamarckian model,
which Butler favored because it enabled individuals and species to evolve and improve
through their own volition. Butler, more than Bergson, was the primary literary vitalist
for most British writers of the early-twentieth-century. Much of the appeal of Butler’s
vitalism was the alternative it offered to the prevailing aestheticism of fin de siècle
English literature. If Oscar Wilde celebrated “art for art’s sake,” the vitalism of Butler
countered with “art for life’s sake,” with Life (often capitalized) as litmus test for fiction.
Two authors whose works best demonstrate vitalism’s impact on English letters
are George Bernard Shaw and D. H. Lawrence. Both were heavily influenced by Butler,
and both represent compelling comparisons to Joyce’s own vitalism.68 Shaw’s Man and
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For Butler’s influence on Shaw, see Bailey. For Lawrence, see Rose 84-87.
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Superman (1898) and Back to Methuselah (1921) dramatize the playwright’s philosophy
of the “Life Force” which works through men and women toward the perfection of
humanity. In Shaw’s scheme, the Life Force is most active during the moment of
conception. Shaw made a religion out of his Life Force, even claiming that Jesus was a
vitalist who tried to draw people to the creative spirit within themselves. Lawrence’s
vitalism is equally religious and even more explicitly tied to sexuality and reproduction
than is Shaw’s. In Lawrence’s novels, such as The Rainbow and Women in Love, life
flows through the characters like an energetic current, and a sexual encounter becomes a
means of connecting to the life force. In Women and Love, for example, a touch between
Birkin and Ursula is described as an “overwhelming, out-flooding from the source of the
deepest life-force, the darkest, deepest, strangest life-source of the human body, at the
back and base of the loins” (314). Here Lawrence locates the life force at a specific point
in the human anatomy, even as it travels through the body under its own volition.
Together, Shaw and Lawrence represent twin tendencies in vitalist thought: the religious
worship of Life and the location of the Life Force in the human body’s reproductive
capabilities.69
A Portrait shares, less noticeably and less fervently, similarities to Shaw and
Lawrence’s strain of vitalism, but ultimately moves past it. Like Lawrence, Joyce uses
imagery of water, flow, and flooding to describe vital forces within Stephen, particularly

This aspect of Lawrence’s vitalism goes with his back to the land tendencies and his
nature worship; see, for example, the scene in Women in Love where Birkin plants his
“life-force” into the ground (106-109).
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in the final pages of chapter II. With his father on a visit to Cork, Stephen reflects on
how, even though his father’s friends are older in years, “[n]o life or youth stirred in him
as it had stirred in them” (P 102). When life does “stir” in Stephen, it is called “some
dark presence … a presence subtle and murmurous as a flood filling him wholly with
itself … its subtle streams penetrated his being” (P 106). The description of desire as a
flood or stream, and its ultimate release in sex with a prostitute, match Shaw and
Lawrence’s description of a Life Force, so it comes as no surprise when at the start of the
next chapter Stephen describes his sin as a “wave of vitality” and a “vital wave” that
passes through him (P 110). What distinguishes Joyce’s use of vitalist language in this
section of the novel from someone like Lawrence is that for Stephen this moment is just
one of many points of development for his character. His manifestation of vital impulse
represents a turning point in the novel, both in Stephen’s character and in the book’s
structure, coming as it does across a chapter break, but it does not represent its
culmination. If the literary “cult of life” that pervaded the Edwardian era, and manifested
itself in the early-twentieth-century writings of Shaw and Lawrence, represents one
crucial context the connotations of “life” in Joyce’s work, a second manifestation within
nationalist politics and vitalist theories of nature provides a means of thickening our
understanding of Joyce’s engagement with vitalism.

Reviving the Irish: Nature, Pastoral, and Nationalism
To claim that Joyce’s work is vitalist is to take a stance on its philosophy of
nature. Claiming that its philosophy of nature is vitalist, in turn, is to enter a conversation
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about the links between vitalism, nationalism, and pastoralism that circulated during the
early part of the twentieth-century and featured so prominently in Forster’s attitudes
toward the English landscape. Posing Joyce’s philosophy of nature as vitalist permits new
ecocritical readings of Joyce, who has nearly always (with good reason) been
characterized as an urban writer. Joyce’s work is not overflowing of examples of pastoral
or nature writing. But as the passage on the strand from A Portrait illustrates, depictions
of the natural world are hardly absent from Joyce’s fiction. Joyce is an urban writer, and
his landscape is an urban one—a cityscape, rather—where the natural and the man-made
meet and mingle. Yet, as Anne Fogarty argues in her Forward to the collection EcoJoyce, “it is the very resistance of Joyce’s work to pastoralism and nature writing that
makes them so amenable to contemporary ecocritical scrutiny,” especially to ecocritics
who argue that attempts to separate nature from culture are counter-productive (xvi). In
its own way, each of the essays in the collection Eco-Joyce strive to come to terms with
the difficulty of fitting Joyce’s largely urban settings into familiar ecocritical modes. The
most productive path for any burgeoning Joycean ecocriticism is to follow the authors in
the collection who historicize Joyce’s attitude toward nature within the “nostalgic
pastoralism” at the core of the Irish Revival, against which Joyce’s vision of nature and
of the urban landscape comes into focus.70
For Joyce, who began writing at the height of the Irish Revival, literary forms of

The phrase “nostalgic pastoralism” comes from Brandon Kershner’s essay “Joyce
beyond the Pale” in Eco-Joyce, which poses that Joyce specifically adopted a more
brutal, less nostalgic vision of the natural world, specifically in Dubliners, to counterbalance the Revival.
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pastoral epitomized what he saw as backward and misguided in the literature of the
Revival: a longing for an earlier golden age and the placement of Irish identity in a
romanticized rural past. In The Country and the City, Raymond Williams defines the
pastoral through its backward glance and its elevation of country life over the commerce
and crowdedness of the city; Joyce, he notes, is decidedly a champion of the city. In
Joyce’s case, the decision to focus on urban Irish life represented a decisive departure
from the Irish Revival and an effort to redefine the relationship between nature and
aesthetics within the context of Irish nationalism. By setting his novels in Dublin, he
drew attention to the conditions in which modern Dubliners lived, rather than the preindustrial past or rural Ireland. In doing so, Joyce intervened in a significant aspect of
nationalist rhetoric about the link between the land and the nation, and between “blood
and soil,” of which Irish nationalism was only one manifestation.
The links between vitalist theories of nature and nationalist movements are
significant, as even a cursory understanding of German National Socialism demonstrates.
This form of cultural vitalism combined a belief that living close to nature was more
invigorating with a hope that a whole race could be transformed by shifting to a more
vital lifestyle. In the case of Germany, as Anna Bramwell explains in Ecology in the
Twentieth Century, German nationalists adopted vitalist life-philosophy as they wove
together theories of nature and of aesthetics:
They associated nature with the life-force, that existed independently of
mankind, but made man into a vessel for its use. Man could express this
autonomous force through dance, gesture, and poetry. He could satisfy it
by living close to nature. […] The alien Christian-Judaic civilization had
blocked man off from the natural world, and all the anti-life manifestations
of urban living stemmed from this false ethic. (178)
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Various manifestations of these trends can be found in the National Socialist’s selective
adoption of Nietzsche’s cultural critiques and in the writing of George Sorel, Martin
Heidegger, and Rainer Maria Rilke. The urge to live “close to nature” inspired calls to
return to the simplicity of peasant life and the rallying cry “Blood and Soil” that, as
Bramwell argues, exemplifies a strong correspondence between vitalism and Nazi
ideology. At lesser extremes in England, France, and Ireland, social critics relied on
similar lines of argument within various forms of organicist nationalism that likened the
nation itself to an organism that could be healed by tending to its “roots” of rural
simplicity; and in various guises, the association of nature with vitality within the context
of nationalism pervaded the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century.71
In the Irish context, the connection between nature, nation, and vitality manifested
itself in two forms: first, a belief that the life-style and simplicity of pre-industrial Ireland
represented not only the past but the future of the nation; and second, a belief that the
rural way of life, symbolized by the romanticized Irish peasant, was more life-affirming
and vigorous than modern city-dwelling. The first of these impulses, as Gregory Castle
notes, emerges most famously in the early poetry of William Butler Yeats, where the
primitiveness of an idealized Celtic past is elevated to the status of a “timeless spiritual

See Antliff for more on how this appears in the French, “Pan-Celtic” sense (178). What
historians call “organicism” gained its force from the language of science, and it was
used to describe a nation striving to work together as a natural, pure unit. The most
famous historical example of this comparison is Herbert Spencer’s organic analogy,
which compared the nation to a body and its individual parts to institutions and groups
within the nation. For more on organicism, see D.C. Phillips, and for its similarities to
vitalism, see Stoddart 230-70.
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trait” accompanied by celebrations of the Irish peasant’s “ancient worship of nature” (5152). The rural landscape inspired Irish nostalgia, and influential revivalists like Standish
James O’Grady considered the rural landscape to be the “real Ireland,” and the growing
cities a perversion of Irish life.72 A common trope of Irish revival literature equated the
rural with the authentic, and romanticized a more “natural” relationship of the Irish
peasant to the land. Joyce launched a direct counterattack to this trope by refuting these
stereotypes and the nostalgia that accompanied them.
Similarly, many nationalist figures and organizations tied the rural life-style
explicitly to health, simplicity and vitality. A canonical example of this trend is Yeats’s
“Lake Isle of Innisfree,” which was inspired by his reading of Henry David Thoreau’s
Walden and written at the height of Yeats’s sentimentalizing of the “return to the land.”
Yeats himself shared his views on nature and country life with the twenty-year old Joyce
when the latter came to call on Yeats in 1902. After listening (with remarkable kindness)
as Joyce criticized his politics and his commitment to folklore, Yeats explained:
The folk life, the country life, is nature with her abundance, but the art life,
the town life, is the spirit which is sterile when it is not married to nature.
The whole ugliness of the modern world has come from the spread of
towns and their ways of thought, and to bring back beauty we must marry
the spirit and nature again. (Scholes and Kain 16)
Yeats’s argument relies upon a sentimental view of country life that epitomizes the
pastoral impulse that Raymond Williams identifies. The creation of what Declan Kiberd
frankly calls “the myth of a rural nation” was essential to the efforts of largely urban

For more on this history and Joyce’s relationship to it, see Oona Frawley’s study Irish
Pastoral.
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authors to design a national identity for Ireland (481). Joyce’s own reaction to Yeats’s
oration was decidedly negative, as his letters show: he infamously accused Yeats of being
“too old” and too sentimental.
Another of Joyce’s key Irish interlocutors, George W. Russell (A.E.), consistently
argued that rural Irish life was not an idealization of the past but a path forward for the
country. In his 1913 book Co-operation and Nationality: A Guide for Rural Reformers
from This to the Next Generation, Russell praised country living and denigrated the
lifestyle of urbanites:
those who live in the land have a deeper life than those who live in the
towns; who deceive themselves, thinking that the twinkling of a
sophisticated mind is wisdom; who collect ideas as if they were postage
stamps […] Indeed, it is with the people who live on the land, who are
bathed continually in sunlight and pure air, who are close to Mother
Nature, that the future and hope of humanity lies. There is no future for
life in the great cities. Life shrivels there and decays, divorced from the
fountain of life. (102)
Russell equates living on the land with closeness to nature and with vitality, next
restating his position by claiming that “the people on the land have the mighty energies of
nature in their blood” (102). The key word is “life,” figured as a vital flow and imagined
as gushing forth from the land but dried up in the city. Russell’s views in his book on
rural reform provide an explicit example of the tendency among revivalists to correlate
the health of nature to the vitality-sapping life of the city.
Another instance of the intersection of nationalist politics to the language of
vitality and land is the Gaelic Athletic Association, founded by Michael Cusack, the
model for the “Citizen” of the “Cyclops” chapter of Ulysses. Cusack recruited young
Irishman to revive traditional Irish sports like hurley and handball, believing that modern
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Irishmen lacked vigor and that sports would increase the physical vitality of the entire
nation. Cusack said that he began his lifelong mission to foster traditional Irish sports to
“make an effort to preserve the physical strength of our race” (Búrca 12). Joyce’s
portrayal of Cusack in Ulysses, according to W. F. Mandle, in a history of the Gaelic
Athletic Association and its relationship to Irish nationalism, is “only slightly
exaggerated” (2). As an example, Mandle offers Cuscak’s account of how he became
inspired to resurrect hurling for the contemporary nationalist moment. Cusack’s “vision”
ties the renewal of Irish sport to the vigorous, romanticized pastoral lifestyle of ancient
Ireland: “In my dreams … I was living with the men of Erin of pre-Christian times. In
spirit I hunted and fished with Fionn’s invincible hosts from Antrim to Kerry. I hurled
with the Fenians of sixteen centuries ago … I resolved to bring back hurling” (2). From
this context the GAA emerged, and its rhetoric reinforced nationalist politics through its
conviction that the Irish people would be invigorated and revitalized by reenacting the
natural lifestyle of their ancient ancestors on the hurley pitch.
Both aspects of Irish pastoralism—the romanticized rural landscape and the
physical vitality of simple life and of sport—are threaded throughout Joyce’s work. In
Stephen Hero, Stephen accuses the nationalist Madden of romanticizing the Irish peasant
(“[o]ne would imagine the country was inhabited by cherubim”) but he acquiesces,
temporarily, to Madden’s insistence that he should learn Irish (SH 54). Later, Madden is
described as a follower of Michael Cusack: “[t]o this circle Madden who was captain of a
club of hurley-players reported the muscular condition of the young irreconcilables under
his charge” (SH 61). Madden explains that “we want to raise the physique of the country”
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(SH 61). But these instances are not limited to a discarded draft: they appear, with a
subtler emphasis, throughout A Portrait, providing a familiar nationalist point to which
Stephen’s vitalist aesthetics act as counterpoint. The football game the young Stephen
avoids on the opening pages of A Portrait registers the GAA’s pervasiveness, as do the
hurley and handball his university peers play.73 A specific instance that aligns with
Cusack’s efforts to increase the “physical strength” of the Irish race appears as one of the
voices that war for dominance in Stephen’s young ears—amid those of honor, the church,
and the nationalist revival—is athletics: “When the gymnasium had been opened he had
heard another voice urging him to be strong and manly and healthy” (P 88).74 Peasants,
too, appear in an early scene, where the young Stephen sees them as “holy” and pure: “It
would be lovely to sleep for one night in that cottage before the fire of smoking turf, in
the dark lit by the fire, in the warm dark, breathing the smell of peasants, air and rain and
turf and corduroy” (P 15). The first chapter of A Portrait, in its depiction of the wood
surrounding Clongowes, then, is set within Joyce’s version of a pastoral, idealized rural
Ireland, and the “smell of the fields in the country where they picked turnips” combine
with the sporting “sound of cricket bats” to ease Stephen’s mind after his encounter with
Father Dolan. Indeed, the school was called Clongowes Wood College, and was set,

One more example from early in the novel: When Stephen’s uncle Charles takes him to
run around the park with his old friend, Mike Flynn, the two old-timers sit “talking
athletics and politics” (P 63). The two are intimately connected.
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A negative and racially coded example of a similar sentiment is expressed by Mr.
Deasy in Ulysses, when he is complaining to Stephen about England being “in the hands
of the Jews.” He continues: “they are the signs of a nation’s decay. Wherever they gather
they eat up the nation’s vital strength … Old England is dying” (U 2.347-51).
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according to a contemporary of Joyce’s, forty miles from Dublin “in the pleasantest part
of Kildaire … in the midst of beautiful and well-wooded grounds of 500 acres in extent”
(Scholes and Kain 11). Combined with his trips with the milkman into the country and
his adventures along Dublin Bay with his gang of friends, the pastoral aspects of A
Portrait’s opening pages clearly affect Stephen’s burgeoning imagination and his efforts
to place himself in “the life of that world” around him (P 64).
Seen in this light, the Dedalus family’s move from the village into Dublin proper
challenges Russell’s views about rural and urban life, and demonstrates how Joyce’s
urban landscapes alternately lament poor urban living conditions and recognize nature’s
presence within the city. Russell’s criticism that city-dwellers “collect ideas as if they
were postage stamps” aptly describes the sensory assault that greets Stephen in Dublin:
the city is described as “a new and complex sensation” with its merchandise and shops,
its “new bustling life” (P 69). Stephen’s response to this change of scenery is two-fold:
he first laments the “squalor and insincerity” of his new surroundings, but he soon learns
to detach himself from it through his aesthetic practice. The novel’s second chapter could
serve as an illustration of the worst fears of Russell and other reformers: Stephen’s
confusion and dissatisfaction with his surroundings result from his inability to attune his
mental life to the external world upon moving from a more suburban area to a fully urban
one. What Stephen calls the “outer world” represents confusion, monstrosity, and
inhumanity. His difficulty making sense of his surroundings reaches its pinnacle during
his trip to Cork with his father, where the combination of strange sites and his father’s
boisterousness pull Stephen away from the physical world. Looking up, he sees sun
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emerging from the clouds, turning “the sky and clouds into a fantastic world of sombre
masses with lakelike spaces of dark rosy light” (P 98). But the sunset, rather that
providing respite or clarity, further distances him from nature, and as the section ends
Stephen is fully devitalized, comparing himself negatively to his father’s companions:
“No life or youth stirred in him as it had stirred in them” (P 102). Reading this section,
Russell would have likely have concluded that Stephen’s life had decayed through too
much contact with the squalor and dreariness of the city, and recommended a return to
the land.
Set within the context of vitalist theories of nature and nationalist version of the
pastoral, the urban landscape of the remainder of A Portrait represents a direct challenge
to Irish nationalist pastoral myth-making. Taking place in decidedly urban landscapes,
amid walks and long discussions, the passages in A Portrait (and in Stephen Hero) that
establish Joyce’s theory of aesthetics announce an alternative theory of the vitality of the
material world, one that emerges from an amalgam of ancient, scholastic, and fin de
siècle sources. Joyce synthesized these sources into an aesthetic theory that functions as a
vitalist theory of matter, radical in its audacity and its implications because it extends
vitality to the inanimate.

Between Ancient and Modern: Joyce’s Vitalist Philosophy of Nature
The primary source of Joyce’s understanding of vitalism came not from reading
Butler, Shaw, Nietzsche, and Bergson, or from Yeats, Russell, and other revivalists, but
from an unlikely source: a Catholic textbook he read as a student. The result is that
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Joyce’s take on vitalism produced a decidedly different, more idiosyncratic but also more
rigorously scientific, philosophy of nature than these contemporary figures. The book,
called simply Psychology, was part of a series of “Catholic Manuals of Philosophy,”
written by the Jesuit philosopher Michael Maher and published in 1890. The book was in
Joyce’s Trieste library, now housed at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of
Texas, and from this copy we can see that Joyce read the book and annotated it heavily.75
Michael Gillespie, in his catalog of the Trieste library, submits that the book was most
likely used by Joyce during his time at Belvedere College in Dublin, which Joyce
attended from 1893 to 1898, between the ages of 11 and 16. The book was intended as a
corrective to materialist philosophies of the mind, body, and soul. Maher singles out
Charles Darwin and the evolutionary theorists Herbert Spencer, John Tyndall, and T. H.
Huxley as enemies of Catholicism, in addition to the mental scientists Alexander Bain
and Henry Maudsley. Maher writes in his Preface that his reader will learn about “the
organic conditions of mental life” to arm himself against modern challenges to Catholic
doctrine:
at the present day, when advocates of Materialism, presuming on the
ignorance of their audience, are frequently found to declare that the
progress of Physiology or Physics has disproved the spirituality of the
soul, and understanding of the real nature and significance of the
achievements of these sciences in this direction, is of the very first
importance. (ix)
To date, two scholars of Joyce have studied Maher’s influence on Joyce: Sheldon
Brivic, in Joyce the Creator, and John Rickard in Joyce’s Book of Memory. Brivic notes
that Joyce would likely have been interested in Maher’s treatment of the “double aspect
theory,” associated with Spinoza and Giordano Bruno, in which mental and physical
things are aspects of the same substance (Brivic 3). Rickard compares Maher’s chapter on
“Memory,” with its explicitly anti-materialist philosophy of mind and memory, to
Stephen’s Shakespeare theory in “Scylla and Charybdis.”
75
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At Belvedere in the last decade of the nineteenth-century, James Joyce would have been
Maher’s ideal reader: intelligent, learned, and receptive to his scholastic style.
Official church doctrine was in a phase of flux during Joyce’s youth, as Catholic
intellectuals reacted to the rise of modern science by returning to scholastic thought in
general and to Thomas Aquinas in particular.76 In addition to his textbook, Maher’s
participation in this anti-modern movement, this neo-scholasticism, can be registered by
his prominent role in the composition of the Catholic Encyclopedia (1907-1912), which
not only defined key terms but offered lengthy historical context that aggressively
engaged Enlightenment and modern philosophy. Maher was tapped by the
Encyclopedia’s editors to write entries on Consciousness, Determinism, Life, Spirit, and
Soul, among others. Written with a similar purpose, Maher’s Psychology is remarkable
primarily for its willingness to engage opposing points of view. In this way, it
exemplifies the neo-Thomist scholastic style, with its propensity toward classification, its
frequent insistence on definition and distinction, and its continual logical movement
toward a first cause. Maher’s Psychology is one noteworthy Catholic reaction to secular
materialist philosophies, including, notably, vitalism. For the Catholic scholars by whom
Joyce was educated, vitalism represented a threat to the doctrine of the soul’s immortality
because of its status as a compelling alternative to modern secular intellectuals—as
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Mary Lowe Evans has read Joyce alongside a series of debates within the antimodernist, medieval revival that occurred in the Church in the latter half of the 19th
century “in response to challenges and promises offered by numerous ‘isms,’ the most
threatening of which was an all-inclusive Enlightenment-inspired rationalism” (Catholic
Nostalgia 29). Geert Lernout’s Help My Unbelief: James Joyce and Religion situates
Joyce’s reaction to his religious upbringing within this context as well.
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traditional ideas of the “soul” became increasingly difficult to defend.
Maher’s book is split into two sections: the first, “Empirical or Phenomenal
Psychology,” is much longer and more scientific than the second, “Rational Psychology.”
Rational Psychology, as Maher defines it, seeks to study “the character, the origin, and
the destiny of the human soul” (439). For a Jesuit, to study psychology meant to study the
psyche (the soul) and the bulk of Maher’s section on Rational Psychology is an attempt to
reconcile modern understandings of the mind with traditional Catholic ones. One of the
primary ways Maher does this is by integrating vitalism with Catholic thought. Maher
defines vitalism as a modern belief proposing that man is infused with a vital principle
(separate from the rational, sentient soul) that is the source of life. The two chapters in
which Maher countenances the vitalist view are the most heavily annotated by Joyce in
the entire book. In these chapters, Maher strikingly argues that the vital principle from
which life springs cannot be differentiated from the rational soul, and he does not attempt
to downplay the vital principle in favor of the rational soul. He spends considerable time
proving that there is in fact a special, vital principle that is distinct from and superior to
matter: there is an “impassible barrier,” he claims, between living and dead matter that
can only be explained by this vital principle. In the end, Maher conflates “life” and “soul”
in a move that absorbs vitalist life philosophy into scholastic theories of the soul. The
result is a vitalism that answers secular science with an amalgamation of pre-modern
science and selections from critical vitalism. Later, drawing upon Aristotle and Aquinas,
Maher writes that the scholastic definition of life is “the activity by which a being moves
itself.” Life, as vital principle, is what moves.
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Looking at Maher’s 1913 essay on “Life” in the Catholic Encyclopedia
illuminates the depth of the church’s engagement with vitalism and helps to explain how
for Joyce the concept of the soul is so closely intertwined with his philosophy of life.
Maher’s 6000-word essay hails modern vitalism (he specifically mentions Hans Driesch)
as an example of how “the trend of the best modern scientific thought is moving steadily
back in the direction of that conception of life to be found in the scholastic philosophy,
itself based on the teaching of Aristotle” (“Life”). In this sense, then, Maher sees modern
vitalism as an ally to the neo-scholastic Catholicism that Joyce would have been trained
in as a young student. In Joyce’s fiction, this neo-scholastic training emerges frequently
in Stephen Dedalus’s speech and thought, whether in his aesthetic theory, described in A
Portrait as “applied Aquinas,” or in Stephen’s ruminations on Aristotle and Aquinas in
the “Scylla and Charybdis” episode of Ulysses. If it seems at first strange to see a Jesuit
theologian taking a position that was at the same time being developed by modern secular
vitalists, recall that scholastic doctrine is grounded in Aristotelian categories, in which the
soul is an animating principle, more so than Platonic ones, in which it explicitly spiritual.
Aristotle’s De anima is both a primary source for Joyce's aesthetics and a cornerstone for
vitalisms of all stripes. In 1903, Joyce wrote to Stanislaus that he was “up to his eyes” in
Aristotle’s book (Letters 28). Joyce’s understanding of vitalism is deeper and older than
his contemporaries. Further, knowing that Joyce read intensely in authors who equated
the vital principle with the “soul” gives us another point of entry into Joyce’s own
vitalism and its impact on his work, for “soul” is another word, to return to Kenner, that
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“recurs and recurs”—especially in A Portrait.77
Throughout the range of supplementary material that pre-dates and feeds into A
Portrait—most notably Stephen Hero, but also his notebooks and nonfiction—Joyce
relies upon Aristotelean and Thomistic terminology in his efforts to demarcate the
relationship between the work of art, the artist, and nature. At a time when the aesthetic
theories of his contemporaries (Wilde and Yeats, for example) were heavily influenced
by aestheticism or symbolism, Joyce reached into the material his Jesuit teachers
introduced to him and raided it for terms, ideas, and models. While I am not implying
that Joyce wasn’t significantly influenced by his contemporaneous aesthetic philosophy,
as Marguerite Harkness and Jacques Aubert have demonstrated, I suggest that his debts to
classical and scholastic sources are what make his aesthetics unique among his
contemporaries. Further, as I have explained above in relation to Maher’s writing, the
specifically vitalist aspects of Joyce’s debts to Aristotle and Aquinas put Joyce squarely
in the context of the modern vitalism emerging in the life-sciences.
In the notebooks Joyce kept in Paris as he was reading Aristotle, he directly
engaged Aristotle’s most famous phrase: “Art is an imitation of Nature.” Joyce criticizes
this translation and any aesthetic principles derived from it, arguing that Aristotle is not
attempting to define art, but describing it: “Art imitates Nature.” Using this translation as
a springboard, Joyce instead proposes that what Aristotle “means is that the artistic
process is like the natural process” (Scholes and Kain 54). Within the context of vitalist

“Soul” is second only to “God” as the most frequently appearing word in the novel.
See John Smith’s Imagery and the Mind of Stephen Dedalus: A Computer-Assisted Study
of Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, 256.
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theories of nature and of art, the significance of this distinction emerges. Joyce argues
that both art and nature result from a vital force. By extension, Joyce proposes that art
and nature are ontological equals. We see further evidence of this in a Stephen Hero
passage that runs parallel to Joyce’s notebook. Stephen is described, in the context of a
scholastic argument with his Jesuit teacher, as “a young man who could not conceive a
divorce between art and nature […] For Stephen art was neither a copy nor an imitation
of nature: the artistic process was a natural process” (SH 171). A conflation between art
and nature; not imitation, not even analogy, but correspondence. The question, then, is
what kind of natural process Joyce envisioned being akin to the artistic process. The
answer, stemming from Aristotle, is morphogenesis, the process that shapes organisms.
Both the natural and the artistic processes are defined by formation and growth.
Morphogenesis was a key concept for the modern vitalist Hans Driesch, a
contemporary of Joyce’s. There’s no evidence to suggest that Joyce read Driesch directly,
but there’s a chance he could have been familiar with Driesch’s adoption of Aristotle’s
key term, “entelechy” from browsing a 1911 book on Bergson by Joseph Solomon—
another volume in Joyce’s Trieste library. Solomon’s book praises the theory of
Bergson’s Life-Force as an agent of evolution that provides a “forward push” (73). The
Bergsonian Life-Force is specifically advanced in opposition to the “entelechy” of
Driesch, whose experiments and lectures were footnoted by Solomon earlier. Whether
Joyce knew of Driesch’s adoption of “entelechy” or not—the word would certainly have
stood out to him, steeped as he was in Aristotle—understanding Driesch’s interpretation
of Aristotle enlightens Joyce’s. As Driesch explains in his 1905 book The History and
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Theory of Vitalism, Aristotle describes morphogenesis “as a kind of artistic creation” in
that “everything which comes into existence either in nature or in art” emerges into
actuality out of potentiality (13). Joyce’s notebooks, and the aesthetic theory sections of
Stephen Hero and A Portrait, are filled with considerations of how the potential becomes
actual, and what role the artist plays in that process. Behind this aesthetic theory lies an
ontologically prior one, in which both the artistic process and the natural process are
attempts to turn the life-giving force into a shape or form. To describe this process,
Driesch adopted and altered Aristotle’s term “entelechy.” For Driesch, entelechy is a selfmoving power, responsible for the phenomena of life. Where Driesch differs from
Aristotle, in a way that I believe relates to and illuminates Joyce’s aesthetics, is that he
rejects the teleological aspect of Aristotle’s entelechy, in which life is both a formal and a
final cause. Driesch’s entelechy emphasizes how life animates matter, but also how it
arranges it. As Driesch describes it, entelechy is almost artistic in the way it guides life
from potentiality toward actuality.
Joyce relied upon an Aristotelian conception of life in the early stages of his
efforts to build an aesthetic theory. Crucial to this aesthetic theory is a theory of nature,
and more specifically the relationship between art and nature: for Joyce, the two are
parallel. Central to this relationship is the concept of the soul—not as a spiritual concept
or eternal essence—but as a synonym for the shaping power of the vital principle. With
this in mind, I turn in the next section to Joyce’s much analyzed, much taught, and much
maligned “epiphany” theory.
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The Agency of Matter in Stephen Hero
As Joyce reworked Stephen Hero into A Portrait, the word “epiphany” did not
survive the revision. But the vitalist qualities of Joyce’s aesthetics did. In the aesthetic
theory sections of both books, Joyce is deeply concerned with movement and with
emergence. As Hugh Kenner notes, words describing movement pepper these pages:
rhythm, leap, raise, traverse, flow. Strikingly, these words are not always used to describe
the action of the mind, but are frequently assigned to the object itself. While this
language is at first glance metaphorical, its proliferation and its centrality work to
theorize a relationship between object and perceiver in which both are playing active
roles. Further, in Stephen Hero, Joyce assigns to the “commonest object” a soul, and
proposes that its “soul, its whatness, leaps to us from the vestment of its appearance” (SH
213). The image is one of an object disrobing to reveal itself, and the terminology is not
only scholastic (as Stephen’s reliance upon creative interpretations of terms from
Aquinas makes clear) but in an important way vitalist. The object has a life in the sense
that it moves. A clock, a conversation, a word, a basket: these entities leap forth from
those around them. They are actualized as they emerge from a system—the “catalog of
Dublin street furniture”—by affecting the artist, who must cultivate a sensibility capable
of catching these moments of emergence (SH 213).
Stepping into Stephen Hero’s epiphany passage requires careful footwork. Many
critics of Joyce, including Kevin Dettmar and Liesl Olson, downplay the epiphany
theory, with Dettmar calling it “Joyce’s paleonym that just won’t die” (82), and Olson
writing about Joyce’s interest in capturing ordinary experience, arguing that Joyce left the
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epiphany theory behind in his later work and instead focused on more mundane moments.
Dettmar’s dismissal of the concept is memorably phrased: “Joyce, in rewriting Stephen
Hero as A Portrait, omitted Stephen’s now-famous disquisition on the epiphany; we
might, for the novelty of it, assume for the time being he knew what he was doing” (85).
Both critics are representatives of a backlash within Joyce studies to an earlier generation
of Joyceans who energetically chased down the extant bits of Joyce’s poetry and prose
fragments that he titled “epiphanies,” uncovered religious and Romantic sources for the
concept, and used “epiphany” as a lens through which to read A Portrait and Dubliners.78
For Morris Beja in Epiphany in the Modern Novel, “epiphany” is a technique that assigns
to a seemingly insignificant object or moment a wide, often symbolic, significance that is
defined by its suddenness and its “spiritual” character.
The extent to which an epiphany is “spiritual” is the most difficult aspect of the
term, and the reason why critics of Joyce are either eager to hold onto its centrality to the
rest of Joyce’s work or to part ways with it entirely. In Stephen Hero, the term is first
defined like so: “By epiphany he meant a sudden spiritual manifestation, whether in the
vulgarity of speech or of gesture or in a memorable phase of the mind itself” (SH 211).
Here “epiphany” hews close to its original ecclesiastic meaning, synonymous with
“manifestation,” generally as the appearance of a divine being and specifically as the
festival celebrating Christ’s revelation of his divinity to the magi. Beja insists that even

Robert Scholes and Richard M. Kain’s The Workshop of Daedalus (1966) is the
crowning achievement of epiphany hunting; William T. Noon’s Joyce and Aquinas
(1957) traces the religious origins of Joyce’s term and Ashton Nichols’s The Poetics of
Epiphany (1987) uncovers the Romantic sources.
78
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though the term has a “theological” meaning, it is not necessarily religious, and it’s
certainly the case that Joyce was repurposing the term, with an awareness of its origin,
for a non-religious purpose. Umberto Eco argues that Joyce uses epiphany in keeping
with the general “medieval model” of his early work, and that it combines scholastic
terminology with the influence of Walter Pater’s “perfect moments” of intense
experience. As Eco reads it, “epiphany” is a framework that ultimately celebrates a
romantic conception of “the poet as the only one who can give a reason to things, a
meaning to life, a form to experience, a finality to the world” (23). In this view, the
concept of epiphany sheds light on Joyce’s perspective on the role of the artist, and more
specifically the artist’s relationship with reality. It is both a way of discovering reality
and a way of giving it form and shape.
The ultimate import of the epiphany passage to Joyce’s writing is how it makes
visible Joyce’s conception of the role of the artist. This role is (in a word) vital; Stephen
uses just this formulation earlier in Stephen Hero: “The poet is the intense centre of the
life of his age to which he stands in a relation than which none can be more vital. He
alone is capable of absorbing himself in the life that surrounds him and of flinging it
abroad again amid planetary music” (SH 80). A debt to romantic conceptions of the poet
is immediately evident, as the reference to Shelley’s “legislators of the world” and the
Blakean phrase “planetary music” makes clear. But in addition to its romantic
antecedents, the description of the artist’s role contains a vitalist element and language.
As in vitalist thought, reductionist and mechanistic ideas are contrasted with the lifeaffirming, organic methods of the artist:
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The age, though it bury itself fathoms deep in formulas or machinery, has
need of these realities which alone give and sustain life and it must await
from those chosen centres of vivification the force to live, the security for
life which can come only from them. Thus the spirit of man makes a
continual affirmation. (SH 80).
Joyce’s explicitly vitalist language celebrates “life” as a goal in the face of mechanistic
forces and assigning to the artist the task of vitalizing an entire society. But the artist is
not expected to be the only source of this vitalizing force, but rather to “absorb” it and
“sustain” it.
As depicted in Stephen Hero and in A Portrait, the artist is a link in a chain of
vitality that runs from objects to a person and finally into the work of art. Understanding
Joyce’s aesthetics in this way brings a fresh perspective to his epiphany theory. Vitalism
offers a means of thinking about how nonhuman things can become agents, making
things happen. The discourse surrounding nature and nationalism that I earlier used to
frame Joyce’s work helps to demonstrate this, but what the epiphany passage of Stephen
Hero presents is a more radical notion, which is that non-living, non-organic things can
also become actors. In the section of Stephen Hero following its famous definition of an
epiphany as a “sudden spiritual manifestation,” Joyce fills the text with language that
ascribes to an inanimate object—a clock on the outside of Dublin’s Ballast Office—a
strange form of agency. Stephen describes the clock as being “capable of an epiphany,”
as if the clock itself, rather than the artist, will experience the epiphany. When the term
next appears, in the explanation of the actual moment of epiphany, the object’s active role
is even more striking:
This is the moment I call epiphany. First: we recognize that the object is
one integral thing, then we recognise that it is an organised composite
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structure, a thing in fact: finally, when the relation of the parts is exquisite,
when the parts are adjusted to the special point, we recognise that it is that
thing which it is. Its soul, its whatness, leaps to us from the vestment of its
appearance. The soul of the commonest object, the structure of which is so
adjusted, seems to us radiant. The object achieves its epiphany. (SH 213)
The object is described as having a soul, one that “seems” radiant to the eye of the artist.
The language is one of artistic co-creation. For Joyce “soul” is, in the language of
vitalism, akin to “life force.” Recall that for Driesch, via Aristotle, entelechy is a selforganizing process that describes how the non-living becomes alive. In the passage
above, the object traces a similar path: its parts organize, adjust, and emerge. The artist
carefully attends to its shape and structure, and experiences a moment of recognition or
perception, but it is the object itself that “leaps” and “achieves its epiphany.”
To further elucidate the implications of Joyce’s epiphany theory, I adopt Bruno
Latour’s concept of the “actant,” one influential to Jane Bennett’s vital materialsm and
the material ecocriticism more broadly. Latour’s intention is to distribute agency more
widely, in order to attend to how different actors affect one another in a wide network. As
he explains in Reassembling the Social, Latour takes the term “actant” from semiotics
and narrative theory, specifically from Greimas (54-55). The usefulness of the term is
that it traces agency to the smallest increment: an actant is an “actor” in a network, but
the influence and range of its action is dependent upon other actors in that network taking
it up and paying attention to it. For Latour, fiction is an ideal place to trace the influence
of actants. Literary worlds offer a ground in which to explore how things happen, and
how nonhuman forces act upon human subjects—how matter attains a form of agency
through being placed into a narrative or story. In Vibrant Matter, Bennett takes up
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Latour’s term, explaining that “an actanct is a source of action that can be either human
or nonhuman: it is that which has efficacy, can do things” (viii). For Bennett, the term is
helpful in how it enables an attention to the vitality of things, which in turn helps to
counterbalance a tendency to instrumentalize matter and focus on consuming, destroying,
or even protecting it. It also leads to a deeper, wider understanding of the nonhuman
environment and humanity’s place within it. Conceiving of things as capable of action is
precisely what Joyce’s epiphany theory does: aesthetically, Joyce ascribes life to
inanimate things. It is the things that are described as achieving epiphany, not the artist,
even though it is the artist’s perceptiveness that enables these things to come to life. A
life for the object emerges from the relationship between object and artist—an interaction
that grants agency to matter. Focusing on this relationship, and how it leads to the
emergence of a new life, flattens the plane on which subject and object exist, deflating
the transcendence of the subject in favor of a more immanent connection between the
two. Through his aesthetics Joyce posits a theory in which matter possesses its own
vitality and capacity to, in some form, act.
New materialist work like Bennett’s opens new vistas for Joyce’s epiphany
theory. Vibrant Matter itself compellingly explores the political and ecological
implications of the vitality of nonhuman things like power grids, metal, and worms. Early
in her book Bennett tells a story about encountering a pile of discarded objects on a storm
drain in Baltimore—a tale that closely resembles Joyce’s epiphany theory in both subject
matter and setting and speaks to the aims of material ecocriticism. Bennett only noticed
these objects in the first place by cultivating “a certain anticipatory readiness … a
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perceptual style open to the appearance of thing-power” (5). Here Bennett resembles the
Joycean artist, who carefully records epiphanies and stands alert to their fleeting
suddenness. The main narrative arc of Stephen Hero is Stephen’s efforts to cultivate a
temperament and method that will enable him to receive impressions from the world
around him and to then translate them into art.79 He works hard to develop an affective
state that will allow him to catch the moment when the Ballast Clock becomes not “only
an item in the catalogue of Dublin street furniture” but an epiphanized object as it
emerges (SH 211). The setting is explicitly urban, just like Bennett’s in Baltimore, and
the object otherwise insignificant. The artist does not have to be in “nature” to feel the
power of things.
The recognition of the vitality of non-living things separates Joyce’s
understanding of the way life-forces flow from nonhuman to human, and epitomizes the
urban setting of Joyce’s novels. For his fellow Irish writers Yeats and Russell, the artist
needed to go into the country, to be close to nature, to be close to the source of life. For
Joyce, the source of vital life is not limited to “nature,” and certainly not to a pastoral
setting. Because he ascribes a soul to common objects (to “street furniture”), Joyce
celebrates the life-affirming aspects of the cityscape, which, while it may require more
attention to extract, is brimming with a vitality of its own. This will be the lesson of A
Portrait and Joyce’s response to the pastoralism of his countrymen.

79

In James Joyce and the Making of Ulysses (1934), Frank Budgen describes how Joyce
“was always looking and listening for the necessary fact or word” and would incessantly
scribble phrases and observations onto scraps of paper and stuff them into his pocket
(171). The Joyce depicted here resembles the attentive artist of Stephen Hero, constantly
on alert, who cultivates an attitude of receptiveness to the world around him.
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The Vital Aesthetics of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
In the preceding sections, I’ve identified three vitalist patterns in A Portrait. First,
how it can be read as a vitalist novel in a vein similar to the fiction of D. H. Lawrence
and other “cult of life” novels with its language of flow, energy, and release in the
context of Stephen’s sexual awakening and his failed efforts to control it. Second, the
presence in the novel of strains of Irish revival pastoralism and athletics, both of which
relied upon vitalist language and imagery to demand a return to the closer connection
between the Irish people and a rural lifestyle. Stephen’s move into Dublin, and the shock
to his system that results, signals the difficulty of maintaining his aesthetic mind-set amid
the chaos of urban life. Third, how Joyce’s epiphany passage, and the aesthetic theory
that accompanies it, works to envision the artist as a link in a chain of vitality that
ascribes agency to the inanimate. As the novel progresses, specifically in its final two
chapters, these three patterns collide, ultimately producing a young artist who leaves
Dublin with the cry “Welcome, O life!” (P 275). As chapter IV begins, Stephen attempts
to restrain his bodily vitality during a phase of religious devotion, but instead chooses the
life of an artist, not the life of a priest. Across the break between chapters IV and V,
Stephen develops the capacity to find sources of vitality within the cityscape, both in
natural environments and in inanimate things. Finally, Stephen delivers a version of his
aesthetic theory that extends that of Stephen Hero, and adds a new argument: that the
artist is tasked not only with attending to the vitality within things, but to then translate
that vitality into the work of art, producing an artwork full of agency, even life.
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The midpoint of A Portrait dramatizes what precisely “life” means for Stephen.
Through the lengthy “composition of place” sermon on hell that dominates the third
chapter, Joyce offers a deadening counterpoint in the novel’s story of growth.
Immediately following Stephen’s visit to Nighttown at the close of chapter II, vitalist
language of flow and release returns at the beginning of the third chapter, this time
explicitly: “At his first violent sin he had felt a wave of vitality pass out of him and had
feared to find his body or his soul maimed by the excess. Instead the vital wave had
carried him on its bosom out of himself and back again when it receded” (P 110). The
new knowledge of himself as carried by vital waves is assaulted in the remainder of the
chapter by Father Arnall’s sermon and its alternative conceptions of his soul and of life:
“the preacher blew death into his soul” (P 120). Rather than an animating principle or
source of vitality, the soul of the sermon is spiritual and immortal, sustained, judged, and
punished by God. The retreat removes students from everyday life, replacing thoughts of
“this earthly life” with those of “the life to come” (P 119). As the chapter ends and the
effect of the sermon is complete, Stephen’s vision of his life is far from the vital
conception that appears in the chapter previously, and as chapter IV begins Stephen’s
“life” is figured as explicitly spiritual and therefore anti-life, rather than as animating and
vitalizing: “His life seemed to have drawn near to eternity” (P 160); “Life became a
divine gift” to the point that “he could scarcely understand why it was in any way
necessary to live” (P 162). And when it is suggested to Stephen that he might have a
vocation to join the priesthood, he considers it to be a “grave and ordered and passionless
life” (P 174). “Life” here means “vocation,” certainly, and that is perhaps the dominant
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meaning in this section, but the novel clearly frames the religious discourse and spiritual
efforts that saturate these passages as anti-life, as an attempt to control or overcome it.
It’s striking that Stephen’s revolt begins not intellectually but bodily, as a sense of unrest,
as a “feverish quickening of his pulses” instigates his decision to forgo an attempt to join
Jesuits (P 174). Dissatisfied with the religious life precisely because it lacks vitality,
Stephen is at the end of the day won over by the disorder and “stagnation of vegetable
life” of his father’s home, “which was the win the day in his soul” because in it he finds a
trace of the vital principle missing from the religious life (P 176). The first thought that
comes to mind as Stephen sits at home is a memory of a farmhand, a man who lived next
to one of their previous homes, digging in the earth.
The involuntary memory of the farmhand characterizes passages sprinkled
throughout the fourth and fifth chapters of the novel that could perhaps best be described
as “urban nature writing.” When these passages do appear, they are frequently framed by
references to the plight of the rural Irish poor, and exemplify Joyce’s effort to depict a
landscape, and cityscape, that disrupts the sentimentalizing pastoralism of revivalists such
as Russell. As a university student, Stephen wanders flâneur-like across Dublin. The
urban landscape, rather than sapping his vigor or his ideas, instead invokes memories, as
references to his literary heroes—Newman, Ibsen, Ben Jonson—merge with the
landscape. The scenes themselves are often depressed or degraded, and Stephen is clearly
attentive to the deprivations of urban life: he sees “sloblands,” a “grimy marinedealer’s
shop,” and is assaulted with smells of “cheerless cellardamp and decay,” (P 190-92). It’s
tempting to read Stephen’s walk as largely devitalizing, to point to him “sighing with age
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as he walked on in a lane among heaps of dead language” (P 193). Yet if the language of
commerce that assails him on his walk is devitalizing and depressing, the natural aspects
of the cityscape are not: “as he walked down the avenue and felt the grey morning light
falling about him through the dripping trees and smelt the strange wild smell of the wet
leaves and bark, his soul was loosed of her miseries” (P 190). The “rainladed trees of the
avenue” or the tidal flats near Dublin Bay are actants, evoking allusions and lifting his
spirits. The experience of natural fecundity within the urban landscape dominates this
section of the novel, and returns at its close, as Stephen writes in his diary: “5 April. Wild
spring. Scudding clouds. O life!” (P 273). When the famous “Welcome, O life!” appears
three weeks later in the diary, then, it echoes the Romantic organicism of the earlier
passage, which associates the coming of spring with the coming of vitality (P 275).
Stephen’s urban walks are set in contrast to the rural walk taken by his Fenian
friend Davin. Davin, who is the novel’s representative of “the hidden ways of Irish life”
and who is called a “young peasant,” tells Stephen the story during their urban walk (P
196). Returning from a hurling match in Cork, Davin had stopped at a cottage to ask for a
drink and was invited to stay the night by the young woman who answered the door. The
story is notable because it is the longest stretch of text in this chapter in which anyone
other than Stephen speaks and because it makes such a strong impression on Stephen that
he returns to it twice, both times to reflect upon the divide between the experience and
expectations of this “peasant women” and his outsized artistic ambitions as an Irish
writer. The woman captures Stephen’s fancy as a representation of “a type of her race and
his own, a batlike soul waking to the consciousness of itself in darkness and secrecy and
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loneliness” (P 198). She is an image of his audience, whose imaginations he must capture
if he wishes—as he writes at the novel’s close—“to forge in the smithy of my soul the
uncreated conscience of my race” (P 276). The peasant woman of Davin’s story becomes
Stephen’s example of Irishness and a foil for an important aspect of his aesthetic theory.80
The description of a “batlike soul waking to the consciousness of itself”
corresponds to the soul-soaring epiphany of Stephen’s that closes chapter IV, which is the
novel’s most explicit and most powerful example of Joyce’s urban nature writing. The
passage begins with Stephen walking toward the sea and pausing to watch water swirl
under the bridge. The scene provokes a phrase, drawn from Stephen’s store of
references—“a day of dappled seaborne clouds” (P 180)—from a work of theology, The
Testimony of the Rocks by Hugh Miller (1857), which was written in response to the
challenges (by Charles Lyell most famously) to the biblical account of creation that
appeared in the early nineteenth-century. In addition to marking the eccentricity of
Joyce’s range of scientific reference, the phrase matches the dominant theme of the
passage: the merger of landscape and language. The landscape inspires the phrase, and
thus the “phrase and the day and the scene harmonised in a chord” (P 180). The

Mariane Eide provides an excellent reading of this passage in her article “The Woman
of the Ballyhoura Hills: James Joyce and the Politics of Creativity.” For Eide, the peasant
woman acts as a point of comparison to Stephen, in that both she and he are members of
a common “race” waking into creativity. Eide concludes: “Stephen's remembrance of the
woman subverts the clichéd stories that frame her choices. Joyce's image equates the
coming into consciousness of a nation with the coming into consciousness of desire.
Davin's withdrawal from desire reminds readers that for Joyce, Irish nationalism, like the
literary movements that support it, is hampered by an investment in sexual repression,
and that esthetic creativity requires creative receptivity” (391).
80
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paragraph that follows muses upon the color and rhythm of words, and Stephen’s sense
that he draws more from the “contemplation of an inner world of individual emotions”
than from the “glowing sensible world” (P 181). Note that this is Stephen’s initial
thought—that the language and his inner world dominate his view of the landscape—but
that this line of thinking ultimately fails him. The view of Dublin it affords does not
inspire and feels to Stephen not only inadequate but inaccurate. But the turning point of
the passage is Stephen’s decision to look up at the “dappled and seaborne” clouds—the
one that produced his reverie in the first place. The clouds instigate a string of thoughts
(and words) but as words fail Stephen, he returns to the clouds. By watching the
westward drifting clouds, Stephen points his desire in the direction of Europe, from
which the clouds came, rather than toward the rural west of Ireland, where they are
headed. When he hears his name called by his bathing friends, it is “Stephanos” or “Bous
Stephaneforos,” as the Greek inspiration for his name, Dedalus, is emphasized. And it is
this instance of his name being Hellenized that instigates the bodily unrest—the
trembling, the soaring, the quick breathing—that dominates the passage. At first, the
images are spiritual: “soaring sunward,” his body is “commingled with the element of the
spirit” (P 183). To this point, the passage corresponds to the Dedalus story that inspired
Stephen’s raptures. It shifts after Stephen realizes that his true vocation is not the
deadening, restrictive life of the priesthood but the artistic creation of life:
His soul had risen from the grave of boyhood, spurning her graveclothes.
Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! He would create proudly out of the freedom and
power of his soul, as the great artificer whose name he bore, a living thing,
new and soaring and beautiful, impalpable, imperishable. (P 184)
The imagery in the passage combines the religious (graveclothes) with the classical
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(artificer) to envision a new artistic identity for Stephen. The scene’s significance to
Stephen’s artistic development—its role in the novel’s Künstlerroman narrative—is
paramount, and has thus consistently been read as a turning point, or as an epiphany. The
elevated language of these pages is what leads Hugh Kenner, among others, to insist that
we read the passage ironically: “our impulse on being confronted with the final edition of
Stephen Dedalus is to laugh” (Kenner 132). But if the language of flight and soaring is in
fact unrealistic, or hopelessly romantic, the passage ultimately revolves around its
persistent reference to the landscape itself, specifically the sea.
The “living thing” Stephen longs to create during his moment of excitement
marks the origin of his aesthetic theory that emerges in the next chapter, but in the
remainder of chapter IV his focus shifts downward. In short, he next comes down to the
earth, and begins walking in the sea—not flying, but wading. Immediately after hearing
“the call of life to his soul” that sends his spirit into flight, he begins to walk, overcome
by “a lust of wandering in his feet that burned to set out for the ends of the earth” (P
184). He begins to pay careful attention to his surroundings: looking out to sea, a bank of
sand, the waves and the tide moving across the strand. His decision to take off his shoes
and wade into the sea is momentous, for Stephen fears water. He sees the seaweed, the
clouds, the shells, and within this context he sees a girl wading and looking out at the sea.
The “bird girl,” as she is known to Joyceans, is figured not only as a human object of
desire but as a natural part of the landscape; when her gaze inspires Stephen to “recreate
life out of life,” the “life” in this instance is simultaneously angelic, human, and
nonhuman (P 186). And if the temptation is to emphasize the spiritual element at the
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expense of the human or nonhuman, note that by the time Stephen realizes how far he has
walked, he is far from the scene and there is “no human figure near him nor sound borne
to him over the air” (P 186-87). The chapter ends with Stephen lying down in the sand,
returning literally to the earth: “the earth beneath him, the earth that had borne him, had
taken him to her breast” (P 187). Rather than the spiritual, symbolic language of the
earlier pages, the chapter ends with Stephen grounded. A primary source of inspiration
for Stephen in this passage—equally important as his Hellenic muse and his romantic
longing for flight—is the agential quality of the landscape, specifically the sea, and the
earth, to which he returns. Earlier Stephen had experienced a “wave of vitality” and a
“vital wave” within him; in the celebrated passage at the end of chapter IV, he comes into
contact with a literal “vital wave”—one that continues to imbue his aesthetic theory in the
book’s final chapter.
Stephen’s aesthetic theory as it is laid out in A Portrait models a way of attending
to the specificity of things and enabling them to come to life. They are an aesthetics of
the commonplace and of the everyday. As such, they show how aesthetics, specifically a
rigorous and capacious aesthetic practice, can foster more careful and creative attention
to the material world. The goal of Stephen’s three “phases of apprehension,” his “applied
Aquinas”—wholeness, harmony, and radiance—is to explain how the mind of the viewer
responds to an object that has attracted his or her attention, to ultimately “see that it is
that thing which it is and no other thing” (P 229, 231). Like the epiphany passage of
Stephen Hero, A Portrait’s corresponding section highlights the artist’s affective state
and the cultivation of a sensitivity to the uniqueness of individual objects. While the
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passage does emphasize the steps taken by the perceiver, who apprehends, separates,
sees, and analyzes, in the final step the object’s affecting power is emphasized:
The instant wherein that supreme quality of beauty, the clear radiance of
the esthetic image, is apprehended luminously by the mind which has been
arrested by its wholeness and fascinated by its harmony is the luminous
silent stasis of esthetic pleasure, a spiritual state very like to that cardiac
condition which the Italian physiologist Luigi Galvani, using a phrase
almost as beautiful as Shelley's, called the enchantment of the heart. (P
231)
The culminating point of Stephen’s three phases of aesthetic apprehension is called a
spiritual state, in reference to Shelley’s “fading coal,” but it is then immediately likened
to a physical one—the enchantment of the heart—a phrase used by Luigi Galvani, a
devout Roman Catholic whose experiments actively engaged the vitalist debates of the
eighteenth century. Galvani’s tests with frogs attempted to locate a specific life force that
could be stopped, started, and associated with electricity.81 Galvani’s “enchantment of the
heart” explores the object’s arresting force upon the mind of the observing subject.
If this initial phase of the aesthetic theory is subtly and obscurely vitalist, with its
reference to Galvani’s vitalist experiments, Stephen’s explanation of the next phase, the
moment of artistic creation and its famous distinction between the lyrical, the epical, and
the dramatic form, is more explicitly vitalist. In fact, the entire process traced in this
passage, from the apprehension of the object, its transmission into an aesthetic image, the

As David F. Channel explains in The Vital Machine, “By the beginning of the
nineteenth century, it was becoming more and more popular to associate the vital
principle with electricity … Galvani was convinced that he had discovered an inherent
‘animal electricity’ that was fundamental to living organisms” (56). Galvani’s
experiments with frogs, and his debate with Alessandro Volta about their explanation,
inspired Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, thus making Galvani’s appearance in Joyce’s
novel next to Percy Shelley less far afield than it initially seems.
81
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moment of aesthetic pleasure, the task of translating the image from the mind of the artist
into the mind of others, the passing of the artist’s personality into the artwork, and the
eventual refinement of the artist’s personality—all of these steps—can be seen as the
movement of a vital force, a flow from object to mind to artwork. The subjectivity of the
artist plays a crucial role, of course, and critics have emphasized this aspect of Joyce’s
aesthetics, but by pushing the subject into the background of my argument, I aim to
foreground the active roles played by two objects at the beginning and the end of the
chain: the thing perceived and the work produced.
When Stephen describes the “epical” form of art, in one paragraph he uses a
variation on the word “vital” three times. Together, these instances represent the
culmination of Joyce’s “vitalist aesthetics” and offer a means of reorienting one of the
dominant aspects of modernist aesthetics—that of “impersonality.” After an object has
been apprehended and has arrested the mind of the artist, the task becomes transferring
the force, wholeness, and harmony of that object into the work of art. At this stage of the
aesthetic process, according to Stephen, the work of art becomes dramatic because it is
itself alive:
The narrative is no longer purely personal. The personality of the artist
passes into the narration itself, flowing round and round the persons and
the action like a vital sea […] The dramatic form is reached when the
vitality which has flowed and eddied round each person fills every person
with such a vital force that he or she assumes a proper and intangible
esthetic life. The personality of the artist, at first a cry or a cadence or a
mood and then a fluid and lambent narrative, finally refines itself out of
existence, impersonalises itself, so to speak. (P 233)
Here Joyce is assigning to the work of art a life of its own, a certain vitality that
originates within the artist—note the language of fluidity and radiance that marked
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Stephen’s earlier experiences of the vital force—but ultimately resides in the narrative
itself, specifically in its characters. Stephen’s comparison of the force that flows through
the work to a “vital sea” harkens back to his earlier experience on the strand, where the
image of the wading girl embodies the “call of life” and demands that he recreate it.
“Creation” in Joyce’s vitalist aesthetics is always recreation—the transmission of vitality
from object to image to artist to art work. In the highest form of art, the dramatic, “life is
purified in and reprojected from the human imagination” (P 233). The artist’s creative
power is what makes the work of art vital and alive, but it originates in the apprehension
of an external object, and is then transmitted into the work, where it exists separately
from that creative power and takes on a life of its own. Ultimately, then, the “personality”
of the artist is refined out of the work, but the vital force that impressed the artist remains.
Joyce’s account of creation extends from the moment that an attuned human
subject perceives the agency of a nonhuman, material object—in Joyce’s terms, one that
possesses vitality and a “soul”—through the aesthetic practices that foster the
transmission of that vitality into a work of art. The object, the subject, and the artwork all
have agency in his aesthetics. Joyce’s work, and all the historical, literary, scientific, and
religious concepts harvested in writing it, thus act as a necessary reminder to
contemporary theorists and material ecocritics that many of our ideas have a long history
rooted in deeply strange philosophies of nature and materiality that had profound effects
on people, like the Irish Revivalist, who lived with and thought through them. My own
account has hardly scratched the surface, and could easily have taken detours into Kant’s
Critique of Judgment and the non-spontaneity of matter, or Spinoza’s division between
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natura naturata and natura naturans (the former passive matter, the latter generative), or
Alfred North Whitehead’s process philosophy and panpsychism—to say nothing of
recent trends in continental philosophy like speculative realism or object oriented
ontology that draw upon these and a host of other sources.82 This particular archive,
defined broadly as “theories about the nonhuman world that assign some agency or life to
it,” is overwhelmingly fertile, with so much more to be collected.

Coda: The “Life” of Ulysses
In conclusion, I’d like to briefly consider Joyce’s Ulysses as exemplary of the
theory that texts are, in Rita Felski’s words, “nonhuman actors”—things with agency that
impact other things. In “Context Stinks!,” Felski adopts Latour’s concept of the actant:
The “actor” in actor-network theory is not a self-authorizing subject, an
independent agent who summons up actions and orchestrates events.
Rather, actors only become actors via their relations with other
phenomena, as mediators and translators linked in extended constellations
of cause and effect [...] To acknowledge the input of such actors is to
circumvent, as far as possible, polarities of subject and object, nature and
culture, word and world, to place people, animals, texts, and things on the
same ontological footing and to acknowledge their interdependence. (583)
As I’ve argued above, Joyce’s theory of nonhuman objects, within his epiphany theory
and wider aesthetics, theorizes how nonhuman objects enter relationships with subjects,
subjects who are sensitive to their effects and who cultivate modes of perception that
attend to their vitality—these subjects, in short, are artists, whose role is to then transmit
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For an overview of these trends, see two edited collections, The Speculative Turn
(edited by Bryant, Srnicek, and Harman) and The Nonhuman Turn (edited by Grusin), as
well as Steven Shaviro’s The Universe of Things: On Speculative Realism.
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this vitality to others through works of art. These artworks are then released into the
world, where they connect with other actors within a network: “Artworks can only
survive and thrive by making friends, creating allies, attracting disciples, inciting
attachments, latching on to receptive hosts” (Felski 584). Joyce’s fiction has certainly
made many friends and disciples, and provoked many intense attachments, and two of the
reasons for this, I propose, is how full of life they are—how his characters are filled with
such a vital force—and how his aesthetic theory provides such a provocative and
powerful means of thinking about the liveliness of texts.
Take Ulysses as an example and consider the long-term impact of one of the
earliest critical treatments of it: Stuart Gilbert’s James Joyce’s Ulysses (1934), a book of
criticism that Joyce personally supervised and was published during his lifetime.
Gilbert’s reading set the stage for mid-century New Critical analyses of Joyce that
conceived of the work of art as an organism and consistently fell into the habit of
describing Joyce’s book as if it were alive.83 The metaphor of the organism served as a
means of describing Ulysses as an organic whole, rather than a disordered mess. Gilbert
and Frank Budgen, in another book blessed by Joyce, both propose that Ulysses is in a
sense alive, infused with life as it gathers up experience to form a whole. Gilbert argues
that “Ulysses is a book of life, the life of a microcosm which is a small-scale replica of
the universe,” and continually points to how closely Joyce’s book resembles the
experience of “real life” (39). After citing the “vital sea” passage of A Portrait, Gilbert

For a brief history of this tendency, see “Joyce’s Wholes: Culture, Tales, and Tellings”
in Marc Manganaro’s Culture, 1922 (132-50).
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writes: “He [the artist] is a composer, who takes the facts which experience offers and
harmonizes them in such a way that, without losing their vitality and integrity, they fit
together to form an accordant whole” (10). Gilbert’s primary goal in the early section of
his book is to defend Joyce against the criticism that Ulysses is discordant and
fragmentary, and he takes great pains to insist that this is not the case, in large part by
relying on the now-famous “schema” that accompany the book and encourage us to think
about each episode’s “style” and “organ.”
Of all the episodes in Ulysses, “Oxen of the Sun” most clearly resembles this “life
of a microcosm” that Gilbert names, and “Oxen” is clearly the portion of Ulysses most
influenced by vitalism. Budgen describes “Oxen” with this comparison: “Bloom, the vital
principle, is the spermatozoon, Stephen, the growing and expanding soul, is the embryo,
and all are contained within the womb for which the maternity hospital of Dr. Horne is
symbol” (216). If the “growth of the soul,” figured in terms of vitalism and the moment
of conception, was a structural shape for A Portrait, “Oxen” continues this analogy by
synthesizing a vitalist conception of birth with the development of the English language.
In the schema that Joyce provided Gilbert, the entire novel is compared to the human
body, with each episode but the first three represented by an “organ.” The organ of
“Oxen” is the womb, and its “technique” is “Embryonic development” (Gilbert 28).
Contemporary critics like Mary Lowe-Evans and John Gordon have used Joyce’s
comparison of book to body, and of “Oxen” to “womb,” to make vitalist arguments about
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the book, even if they do not explicitly identify these arguments as vitalist.84 All told,
these critical readings of Ulysses demonstrate how natural metaphors provide means of
talking about how individual parts cohere into wholes—a theme that will dominate my
next chapter, on Virginia Woolf and the ecologist Charles Tansley. But one last word
about a Joyce, noting that the claim that Joyce’s novel is “alive” remains ready at hand to
contemporary scholars, as Vike Martina Plock shows in an essay in the Cambridge
Companion to Ulysses: “In Joyce’s hands,” Plock writes, “the novel becomes a living
organism, one that is animated, flexible, and never static” (“Bodies” 185). I’d add one
more to Plock’s list of adjectives: Joyce’s novel is full of vital force, the result of his
vitalist aesthetics, which begin with the recognition of a vital life within seemingly
inanimate objects and climax in the creation of works full of imaginary persons with a
vital force that will then impact us—their readers. From life to life, from material thing,
animated, to another material thing—a text—also animated, full of life: vital.
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Lowe-Evans’s Crimes Against Fecundity: Joyce and Population Control (1989) is
inspired by Foucault’s work on biopower, and Gordon’s Joyce and Reality (2002) reads
the episode in light of Haekel’s recapitulation theory.
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CHAPTER 4
MAKE IT WHOLE:
THE ECOSYSTEMS OF VIRGINIA WOOLF AND A.G. TANSLEY

Introduction
In the summer of 1925, review essays by Virginia Woolf and the British ecologist
Arthur G. Tansley mingled in the pages of The Nation & the Athenæum. Ten years later,
Tansley would coin the word “ecosystem,” the discipline-defining idea of ecology. But in
the early 1920s, Tansley was widely-known not for his ecological work, but as the author
of a bestselling introduction to Freud, The New Psychology and its Relation to Life
(1920). Violent reactions and defensive responses to his reviews of Freud’s Collected
Papers—published by the Hogarth Press, prepared by Leonard and Virginia Woolf—
dominated the “Letters” section of The Nation & the Athenæum during the summer and
fall of 1925; Woolf’s essay on David Copperfield was printed adjacent to letters savaging
Tansley’s reviews, and in September letters by Woolf and Tansley are printed side-byside.85 Woolf’s appearance in these pages next to Arthur Tansley at the time she was
beginning to write To the Lighthouse surely represents a source for the name of one of its
primary characters, the “nasty atheist” Charles Tansley. While this point of connection
between the two figures makes for a nice footnote in Woolf studies, the larger
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Virginia Woolf contributed over seventy essays, reviews, and notices to The Nation &
the Athenæum between 1923 and 1930. Leonard Woolf was the literary editor for the
same period. The two journals merged in 1923 under the leadership of John Maynard
Keynes with Hubert Henderson as editor before being absorbed into the New Statesman
in 1931. (See Appendices in The Essays of Virginia Woolf, vols. 3: 522-23; 4: 614-15; 5:
664-65).
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significance of their intersection becomes clear when we consider what, apart from a
fascinating incident in the history of modernist magazines, emerges from the comparison
between them.86 Woolf and Tansley were both at turning points in their careers, and both
would soon revolutionize their respective fields, Woolf with To the Lighthouse and The
Waves, Tansley with the ecosystem concept.
The connections between Woolf and Tansley need careful attention in part
because Virginia Woolf has become in recent years the go-to case study for modernist
ecocriticism, within both ecocritical studies of her work and examples of how modernist
studies can become more ecologically minded or “green.”87 Critics have produced
excellent work on ecology and modernism by considering Woolf’s depictions of the
natural world in concert with many of the hotly debated social, political, and
philosophical issues of her day. Because of how deeply she is entangled in the intellectual
life of her milieu, how frequently she theorizes fiction, and how intriguingly she practices
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The connection between Woolf and Tansley has served as material for footnotes or
brief commentary in criticism about Woolf by Abel, Alt, and Bahun. From the other side,
in the work of historians of science who write about Tansley, both Anker and Cameron
notice the connection and speculate that Charles Tansley is named after Arthur G.
Tansley. In his letters in The Nation & the Athenæum, Tansley does come across as, if not
“nasty,” then certainly defensive or even insecure, and the overall tone of the exchange is
overwhelming hostile. There is little occasion to launch into a comprehensive defense of
Charles Tansley here, but it’s worth noting that Woolf’s depiction of him in To the
Lighthouse is not entirely negative; Mrs. Ramsay kindly sees his better qualities and
encourages him, while Lily Briscoe remembers, near the book’s close, Tansley’s postwar lecture on brotherly love and the concessions Mrs. Ramsay granted him.
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I will discuss many of these examples in short order, but note for the time being that
the chapter “Green,” written by Bonnie Kime Scott, in the collection Modernism and
Theory, uses Woolf as its case study.
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literary history, Woolf is an essential figure for any account of the relationship between
modernism, ecology, and the Anthropocene. But few critics of Woolf have noticed—and
none have truly explored—the similarities between her work and that of Arthur Tansley,
a dominant figure in the history of ecology.88
Woolf’s fiction and Tansley’s writing parallel one another in both theme and
form, and the two writers share a common intellectual project in their response to idealist
philosophies of the era and to competing ways of theorizing how parts form wholes. As
ecology sought to become more “modern” by developing a means of studying the natural
world as a dynamic, changing collection of organisms, affected by climate and by human
activity, Tansley’s ecosystem concept arose in response to rival philosophies of holism
and organicism that he found too teleological and idealist. Woolf’s theory and practice of
modern fiction relies on a similar desire to better and more truthfully capture modern life,
to celebrate authors who in the words of her most well-known essay, “Modern Fiction,”
“come closer to life, and to preserve it more sincerely and exactly what interests them,
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Two exceptions prove the need for more analysis. Christina Alt, in Virginia Woolf and
the Study of Nature, writes an eight-page mini-history of ecology that features Tansley
but does not directly connect his work to Woolf and or mention his psychoanalytic
writing. Sanja Bahun, in a chapter on “Woolf and Psychoanalytic Theory” in Virginia
Woolf in Context, discusses Tansley’s psychological writing and the exchange in The
Nation & the Athenæum, but doesn’t mention his work as an ecologist apart from calling
him a “proto-ecologist,” a woefully inaccurate description of his impact on the field.
Tansley’s ecosystem concept remains ecology’s most important, and he played an
essential role in shaping the discipline of ecology before revolutionizing it in the mid1930s. Further, Bahun’s point that “so far no serious attempt has been made to interpret
Woolf’s text through the lens of the ‘minor’ British psychoanalysts” such as Tansley “is
surprising, for these ‘hybrid’, ‘minor’, ‘hands-on’ manifestations of psychoanalytic
discourse and practice present us with the contextually most viable link between Woolf
and psychoanalysis” (102). The account I provide in this chapter demonstrates how
viable and revealing such an approach can be.
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even if they must discard most of the conventions which are commonly observed by the
novelist” (E3: 161). Ecology and modern fiction both emerge from a desire to include
more of life within their purview and to discard the limiting conventions of botany or
zoology (in the case of the scientist) and the conventions of realism (for the novelist).
Both the modern ecologist and the modern writer of fiction insist that they must, in
Woolf’s words, “trace the pattern, however disconnected and incoherent in appearance,
which each sight or incident scores upon the consciousness” (E3: 161). That Woolf’s
modern fiction developed alongside a new understanding of consciousness and a
liberating form of attention to its “stream” needs little elaboration. But what this chapter
pursues is the significant and abiding influence that stream of consciousness made on the
discipline of ecology through the writing of Tansley. Both writers’ projects, as this
chapter will demonstrate, have ecological implications that are best reflected through the
“new psychology,” largely but not wholly Freudian, that Tansley summarized and
popularized and that Woolf theorized (in nonfiction) and practiced (in fiction).
In the way that Caroline Levine uses the term, Woolf’s modern fiction and
Tansley’s ecosystem are forms. Per Levine, a form is something that makes order: it
shapes, arranges, and creates patterns. “Wholes” are the first form that Levine evaluates
in her book. Levine observes that “we cannot do without bounded wholes” (27) and
argues that literary critics should apply their knowledge of form and their close reading
capacity to non-literary forms, their “affordances,” and their portability to other types of
discourse and methods of organization. Rather than their characteristics or definitions,
Levine emphasizes the work that forms do: what organizational modes they make
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possible and how they aid thought; this is what Levine means by the “affordances” of
certain forms. Wholes are crucial to Levine’s approach to form because their binding
force appeals equally to authors and to critics. In this chapter, I will turn continuously to
Woolf and Tansley’s pursuit of “wholes,” using literary analysis to understand the social
and philosophical context and affordances of a non-literary form: “ecosystem,” a concept
that has proved relentlessly portable in an era where we freely imagine “digital
ecosystems,” “knowledge ecosystems” or “media ecosystems” that share no similarities
to Tansley’s concept in terms of content but adopt its formal structure to make a point
about interconnected, bounded wholes. Reading the ecosystem concept as a “form” that
solves particular problems and offers unique affordances reveals how closely it hews to
Woolf’s theory of fiction and how literary form shapes scientific ideas.
Ultimately, this chapter simultaneously revises our understanding of Woolf as an
ecological writer and supplements common histories of early ecology by arguing that
Woolf’s philosophy of nature and Tansley’s ecosystem concept both emerged in part
from Freudian “new psychology.” What the two writers share is an approach that views
the mind as an ecosystem and the external, natural world as a system that pursues
equilibrium in a manner akin to the mind. Mind and world overlap in form and purpose.
Placing Woolf alongside early ecological thought, I argue that Woolf’s and Tansley’s
theories of nature represent a shared intellectual project: advocating theories of form and
of perception that navigate the tension between holist and mechanistic conceptions of
nature and mind. In the 1920s, Woolf and Tansley simultaneously work through
philosophies of perception that explore how experience of the external world coalesces
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during streams of consciousness. In Woolf’s case, she (non-systematically) throughout
the decade developed a “theory of fiction” in her essays, reviews, and diaries, one she
exemplified in To the Lighthouse and The Waves. Tansley, in the 1920s, visited Freud in
Vienna to be analyzed, inspired a small army of British psychoanalysts, and contemplated
becoming a full-time analyst before he was in 1927 offered a job as an ecologist at
Oxford, where he wrote a series of essays that led into his influential ecosystem paper in
1935. Tracing the parallel careers of Woolf and Tansley, this chapter begins with a
survey of ecological criticism focused on Woolf to point out the shortcomings of
approaches that focus too exclusively on how nature is represented in her fiction. The
next section turns to Tansley to show how his ecological theories are rooted in his New
Psychology, reviewing the debates that raged in the pages of The Nation & the Athenæum
and their resemblance to more literary reviews by Woolf and her contemporaries. A third
section situates Tansley’s ecosystem theory within debates in early ecology, specifically
his argument with holism, to illuminate a key scene in To the Lighthouse. The chapter’s
fourth section turns to Woolf’s The Waves and the written account of its genesis in light
of Tansley’s new psychology and ecosystem theory, presenting The Waves as an
experimental work of fiction made possible by Woolf’s insistent attention to the point
where mind and world overlap. The chapter’s coda moves into the 1930s to study how
Tansley and Woolf used environmental history to intervene in the decade’s organicist
nationalism.
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The Significance of Woolf’s Aesthetics for Modernist Ecocriticism
The environments of Woolf’s fictions are hardly ever mere “representations” of
the natural world and rarely only “natural,” if nature is understood as something separate
from human culture or subjects. Trees, flowers, waves, and particles of light entwine
themselves with the thought-processes of Woolf’s characters, and naturalistic metaphors
invade consciousness just as pervasively as wind, sand and birds invade the Ramsay’s
empty house and abandoned garden in the “Time Passes” section of To the Lighthouse.
Woolf rarely focuses on a natural environment without reminding readers of how
dynamically, if slowly, it shifts and changes, as she consistently keeps vast timescales in
focus. In short, Woolf’s fiction depicts not “nature,” but the process of seeing, being in,
and thinking with nature, which is itself interpolated with man-made objects that are
infused with cultural histories and significance.
A scene in To the Lighthouse’s first section following the stream of Mr. Ramsay’s
thoughts demonstrates the complexity of how nature and consciousness intertwine in the
novel. Mr. Ramsay’s stream of consciousness runs along and within his environment
while continually diving into deep, vast channels that also consider, for example, the
“progress of civilization” and the sea’s slow efforts to eat away the ground he is standing
on. Consider the richness of the following passage, which is not one of the novel’s, or
even this individual section’s (VIII), most well-known:
He slipped, seeing before him that hedge which had over and over again
rounded some pause, signified some conclusion, seeing his wife and child,
seeing again the urns with the trailing red geraniums, which had so often
decorated processes of thought, and bore, written up among their leaves,
as if they were scraps of paper on which one scribbles notes in the rush of
reading—he slipped, seeing all this, smoothly into speculation suggested
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by an article in The Times about the number of Americans who visit
Shakespeare’s house every year. (42)
The geraniums do not reflect Mr. Ramsay’s thoughts, nor do they merely occasion a
thought; they “decorate” thought and bear within them the history of past streams of
thought, just as the hedge reminds him of past moments in which he walked and thought
in the same spot. The man-made urn, here a holder of geraniums, calls up Keats’s
Grecian urn, itself a history of thought in flowers, later taken by Cleanth Brooks as the
symbol of formal wholeness. The urn is thematically right at home in this passage where
Mr. Ramsay reflects on his legacy through an object that plays a prominent role in the
history of modernist criticism. To the extent that nature is “represented” in the passage—
hedges, flowers, leaves—it is not “wild” nature or even a landscape, but a hedge (planted
and maintained) and a potted flower. The focus is less on how these things are perceived,
or what they mean, than on how they are embedded within thought itself. Temporally, all
of this happens in the space between the first and second “he slipped” in the passage,
summarized after the second appearance with the words “seeing all this,” and it leads into
a thought about Shakespeare’s fame and doubts about his impact on civilization writ
large, a thought that irritates Mr. Ramsay and causes him to “peevishly” and destructively
pluck a leaf from the hedge (43). When Mr. Ramsay’s thoughts “slipped, seeing all this,
smoothly” in another direction, only an instant has past—and Woolf has made thinking
itself, instanced by and embedded within the physical world, present. Like nature
throughout To the Lighthouse and Woolf’s fiction more broadly, the hedges, flowers, and
leaves in this passage are intricately involved in the character’s consciousness, and the
distinction between perceiving mind and perceived world is, if not obliterated, weakened
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to emphasize its porousness: mind and world swirl together on a largely sub-conscious
level.
Even reading so short a passage this closely falls well short of capturing its
density and its resonances with the wider world of the novel and Woolf’s philosophy of
fiction. It also demonstrates the meagerness of a straightforward ecocritical reading of To
the Lighthouse that attends to how nature is represented, what attitudes toward nature are
adopted by the characters or the author, or how nature is treated or valued in the work.
These are all common and rewarding ecocritical approaches to fiction. But Woolf’s
fiction adopts a deeper, more psychologically-oriented—more phenomenological—
approach toward the external world and nature. Many ecocritical readings of Woolf have
stressed this aspect of her writing, with both Louise Westling and Carol H. Cantrell
reading Woolf (specifically Between the Acts) in the context of “Merleau-Ponty’s
emphasis on bodily situation” and how Woolf’s portrait of bodily perception within a
shifting “weave of relations” of the physical world (Cantrell 27). In this account, Woolf’s
“dynamic, participatory vision of the real” comes close to Merleau-Ponty’s and offers, in
Westling’s terms, an “ecological humanism” that seeks not to control or master nature but
to become more attuned to it and encourage it to flourish.89 For other critics who adopt an
ecofeminist perspective, by emphasizing embodiment and attention rather than reason
and mastery, Woolf’s writing represents an early version of the ecofeminist project: in L.
Elizabeth Waller’s words, “inventing what seems to me an ‘ecological dialogue’ of
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human characters engaged directly and profoundly with nonhuman characters” including
the earth itself (137). Most recently, Kelly Elizabeth Sultzbach reads Woolf alongside
Merleau-Ponty to show how Woolf’s diaries, reviews, and fiction stress embodied
relationships with the nonhuman world more broadly, especially animals, resulting in an
“an ecophenomenological representation of an embodied existence intertwined with a
more-than-human sensory world” (84). By injecting some of Woolf’s own richness,
critical approaches like these have helped to make ecocriticism itself more theoretically
sophisticated in the past two decades.90
Because it addresses questions of form, order, and unity, the argument that in
Woolf’s writing we find a less-dominating, more holistic, approach to nature is
particularly appealing to ecocritics seeking to make modernist studies more green. J.
Scott Bryson in an essay that introduces readers to “Modernism and Ecological
Criticism,” calls this “the issue of art and its ordering function,” drawing upon nowfamiliar histories of scientific “modernism”: a separation between nature and culture
provoked by the Scientific Revolution that led to the “disenchantment” of the world
(591). Modernist aesthetics, through its celebration of fragmentation and doubts about
“art’s ability to order and give meaning to a chaotic modern experience,” Bryson argues,
represents a turning point in this narrative, one in which Woolf’s own aesthetics rest
uneasily (593). To the Lighthouse itself offers various, fleeting attempts to give order to
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experience, or “Life” as Woolf often calls it, most extensively at Mrs. Ramsay’s dinner
party and in Lily Briscoe’s painting. For Bryson, nonhuman nature ultimately refuses to
be ordered, and Mrs. McNab’s attempts to tame it make her not a triumphant victor but a
cruel, dominating force. The question of where Woolf’s fiction stands on this
monumental theme of giving order to nonhuman nature, and her place in the history of
the Scientific Revolution and its long aftermath, illuminates the larger stakes of the
relationship between Woolf, early ecology, and new psychology. For ecology, from its
onset, was motivated by efforts to establish an ordered, predictable method of
understanding the natural world, often with the intention of managing it.91 Early ecology
has been accused of adopting a dominating, mechanistic attitude toward nature, one that
ecofeminists especially have argued is paternalistic, and Tansley’s name is often
mentioned in these histories.92 And the debate between mechanism and holism, as I will
discuss later, was foundational to the discipline of ecology.
Thus, determining whether Woolf’s work adopts an “ordering” approach toward
nature is akin to aligning it with the project of early ecology. Christina Alt makes this
connection explicit in a brief section of her book Virginia Woolf and the Study of Nature,
which highlights early ecology as a “science of control,” but one that itself emerged from
efforts in the life-sciences to study organisms in their natural environments, and explore
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theme of ecology and management.
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the relationships between them, rather than restrict the life-sciences to either the
increasingly amateur pursuit of the “naturalist” or, at the other end of the spectrum, the
laboratory biologist (65-69). Woolf’s writing consistently demonstrates her awareness of
paradigm shifts in the life-sciences and similarly seeks to study the “living organism in its
own environment” (17). By the time Woolf wrote Between the Acts, for example, she
may have been directly familiar with ecology through reading, in the winter of 1931-32, a
textbook co-edited by H.G. Wells, The Science of Life.93
But well before she read Wells’s book or before she came across the word
“ecology,” Woolf’s writing about fiction offers keen insight onto the same question that
animated early ecology and significantly engages the concepts of organicism and
“holism,” which were so influential to the discipline. To call something “organic” or
“holistic” today is akin to calling it “environmentally friendly,” and holism has been
celebrated by Carolyn Merchant as a philosophy of nature marked by “the idea of cyclical
processes, of the interconnectedness of all things, and the assumption that nature is active
and alive” (88). Merchant’s portrait of holism aligns with the project of ecology, offering
a keen but overly simplistic account of ecology’s purpose: “It cannot isolate the parts into
simplified systems that can be studied in a laboratory because such isolation distorts the
whole” (88). While this portrait of ecology captures its origin story, Merchant’s
conflation of ecology and holism represents a common and telling misconception that
needs to be more carefully placed in the intellectual history of early ecology. For this

See Volume 4 of Woolf’s Diary (68). The five-volume Diary of Virginia Woolf is cited
hereafter as D followed by the volume and page numbers. The arguments of The Science
of Life are surveyed in my next chapter.
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reason, ecocritical approaches that align Woolf with a version of ecology synonymous
with holism ultimately miss the mark, even if broadly painting Woolf’s writing as
“holistic” makes sense critically. It is in this sense that Bonnie Kime Scott considers
Woolf’s stance regarding “issues of environmental holism” and the keys they provide for
unlocking discussions of “wholes” and “unity” in her work. Scott argues that Woolf
writes frequently “in the spirit of an ‘organic,’ ‘holistic,’ or ‘oceanic’ attitude,” as her
“characters work through natural imaginary to perceive a system to which they belong;
the sense of connection, participation, and continuation instills purpose and hope”
(Hollow 212). What Woolf achieves is a method of “holistic collage” in which characters
(or, in her nonfiction, Woolf herself) achieve a momentary sense of oneness or
connection to nature, to animals, to the entirety of the nonhuman world around them.
Scott addresses whether Woolf takes an “ordering approach” to nature by arguing that the
order she invokes is not one impressed upon the external world by a system of thought or
a perceiving mind, but rather a “holistic environmental order” that is already present in
nature—thereby aligning Woolf with philosophical holism (12). A host of evidence from
Woolf’s writing, much of it gathered by Scott, supports this view and justifies attempts to
position Woolf as an author who offers more sustainable, attentive attitude toward nature.
Perhaps the key word for Woolf’s aesthetic philosophy is “whole,” and the search
for and cultivation of moments in which parts merge to become whole dominates her
fiction, nonfiction, and diaries. At the core of what Woolf with some misgiving calls her
“philosophy” is a belief in a “pattern,” “a token of some real thing beyond appearances”
that can be brought into words and thereby captured (Moments 72). Thinking back to her
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childhood, Woolf in “A Sketch of the Past” describes a moment when, gazing at a flower
bed, she said “‘That is the whole” (71) and felt with this moment of discovery a shock of
recognition and satisfaction that stood out from the “nondescript cotton wool” of
everyday life (70). But Woolf describes the moment in a way that emphasizes its
psychological and aesthetic significance, rather than using it to develop a philosophy of
nature:
It is only by putting it into words that I make it whole; this wholeness
means that it has lost its power to hurt me; it gives me, perhaps because by
doing so I take away the pain, a great delight to put the severed parts
together. [...] From this I reach what I might call a philosophy; at any rate
it is a constant idea of mine; that behind the cotton wool is hidden a
pattern; that we—I mean all human beings—are connected with this; that
the whole world is a work of art; that we are parts of the work of art. (72)
Describing the psychology of the moment, Woolf delivers a counter-narrative to Ezra
Pound’s call for modern writers to “make it new,” offering instead a way of seeing that
strives to “make it whole.” Catching and conveying these moments is the primary goal of
Woolf’s fiction and what in her view separates modern fiction from what came before it.
A self-consciously “Modern Fiction,” she insists in her essay of that title, must leave
nothing out yet also seek to encapsulate the whole. Another late essay, “The Moment:
Summer’s Night,” crystallizes Woolf’s aim: sort through “the different elements in this
situation in order to compose the truth of it, the whole of it” (E6 509). Persistently, Woolf
emphasizes the unique capacity of fiction to put pieces together into wholes and evaluates
fiction on its ability to bring together the separate while remaining attentive to the
complexity and surprising newness of modern life.
The relevant question for Woolf’s aesthetics, then, particularly in their affinity to
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early ecology and philosophical holism, is whether the “pattern” that Woolf finds hidden
beyond the world of appearances is a pattern that exists within the world itself—and
therefore needs to be discovered—or whether it is one that must be composed, if not
created, by the perceiver or artist. In other words, is the pattern a pre-existing form or is it
the result of a shaping force, perhaps a mind? The question is one that provided the
impetus for early-twentieth-century British empiricist philosophy and for early ecology.94
Ann Banfield has rigorously answered it in The Phantom Table, rooting Woolf’s
aesthetics in Cambridge philosophy and Roger Fry’s Post-Impressionist method and
concluding that Woolf’s fiction offers an “implicit theory of modern knowledge …
divided into dual realities and dual ways of knowing” (52). Woolf’s “theory of modern
knowledge” upholds the significance of carefully observing the visual world while
maintaining that there is a separate, “unvisual,” pattern beneath that maintains the
existence of objects in the absence of a perceiving subject. Hence Andrew Ramsay’s
explanation to Lily Briscoe of what his father’s books are about: “Think of a kitchen
table,’ he told her, ‘when you’re not there.’” (Lighthouse 23). To depict this “unvisual”
world, Woolf relies on two types of perspectives, according to Banfield: the first is a
surface with borders that separates or selects a space, differentiating it from what’s
around it, and the second is a “container enclosing an interior perceptible only from
within, but invisible from without” (110). Woolf either creates a frame or a container so
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One anecdotal explanation for this link: Bertrand Russell and Tansley were close
friends while students at Trinity College, Cambridge (for Tansley, from 1890-94). They
visited Percy Shelley’s house together in 1894. The two later split over Tansley’s civilian
service during WWI before reconciling decades later. See Ayers 45-46, 107.
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that “a momentary order is imposed on the unordered units” (110). The “wholes” that
Woolf makes, then, emerge from a conviction that there is a pattern beneath appearances,
but that it needs to be methodically pieced together into a work of art. The dual approach
Banfield identifies applies as well to early ecology and new psychology as practiced by
Tansley: the ecosystem is the frame that separates what’s inside from what’s out, and his
psychological writings dig deep into the “container” that is the human mind. In addition
to insight into Woolf, Banfield’s method offers counsel for my own approach and a
reminder that intellectual histories that trace the influence of thought on art and literature
are faced with complications at every turn. A chilling reminder of the character of
Charles Tansley can itself douse efforts to kindle too intense an interest in the subject of
“the influence of something upon somebody” (Lighthouse 12). Just as it is not correct to
say that Bertrand Russell’s difficult, highly professionalized philosophical writings had a
profound “influence” on Woolf, I’m not offering Arthur Tansley as an “influence” on
Woolf. Instead, Woolf and Tansley, at two crucial junctures in intellectual history,
pursued parallel projects that, I contend, speak to a shared formal concern with bounded
wholes and point toward the intellectual history from which modern fiction and early
ecology emerged.
Further, Banfield’s account of Woolf’s aesthetics offers a corrective and a new
avenue for the study of Woolf as an ecological writer. Woolf offers both an attitude
toward the external world, and toward nature, that could be figured as holistic rather than
dominating, and a theory of interiority that is not merely about perception—about the
point where self and world meet—but attuned to what she calls in “Modern Fiction” “the
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dark places of psychology” of interest to the modern writer (E4 162). As the passage
above from To the Lighthouse shows, it’s often impossible when reading Woolf to
separate representations of the external world from representations of thought. The best
ecocritical readings of Woolf recognize this, often by invoking theoretical accounts of
perception by authors like Merleau-Ponty, positing Woolf as a proto-ecofeminist, or
aligning her with contemporary “holistic” ideas about nature. The new ways of reading
Woolf provided by these theoretical lenses are invaluable, and they are perhaps even
more essential for modernist ecocriticism than they are for Woolf studies. But it’s not
truly necessary to invoke these perspectives that post-date Woolf’s writing. An ecohistoricist approach that zones in philosophies of nature concomitant to Woolf’s writing
produces a more contextually rich account and offers insight into her philosophy of mind.
To better understand the stakes of studying Woolf ecologically, it’s important to
recognize that her fiction emerged from finding ways to address the rapidly increasingly
complexity of modern life and the challenges it proposed to outmoded systems of
knowledge. Freud’s “Copernican revolution” in thought, which fully arrived in England
in the 1920s, described an internal world just as complicated and incomprehensible as the
shifting external world without—itself made newly strange by Einstein’s physics and
Darwinian evolutionary theory. The explosion of new work in the life sciences provoked
by the preference for research that went outside, into the dynamic, changing natural
world (and out of the laboratory) led to the rise of ecology and the need for a mode of
thought that would explain how natural systems held together. Arthur Tansley is a figure
who bridges the gap between psychology and ecology, one who addressed his theory of
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the ecosystem directly to a specific theory of “holism” that gained notoriety in the 1920s.
Considering Woolf in relation to Tansley’s “new psychology” and his battle with
philosophical holism offers a means of sifting through Woolf’s ecological implications
while remaining grounded in debates that originated in her lifetime.

Tansley’s New Psychology in The Nation & the Athenæum
Arthur G. Tansley published The New Psychology and its Relation to Life in June
of 1920. The book was reviewed in every major newspaper and periodical of the day,
including the TLS and The Times, and became a bestseller, eventually printed in eleven
editions and selling 10,000 copies in the U.K. The popularity of Tansley’s book can be
explained by a confluence of three factors: its accessibility to a wide audience, its thenscandalous account of human sexuality, and the trendiness of Freudian psychology in
England in 1920. Historian Peder Anker, describing the book’s reception in reference to
the fact that publishers were justifiably wary of the consequences of publishing Freud’s
own writings, says that it was “received by the general public as a thriller exposing
hidden sexual forces in human societies that the government tried to hide from the
public” (23). This was by no means Tansley’s intent, and he was alarmed by the response
to the book and the letters he received from strangers. Tansley would eventually put his
career as an ecologist on hold to spend nine months in Vienna being analyzed by Freud,
practice as an analyst in England for two years, and inspire a wide network of students
and colleagues, mainly at Cambridge, to pursue psychoanalysis in the 1920s before
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returning to ecology full-time in 1927.95 Tansley’s book marked the onset of a decade in
which talk of Freud and psychoanalysis dominated literary London. Four years before the
Hogarth Press published the first volume of Freud’s Collected Papers, and five before
Melanie Klein arrived in London to deliver lectures at the home of Woolf’s brother
Adrian, Tansley’s book introduced the wider public to Freud’s key ideas and presented a
perspective that deviated from Freud’s in several important respects.96
Virginia Woolf’s reaction to psychoanalysis has alternatively been described as
“ambivalent,” “deeply embedded in history,” and “notoriously scathing” and it’s likely
that she thought of Freudian psychology more as competition than inspiration.97 A
review, titled “Freudian Fiction,” Woolf wrote in March 1920 (just three months before
Tansley’s book was released) makes reference to the grand explanatory claims made by
the “new psychology” and how poorly they translate into fiction, where “all the
characters have become cases” rather than individuals; the new psychology “simplifies
rather than complicates, detracts rather than enriches” (E3 197). Here psychoanalysis
represents a threat to Woolf’s modern fiction and its efforts to capture the truth about
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individuals like “Mrs. Brown.”
It’s worth asking whether we need yet another critical reading of Woolf through
the lens of psychoanalysis. But Woolf’s review, with its reference to a “new psychology”
rather than to Freud himself, serves as a reminder that Woolf and her contemporaries
wrote and thought about psychology in a much wider context than a single-minded focus
on Freud and his followers would reveal. Further, Tansley’s strain of the “new
psychology” is less interested in the typical tropes of psychoanalysis that have dominated
literary studies—mothers, fathers, daughters, trauma, dreams, and symptoms—instead
offering compelling insights into the workings of the mind from a more mechanistic,
more ostentatiously scientific perspective. What follows in the remainder of this section
is less a reading of Woolf through psychoanalysis than an exploration of how this new
psychology interacted with Woolf’s and Tansley’s writing. In short, I aim not to use
psychology as a key to understanding Woolf, but rather analyze how the arrival of new
psychology produced, for both a novelist and a scientist, radically new forms of writing
and thinking in the 1920s.
Three aspects of Tansley’s book stand out in connection to his later work on
ecology and to Woolf’s fiction: his claim that the mind is an organism, his theory of the
primary unconscious, and his portrait of the mind as a network. Tansley’s arguments rest
upon a philosophy of science which admits that while these claims cannot necessarily be
proven, they provide aids to thinking, new ways of looking at the human mind. For
example, Tansley begins his book with a claim that the mind is an organism struggling to
survive:
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The New Psychology, then, looks upon the human mind as a highly
evolved organism, intimately adopted, as regards its most fundamental
traits, to the needs of its possessor, built up and elaborated during a long
course of evolution in constant relation to those needs, but often showing
most striking want of adaptation and adjustment to the rapidly developed
and rapidly changing demands of modern civilized life. (14)
Tansley’s account of the mind combines the findings of Darwinian natural selection with
psychological insight akin to Woolf’s two most oft-cited essays of the 1920s, “Modern
Fiction” and “Character in Fiction,” with their emphasis on the difficulty inherent in truly
capturing the shower of impressions that makes up an ordinary modern day. In part
inspired by Nietzsche’s account of self-consciousness in The Will to Power, Tansley
relies heavily on the term “stream of consciousness,” which he describes as consisting of
external sensations, mental images, and “memory traces” emerging from the
foreconscious that are provoked by activity from either the external world or an internal
force (39-40). Tansley’s most unique and compelling portrait of the mind rests upon an
interpretation of the stream of consciousness that uses the idea to make a necessary
corrective to Freud’s well-known topography of the mind, with its distinction between
the conscious, foreconscious, and unconscious mind.98 For Tansley, the idea of a divide
between conscious and unconscious, with repression as the force that enforces the barrier,
needs an additional layer. Tansley therefore proposes that there exists a “primary
unconscious” that rests deeper than the foreconscious, but is not actively repressed, and is
connected to “the most fundamental instincts such as sex” (43, italics in original).

Tansley uses the term “foreconscious,” but the more familiar term for Freudian
psychology is now “preconscious.” Because Tansley’s portrait of the mind relies heavily
on spatial metaphors, the connotations of “fore” better suit his description.
98
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Significantly, Tansley places “the perception of beauty” and “the reaction of the mind to
external nature” in the primary unconscious as well (43). The notion of a primary
unconscious is important to Tansley because it can be accessed through introspection or
effort, whereas the repressed unconscious can only be accessed through psychoanalysis.
For Tansley the primary unconscious is “the basis of the entire mind, as the centre or core
of the physic organism” (45). Tansley’s primary unconscious enables him to construct a
portrait of the mind unique to him, one that prefigures his ecosystem theory: the mind as
“network of mental elements” (47, italics in original). Tansley’s structure of the mind is
one in which external stimuli throw part of the network into activity.99 Thus in place of a
topography of the mind that emphasizes depth and layers, Tansley presents an
“associative network” portrait of the mind (see Figure 2) which consists of various
“complexes” that rest primarily in the foreconscious but connect to the primary
unconscious at crucial points. Tansley’s attempt to explain the relationship between the
foreconscious, primary unconscious, and the associative network becomes rather
muddled, but the basic theory remains consistent: parts of the unconscious are accessible
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Freud himself toyed with a network diagram of the mind in his early writing,
specifically the abandoned book Project for a Scientific Psychology written in 1895. This
book fragment is included in volume 1 of the Standard Edition and contains a handdrawn diagram that theoretically traces a path through which neurons flow. Freud’s
diagram is distinct from Tansley’s not only in that it is more primitive and seems to have
been quickly created with the intention of later revision, but also because in Freud’s
diagram the flow of neurons moves in one direction—rather than the dynamic network
presented by Tansley. For a brief history of Freud’s early “neural network,” see Schott.
Finally, in a sense Freud’s move towards a portrait of the mind divided between id, ego,
and superego begins to resemble a network rather than a series of layers. But what makes
Tansley’s network version of the mind distinct from Freud’s internal tensions is its size
(dozens of links interact and activate) and its materialism, which more closely resembles
today’s neuroscience than Freudian psychoanalysis.
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Figure 2. Arthur G. Tansley’s Associative Network of the Mind. From The New
Psychology and its Relation to Life (48)
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and the mind is a network. Tansley’s network theory of the mind leads into an image of
the mind as a system through which “psychic energy” flows, builds up, and is discharged
to maintain equilibrium, which it can never maintain for any extended period. Summing
up his theory, Tansley writes that the “human mind, then, is an organism, which like all
organisms is continuously expressing the life that is in it by the discharge of energy” that
is flowing both outward, originating from inside the mind, and inward, from the external
environment (71). Tansley would later use this “network” model and the idea of energy
flows seeking equilibrium to develop his ecosystem concept. But first he would have to
defend his Freudian psychology from its many detractors in the pages of The Nation &
the Athenæum.
Because Tansley had recently published his New Psychology and was active in
British psychoanalytic circles, he was for the editors of The Nation & the Athenæum an
obvious choice to review the recently published Collected Papers of Freud, published in
four volumes by the Hogarth Press in 1924-25.100 Tansley reviewed the Collected Papers
in two pieces.101 His first review praised the collection, specifically how it showcases
“the historical overview of Freud’s experience” and how his theory emerged from his

It’s likely that Leonard Woolf, as book editor and publisher of the books themselves,
was responsible for asking Tansley to review them, which further strengthens the link
between Tansley and Virginia Woolf.
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Tansley’s first review appeared in the January 17, 1925 issue and was titled “A
Standard Translation of Freud” (a review of Vols. I-II); the second appeared in the June
13, 1925 supplement as “Psycho-Analysis” (a review of Vol. III). Volume I of the
Hogarth Press edition contained Early Papers and History of the Psychoanalytic
Movement, Volume II Clinical Papers and Papers on Technique, and Volume III five
Case Histories.
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clinical practice.102 Tansley makes this point in part to mark a shift in Freud’s thought in
1915 from placing the origin of neuroses in the early childhood of his patients into a
refined belief that neuroses emerge from repressed unconscious fantasies—the latter
becoming what Tansley calls “the basis of the whole of Freud’s subsequent work,” and
representing a (to Tansley laudable) tendency to adjust his theory and recognize mistakes
(36: 556). Tansley attempts to anticipate the objections of Freud’s critics, whom he takes
on directly, by describing Freud’s method as scientific and arguing that psychoanalysis
cannot be successfully critiqued by those without direct experience of it. Tansley
endeavors to overcome these objections by pointing out that Freud’s critics miss
something essential:
They assert that you cannot “prove” the existence of the unconscious or
the libido, forgetting that they are constructs—fictions as Vaihinger calls
such aids to thought—of the same logical status as innumerable others
which are the everyday tools of science. (36: 556)
Tansley is admirably willing to open psychoanalysis to criticism (a stance he may have
regretted considering the torrent of letters that would follow), but his contention that
psychoanalysis is like many other “everyday tools of science” a logical “fiction” is
remarkable. His reference to Hans Vaihinger’s theory of “fictionalism,” the heart of his
1911 book The Philosophy of 'As if' (translated into English by C.K. Ogden in 1924),
speaks to a sense of constructivism in Tansley’s philosophy of science, an approach that
his next review of Freud and his response to critics further substantiates. When reviewing
Freud’s Case Histories, Tansley argues that they are especially significant “because every
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psycho-analysis is, or should be, an organic whole, a definite development of the
patient’s mind in relation to the analyst” (37: 348). What Tansley calls “the whole story”
of a case is as important to psychoanalysis as its method or the findings. Thus, Tansley
falls right in line with what Elizabeth Abel argues was the most significant contribution
made by Woolf’s Bloomsbury circle to Freudian psychology: “constructing a singularly
literary version of psychoanalytic discourse, which intensified both its appeal and its
potential threat to writers of imaginative texts” (15). Leonard Woolf made this argument
early on, in 1914, and Virginia Woolf’s written reactions to psychoanalysis during her
lifetime, as Abel notes, are perhaps best understood in this context.
Between June and November of 1925, Tansley’s reviews provoked nine letters to
the editor, in addition to four responses from Tansley and a pair of essays on “Freud and
His Critics” meant to be the final word on the subject. With two important exceptions, the
letters were overwhelming hostile, accusing Tansley of ignoring criticisms of Freud
(regularly, ones made by colleagues of the letter writers), demanding that he admit
Freud’s ideas are entirely subjective products of his imagination, smearing Freudianism
as a “truly mystic dogma” (38: 13) and one particularly fiery letter accusing Tansley of “a
flagrant and persistent disregard for the scientific method” that concludes by suggesting
he go back to being a botanist (37: 619). Toward the beginning of the debate, John
Maynard Keynes weighed in, writing under the pseudonym “Siela,” to adopt the literary
Bloomsday line that Freud’s brilliant ideas, though they make lack proof, are valuable for
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what new insights they reveal about human psychology.103 As the debate is wrapping up,
an “ex-patient” writes in to defend Freud by explaining how analysis led him to see how
“Enormous masses of data, which appeared to have no bearing on the malady itself or on
each other, were made to fit quite naturally into a simple scheme of mental development”
(37: 46).104 The ex-patient’s defense instances the similarity between psychoanalysis and
ecology: massive amounts of data are unified into a simple system. Tansley’s responses
are snarky but he admits that Freud should respond to criticisms. The exchange
epitomizes Tansley’s defense of Freud’s method as scientific even as he says they are
best described as a “working hypothesis” that cannot truly be “proved” under what he
calls the “pseudo-scientific” constraints placed upon it by Freud’s critics (37: 700). In
short, Tansley’s reviews and his responses to the letters demonstrate his consistency with
the outline of the mind he had presented in his New Psychology and presage his
ecosystem concept.
To illuminate the stakes of Tansley’s reviews and letters and their relation to
Woolf’s modernist aesthetics, let’s pull back from Tansley to look at the The Nation &
the Athenæum in 1925. This archive—a cross section of a year—approximates the larger
context of the year during which Woolf published Mrs. Dalloway and was soon “all on
the strain with desire to stop journalism & get on to To the Lighthouse,” a book she began
writing in July just as the debate around Tansley’s essays was beginning to pick up steam
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Ernest Jones explains in his biography of Freud that this “ex-patient” was Dr. Ivor
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(D3: 18). Woolf herself published three short pieces in The Nation & the Athenæum in
1925, as the political talk that dominated the paper was of Britain’s role in the League of
Nations and the labor unrest that would eventually lead to the General Strike of 1926.105
A look at tables of contents from 1925 provides a slice of modernist literary history, with
Leonard Woolf’s reviews of H.G. Wells novels following reviews of Jane Austen by
E.M. Forster; Edwin Muir writes about D.H Lawrence and T.S. Eliot; Thoreau,
Kropotkin, and Conrad are reviewed anonymously. Two specific reviews help to expand
the context of Tansley’s writing as it relates to Woolf and to literary history more
broadly. The first is a review by Conrad Aiken of I.A. Richards’s Principles of Literary
Criticism. Melba Cuddy-Keane reminds us that Woolf’s own criticism evolved in tandem
with the New Criticism and the rise of English studies, and Aiken’s review (which
appeared in the same issue as Tansley’s first) explicitly compares Richards’s “scientific
approach to criticism” to Freud’s theory of value, using wording with similarities to
Tansley’s mind-as-network idea. Richards, Aiken points out, says that “An experience …
is valuable in accordance as it organizes and uses without waste ‘conflicting impulses’”
(36: 586). Richards’s memorable claim about the mind of the poet being “better
organized” than the average mind falls right into Tansley’s scheme: a poetic mind is an
organism better fit for the modern world because it can better organize competing flows
of information and internal sensations. This will be Woolf’s primary difficulty while

Kate Flint’s “Virginia Woolf and the General Strike” proves that Woolf was paying
close attention to this news and the strike of 1926 and speculates that it may have inspired
the “Time Passes” section of To the Lighthouse by offering images of civilization’s
destruction.
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writing The Waves and will become a dominant theme of that book.
While Aiken provides one reminder of how similar sets of influences form
connections between Woolf and Tansley, Woolf’s own review of David Copperfield
offers another. The subject of Woolf’s nonfiction and her relationship to Victorian writers
is a massive one, but placing her reading of David Copperfield within the context of The
Nation & the Athenæum, rather than within her wider oeuvre, reveals its similarity to
Aiken’s review and Tansley’s portrait of mental “energy flows.”106 Woolf faults Dickens
for his mental imbalance, or, rather, his failure to achieve an equilibrium between the
proper balance of the “many men who go to make up the perfect novelist and should live
in amity under his hat—the poet and the philosopher” (37: 620). Woolf describes a
Dickens novel as a world made up of different climates, pointing out “regions where his
powers fail him: all about their fertile lands are deserts where not a blade of grass grows,
swamps where the foot sinks in the mud” (37: 620). To fully appreciate a Dickens novel
requires a reorientation of what Woolf calls a “psychological geography,” so that we
expect not a whole, fertile word in balance, but rather a world where one area is
particularly rich and others are barren. His characters, which remain under-organized in
most Dickens novels, are in David Copperfield a triumph: “though characters swarm and
life flows into every creek and cranny, some common feeling—youth, gaiety, hope—
envelops the tumult, brings the scattered parts together, and invests the most perfect of all
Dickens novels with an atmosphere of beauty” (37: 621). The term Woolf uses to
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describe reading Dickens, “psychological geography,” offers a thematic bridge between
the mind-as-network portrait that Tansley developed and Aiken echoed: the novel creates
a geographical world in the mind of the reader, who looks for fertile places and for some
force that systematizes it and makes it work.
What Woolf describes when she criticizes David Copperfield can be fruitfully
considered an ecosystem. Calling it an ecosystem emphasizes how the individual parts of
a novel come together (or don’t) to form a whole. Importantly, the success of the novel
relies on the abilities of the reader, who must learn to navigate what Woolf calls its
“psychological geography” by adopting a specific mindset. Thinking of novels as
ecosystems, and considering how and to what extent they are “wholes,” offers a new path
into Woolf’s fiction and nonfiction, one that a comparison to Tansley’s concept of the
ecosystem makes further legible. For both the novel as Woolf discusses it and Tansley’s
ecosystem are forms that create bounded wholes and depend on an observing mind to
hold them together.
Tansley’s “ecosystem” concept emerged in the 1930s to counter philosophical
holism and as a continuation of his psychological portrait of the mind as a network. Many
excellent intellectual histories of Tansley’s ecosystem concept have been written that
emphasize how his theory emerged from decades of work in ecology and a theoretical
inclination toward mechanism rather than idealism.107 Tansley strove to make the
discipline of ecology more professional and scientific, and in the early 1930s the idealist
ecological holism of Frederick Clements, J.C. Smuts, and John Phillips represented a
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threat to his efforts, what he called in his seminal essay a “creed” and a “closed system of
religious or philosophical dogma” (“Use and Abuse” 285). My aim in bringing Tansley’s
essay and the occasions surrounding it into this chapter on Virginia Woolf and ecology is
to stress its roots in his “new psychology” and its formal aspects, and to establish a more
historically-grounded set of terminology for talking about Woolf and “holism” in an
ecological sense. I claim, in short, that Woolf’s fiction is best thought of through the
specific lens of the ecosystem, not through a broader holism, and that the concept of the
ecosystem, better than that of “holism,” captures what Woolf means when she talks about
writing and reading novels that are “whole.”

Holism and Ecosystem Theory
Holism as it existed in the 1920s and 1930s was a grand theory meant to unite the
study of life, mind and matter. These are the terms laid down in Holism and Evolution
(1929) by the dominant figure in the history and philosophy of holism, Jan Christian
Smuts, the South African general who is most famous for jailing Gandhi and for writing
the first draft of the Preamble for the Charter of the United Nations. Smuts developed
holism as an alternative to Bergsonian Creative Evolution and other forms of vitalism,
such as the “entelechy” of Hans Driesch. His argument against vitalism typifies Smuts’s
holism: “vitalism” is too vague a term because it proposes a separate life-force that exists
in addition to matter and gives structure to it, whereas holism demonstrates that life is
itself a structure. Smuts was convinced he had discovered a fundamental fact about the
universe that explains how disparate things come together: “Wholes,” he writes, “are not
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mere artificial constructions of thought; they point to something real in the universe, and
Holism is a real operative factor, a versa causa” (86). Holism explains how plants,
animals, and other organisms in nature come to be more than the sum of their parts. The
last point is the key to holism and the reason it inspired ecologists like Frederick
Clements and John Phillips, who saw in holism an explanation for how and why
communities of organisms work to maintain an equilibrium and evolve the way they do.
The fundamental problem for ecology was and remains how to make sense of massive
amounts of information about the natural world, and the pattern of relationships between
individual plants and animals, within a larger system that in some way forms a unit.
Smuts’s holism seeks to solve this problem by proposing an organizing force that causes
diverse elements to group together, and it offers a compelling narrative of progress,
whether toward the “climax communities” of Clements or the “complex organism” model
that Phillips developed. For Smuts, and then for Clements and Phillips, wholes are not
forms that give order and enable analysis—they are something fundamental about the
nature of reality, a characteristic of the physical world. The teleological aspects of holism
inspired, especially in the writing of Smuts, a nasty form of biological racism that had
direct and terrifying consequences for South Africans—a history that any celebration of
“holism” as a laudable ecological idea needs to grapple with.108 For ecology, at stake in
discussions of holism was whether it was a convenient and useful fiction, a tool for
analysis, or a discovery about the nature of the universe.
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For more on this aspect of holism, see Anker 41-75; 157-95 and Foster, Clark, and
York 312-24.
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Tansley’s ecosystem essay was a direct response to a series of papers published
by John Phillips in the Journal of Ecology, specifically the third and final paper, which
presented the theory of a “complex organism” that Tansley’s ecosystem was coined to
replace. Phillips was a South African ecologist who had recently converted to Smuts’s
holist philosophy, and his papers analyze what he calls “biotic communities” in terms of
their emergence and development. Ecologists at this stage were wrestling with the
dynamic nature of their object of study: communities of plants and animals were always
changing, growing, and rebounding—what forces of nature were at play in this process?
Higher and higher levels of synthesis were needed as more and more field studies
provided data. Phillips’s final essay adopts Smuts’s holism as a synthetic idea that
explains “characteristics of novelty, of integration, of wholeness, emergent from
succession and development in biotic communities” (“Complex Organism” 490). The
community as a whole, Phillips suggests, is more than the sum of its parts, and holism is
“the basic principle underlying the universal tendency toward synthesis: the principle
responsible for the origin and development of wholes” (491). Phillips mentions critics of
holism who dismiss it as pure fiction before arguing for its utility and insisting that it
explains how and why complex organisms emerge and work together as a unit. Here
Phillips directly intervenes in a long history of organicist thought that can be traced back
at least as far as Comte (whom he cites) and Spencer’s hugely influential application of
the concept to human communities. Phillips takes a broad conception of the community
as “organism” and applies it a biological phenomenon, with holism as the link between
the two, the fundamental factor in the universe that combines parts into wholes.
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A fact often lost in the shuffle of many historical accounts of Tansley’s ecosystem
concept is that he is, most fundamentally, arguing with Phillips about the meaning of
words and how they engender certain ideologies about form. Hence the title of Tansley’s
paper, “The Use and Abuse of Vegetational Concepts and Terms,” which sets up the
argument that Phillips is abusing the term “organism” by making it so broad as to be
meaningless. Tansley insists that if ecologists are going to talk about large communities
of plants and animals as “organisms,” then those organisms must follow lines of
development familiar to students of biology (as an individual animal moves through
larval and adult phases, for example). Tansley’s claim is that it is nonsensical to apply
this concept to biotic communities in anything other than a strictly analogical sense,
which Phillips is not. “The word organism can be applied very widely indeed,” Tansley
writes before referencing Whitehead’s “Philosophy of Organism” and “whole school of
‘organicist’ philosophers”, many of whom Phillips cites, who are quick to call almost
anything an organism (“Use and Abuse” 290). Tansley wants to move away from this
indefiniteness of terminology, and therefore he invents the term “ecosystem” to replace it.
The aspect of Phillips’s papers Tansley is most intent on dismantling is its argument that
holism is the fundamental cause behind the formation of communities. In short, Tansley
is willing to grant that while a community made up of individual parts in relation to one
another is perceivable, it is only through analysis that the whole emerges. There is no
fundamental tendency toward wholeness or unity, but there is a relationship between
parts. The name for this relationship is “ecosystem,” which describes “the whole complex
of physical factors forming what we call the environment of the biome—the habitat
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factors in the widest sense” (299). Tansley solves the problem by broadening the range of
factors under review, including not only organisms but also inorganic elements like the
climate and the soil. Today, Tansley’s ecosystem concept is now so familiar that it’s
possible to miss what is its key argument:
The whole method of science, as H. Levy (’32) has most convincingly
pointed out, is to isolate systems mentally for the purposes of study, so
that the series of isolates we make become the actual objects of our study,
whether the isolate be a solar system, a planet, a climatic region, a plant or
animal community, an individual organism, an organic molecule or atom.
Actually the systems we isolate mentally are not only included as parts of
larger ones, but they also overlap, interlock, and interact with one another.
The isolation is partly artificial, but it is the only possible way in which we
can proceed. (299-300)
What Tansley proposes is that the “ecosystems” that form the basic unit of analysis for
ecology are “partly” constructs—a matter of including this, but not that. They are fictions
as aids to thought, essential to science, like Freud’s ideas about the mind and the
unconscious. That Tansley then describes them as being among the type of “isolates” that
correspond to reality is a means of demonstrating their usefulness, but it’s only possible
to recognize this correspondence to reality after the fact, after the act of isolation.
“Ecosystems” are difficult to demarcate, yet it is valuable to think about nature in this
way because, Tansley continues, it stresses what he calls “the universal tendency to the
evolution of dynamic equilibrium” that has a long history going back to Hume and even
to Lucretius (300). By exploding outward into the whole of the natural world his theory
of the mind as a network, Tansley theorizes the ecosystem as a network through which
energy flows. The mind and the ecosystem therefore share a formal similarity: systems
striving toward a dynamic, not a static, equilibrium. If equilibrium is briefly achieved, the
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result is not a “climax community” or a fully developed organism, but one that even if it
may be “the nearest approach to perfect dynamic equilibrium” is never an end-point
(300). Ecosystems work toward stability but remain dynamic, shifting.
Elaborating the difference in principles, method, and politics between Smuts’s
holism and Tansley’s ecosystem theory illuminates the connotations that speak to the risk
of calling Woolf’s writing “holistic” and the rewards of reevaluating it through the lens of
the ecosystem. The ecosystem disagreement about form and terminology can be helpfully
reduced to a clash between idealism and mechanism, as it was in a series of debates in
1929 that Anker narrates (118-56). With Smuts’s idealism came a teleological view of
humanity that saw human “Personality” as “the most holistic entity in the universe,” and
led Smuts to propose a study of “Personology”—that is, the study of the development of
individual lives, such as Walt Whitman, whom Smuts idolized—at the expense of
Psychology, which Smuts saw as too limited. The result of this approach was a hierarchy
of types and races of persons that had direct and frightening impacts on the politics of
South Africa.109 In this sense, to the extent that Smuts has a method, it was to absorb as
many subjects as possible into his omnivorous holism: “the ultimate synthetic, ordering,
organising, regulative activity in the universe which accounts for all the structural groups
and syntheses in it, from the atom and the psycho-chemical structures, through the cell
and organisms, through Mind in animals, to Personality in man” (Holism 317). Holism is

For example, Smuts argued that “blacks naturally lacked an internal impetus for
creating the world. In his ecological theory, they were seen as lacking the evolutionary
development of a complex (climax) personality […] Thus it was the duty and right of
Europeans to organize the social and natural structure of Africa” (Foster, Clark, and York
316).
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everything and everywhere; it does not need to discovered, just recognized. It is not a
form that has uses, but a doctrine to be revealed. Tansley’s psychology, on the other
hand, and its manifestation in his ecosystem theory, focuses on the exchange between the
mind, as an organism, and its interaction with the environment.
Much of the inspiration for Tansley’s concept came from the book by Hyman
Levy that he references, The Universe of Science.110 In this book, Levy’s chapter
“Unpicking the Threads” (a very Woolf-like phrase) argues that in a world where objects
and subjects are constantly in flux and everything is connected to something else, science
must isolate individual units of study through observation and experiment. The chapter
concludes with a criticism of holism that surely caught Tansley’s attention, and he
weaved the concept of isolation into his ecosystem theory. Tansley worked out the
philosophical grounds for his ecosystem theory in a 1932 paper read to the Magdalen
Philosophy Club at Oxford, where he presents a materialist theory of consciousness in
response to an earlier paper with an idealist bent. Tansley’s paper makes a claim opposite
to Smuts’s celebration of individual Whole Persons, namely that there is, in truth, no such
thing as an “experiencing subject” (“Temporal” 620). Tansley arrives at this argument by
pursuing a materialist theory of the mind and noting that Freudian psychology has taught
him that the “empirical ego”—that subject which can be observed and spoken about—is
not a single whole but “a system of systems whose parts can only be examined
piecemeal, while some are difficult or impossible to reach” (621). Building upon his

Levy’s book is similar in argument and scope to contemporaneous popular books on
science written by James Jeans and Arthur Eddington that Virginia Woolf was reading at
the time. Levy cites both Jeans and Eddington often. See Beer, Virginia Woolf 112-24.
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earlier division of the mind in The New Psychology, Tansley describes how memory
enables the mind to build a workable conception of itself; even though “our moment-tomoment consciousness can only deal with one thing at a time, memory enables us to
relate different elements of our minds by means of the intricate associations that have
been formed between them” (621). The combination of the stream of consciousness and
the workings of memory enable us to “with more or less success to construct a picture of
the ways in which our minds work” (621). Tansley again relies on the power of
constructs, here to unpick the dense fabric of the mind reflecting upon itself. The image
is, again, one of an organism in relationship to its environment.
Tansley suggests that the concept of “a subject experiencing an object” is an
example of a particularly “fruitful” construct because it reveals how self-consciousness
happens (621). To conclude this discussion of Tansley’s ecosystem theory, I quote at
length to lay the groundwork for my claim about how it illuminates the core project of
Woolf’s To the Lighthouse:
Because there is in the individual human being so intense a consciousness
of his own unity, conditioned by his spatially limited and highly integrated
organism and by his distinctness from the rest of the world, he abstracts
and hypostatizes a sort of inner essence of himself that is represented as
something distinct and separate from the rest of the universe, sitting apart,
as it were, and experiencing everything else. (621)
Tansley argues that even though a human subject is “spatially limited” in the sense that is
it an embodied organism separate from the outside world, it can only think of itself as a
separate object by creating a construct of the experiencing self—it cannot directly
experience itself as an object. The psychology that Tansley pursues in his essay is a
decidedly materialist one that explains the origin of mind as consisting “entirely in the
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interplay between external and internal awareness” (618). The result is a portrait of the
mind that foregrounds its materiality as a living organism.
Tansley’s argument fosters a reimagining of the passage in To the Lighthouse
where Mrs. Ramsay finds that she finally has a moment to be herself, and seeks to
differentiate herself from the world around her by constructing a metaphor for her inner
essence. Mrs. Ramsay’s experience seems almost mystical, as she spreads her
consciousness outward and communes with the stroke of the lighthouse’s beam. But seen
through Tansley’s materialist theory, Mrs. Ramsay’s mind more closely resembles a
living organism, demarcating itself to construct a separate, experiencing self that only
then finds itself able to forge connections with the external world. In short, what Woolf
renders in this passage is the extent to which consciousness is embedded in the external
world, that what she elsewhere calls the “dark places of psychology” are in fact
themselves formed from the materiality of the external world. Mrs. Ramsay is only able
to separate herself from the world by making her own mind into an object—an
organism—that interacts with it. Mrs. Ramsay thinks: “All the being and the doing,
expansive, glittering, vocal, evaporated; and one shrunk, with a sense of solemnity, to
being oneself, a wedge-shaped core of darkness, something invisible to others” (62). The
“core of darkness” corresponds to Tansley’s “inner essence” that consciousness
constructs as distinct and separate from the rest of the universe. As Mrs. Ramsay turns
inward, she finds herself able to momentarily break free from the “spatially limited”
bounds of herself that Tansley identifies. The result, as the flow of information and
memories slows, is that “her horizon seemed to her limitless” (62). Mrs. Ramsay realizes
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that the “core of darkness” is not really “oneself”—not her personality, not her social
role—but merely a “wedge of darkness” (63). But what Mrs. Ramsay finds, of course, is
that she is not able to sustain this sense of separation, this construct of her individual self,
for long. Very soon she begins to attach herself to things: first, to the lighthouse beam as
it strokes the room. Earlier in his paper, Tansley adopted a common Freudian trope of the
“searchlight of consciousness” that explores the dark recesses of the brain. For Mrs.
Ramsay, “becoming the thing she looked at—that light, for example” leads her to explore
something hidden in her memory, which then accounts for the phrase that pops up, from
what Tansley would say was her “primary unconscious,” “We are in the hand of the
Lord” (63). Unable to figure out where the phrase came from, and thrown out of
equilibrium, Mrs. Ramsay moves from experiencing the risks of opening her mind
quickly into the rewards, as she lets the next movement of light “purifying out of
existence that lie, any lie,” in this case one from her accessed memory (63). Mrs.
Ramsay’s next thought exemplifies Woolf’s method, the furious intertwining between
thought, world, memory, symbol, and cultural memory that featured, to a lesser degree,
when the geraniums traced Mr. Ramsay’s thoughts. When Mrs. Ramsay thinks about how
“one leant into inanimate things; trees, streams, flowers; felt they expressed one; felt they
became one; felt they knew one, in a sense were one,” the result is a feeling of “irrational
tenderness … for oneself” as “there curled up off the floor of the mind, rose from the lake
of one’s being, a mist, a bride to meet her lover” (64). The passage combines a natural
image with a metaphor for the mind, leading to a feeling of tenderness and satisfaction
with roots in the long history of Mrs. Ramsay’s culture, upbringing, gender, marriage,
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reading of fairy tales—the list could go on. What Woolf navigates, in a way that
Tansley’s psychology illuminates, is the moment where the conscious mind, as an
organism rich with a network of experience and memory, temporarily and incompletely
attempts to extract itself from the universe, a feat made possible only when the mind
turns itself into an object among others, before quickly leaning back in. This line, this
moment, between mind and world is continually the subject of Woolf’s fiction, nowhere
more so than in her masterpiece, The Waves.

Energy and Ecosystem in The Waves
Before arriving at the title of The Waves, Woolf conceived of the novel as “The
Moths,” a titled inspired by a story told to her by Vanessa Bell and eventually developed
in the essay “The Death of the Moth.”111 The essay’s tight focus on the moth prefigures
one of the major concerns of the novel: the vital energy of the natural world that words
and fiction strive in vain to capture. The initial view is through a window looking out
onto a country field as “vigor came rolling in from the fields and the down beyond” and
the rooks fly from treetop to treetop in unison, as a “vast net”; the moth who flutters
across the window arrives with the “same energy that inspired the rooks, the ploughmen,
the horses, and even, it seemed, the lean bare-backed downs” (E6 442). The moth himself
gathers this energy in concentrated form, and Woolf’s narrator figures it as an example of

The composition date of “The Death of the Moth” is unknown (it was published
posthumously in 1942 by Leonard Woolf as the lead essay in the collection of that name).
But it’s likely that Woolf wrote it at some point in 1929, judging by hints in her diary.
Thinking of her new book, she writes “But that wont be the name. Moths, I suddenly
remember, don’t fly by day” (D3 254).
111
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“the true nature of life”:
Watching him, it seemed as if a fibre, very thin but pure, of the enormous
energy of the world had been thrust into his frail and diminutive little
body. As often as he crossed the pane, I could fancy that a thread of vital
light became visible. He was little or nothing but life. (E6 443)
The moth, as herald of the fertile, vital energy flowing through the landscape, fights a
losing battle against an unseen enemy (death). Because of its ending, Woolf’s essay most
obviously meditates upon death and the struggle for life, which, the narrator says, one is
“apt to forget about” when life is more complicated and encumbered (E6 442). But it also
represents a key example of Woolf’s efforts to think about “life” in a more biological,
energetic sense in a way akin to her era’s vitalist philosophy.112
The language of vitalist life soaks Woolf’s diary as she is beginning to think about
the shape and theme of the book that will become The Waves. In November of 1928, she
writes about wanting to let the book “grow heavy” in her “mind like a ripe pear” ready to
be plucked right before it drops to the ground (D3 209). Woolf hopes the new book can
juggle the “spontaneous” and “natural” writing style of the recently completed Orlando
with a renewed attention to interiority. What, she asks, “is my own position towards the
inner & the outer?” (D3 209). Her desire is for a book that will manage both, and the
effort to maintain this tension will prove to be the most difficult aspect of conceiving and
writing it. Next, Woolf writes a scheme that captures her wish to make it whole:
The idea has come to me that what I want now to do is to saturate every
atom. I mean to eliminate all waste, deadness, superfluity: to give the
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Derek Ryan pursues this approach to The Waves in Virginia Woolf and the Materiality
of Theory, showing the similarities between Woolf’s novel and the new materialist
philosophies of Karan Barad and Jane Bennett. The most compelling section of Ryan’s
chapter is his reading of The Waves alongside Deleuze’s “pure immanence” (192-97)
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moment whole; whatever it includes. Say that the moment is a
combination of thought; sensation; the voice of the sea. Waste, deadness,
come from the inclusion of things that don’t belong to the moment; this
appalling narrative business of the realist: getting on from lunch to dinner:
it is false, merely conventional. Why admit anything to literature that is
not poetry—by which I mean saturated? Is that not my grudge against
novel[ist]s—that they select nothing? The poets succeed by simplifying:
practically everything is left out. I want to put practically everything in;
yet to saturate. (D3 209-210)
Woolf’s vision of a novel free of waste resembles Aiken’s review of Richards’s
Principles of Literary Criticism (a link that could have emerged from the fact that Woolf
had just completed work on her series “Phases of Fiction,” and was thinking constantly
about novelistic form and its limitations in comparison to poetry). Recall her critique of
Dickens: parts of his novels were fertile, but others parts barren wastelands. She wants to
compose a novel flooded with energy and life, with nothing wasted, one that is in
equilibrium, containing nothing dead or out of place. Everything must connect, yet it
must all belong. Woolf continues this line of thinking on and off for the next eighteen
months during her initial drafting of the book, in the last entry of 1930 talking about her
hope that she can “make the blood run like a torrent from end to end” without “the waste
that the breaks give; I want to avoid chapters,” she writes, “that indeed is my
achievement, if any here: a saturated, unchopped, completeness; changes of scene, of
mood, of person, done without spilling a drop” (D3 343). At this point the book is going
so well that her final words of the year register her belief that “the whole world falls into
shape; it is this writing that gives me my proportions” (D3 343).
Woolf’s effort to give shape to a book that would “saturate” everything proved
monumentally difficult. She speaks of a desire to “compost it—press it into one” as she is
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developing the idea for the interludes that will bridge the sections by providing a
“background—the sea, insensitive nature” (D3 285). In the final version, the novel’s
interludes provide a scheme by which the boundary between “nature” and “human,”
between outside and inside, becomes porous across its entirety. But the interludes thwart
Woolf’s initial plans to avoid the chopping effect of chapters even as they seek to unify
the book through their diurnal movement from sunrise to sunset. In one sense, external
nature in Woolf’s novel remains always external, propping up the book’s soliloquies with
their italicized return to the same scenes. But in another sense, the way that experiences,
images, and themes crisscross the divide between interlude and characters dissolves the
initial division—it just requires a herculean effort on behalf of the reader to hold the
connections in place. Woolf continually reminds readers of the difficultly of this task,
particularly in Bernard’s final monologue. The result is that the ultimate “wholeness” of
The Waves relates not to the “holism” of Smuts, a factor already baked into its world, but
more so the ecosystem of Tansley: a system of connections, almost hopelessly vast in
scope, that asks the reader to see the novel as a system of parts that “overlap, interlock,
and interact with one another” and need to be assembled through analysis, rather than as a
pre-existent whole waiting to be discovered (“Use and Abuse” 300)
When placed in conversation with Smuts, Tansley, and the debate about holism
and ecosystems, Woolf’s theory of fiction and her most complicated novel emphasize an
almost always elided aspect of the ecosystem concept: that it is, in Tansley’s words, a
“mental isolate” reliant on a perceiving mind who draws a line around it to study it as a
unit. An ecosystem is a form; reading a novel as an ecosystem reestablishes this fact. The
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formal focus of Woolf’s novels, with their emphasis on the interplay between external
and internal, adds an essential layer to the formal question of wholeness because its drive
toward the whole, and its frustration of that drive, serves as both its form and its theme.
Here Woolf shows how fiction can outstrip science in its ability to theorize formal
wholes: the perceiving mind is both the subject of the book, on a thematic level, and the
thing that makes possible its existence, when readers seek to form it into a whole.
The Waves frustrates the reader’s mental efforts to form it into a whole in part
because it moves in two directions: the interludes outward toward an “eyeless” view of
the environment and the soliloquies inwards, toward the dark inner core of each of the six
characters. The book’s rhythm is one in which the “waves” of the interludes break over
and into the characters’ soliloquies, and the characters’ thought-processes are so deeply
intertwined with the world around them that they have trouble differentiating themselves
from it and from one another. For example: in the opening pages of the first set of
soliloquies, the children begin to define themselves through what they see, still learning
how to separate themselves from the world.113 In short bursts, Woolf piles a series of
impressions on top of one another, presaging themes and images that will appear later in
the book. Rings, stripes, birds, beasts, webs, snails, stones, and mackerel—all
immediately seen, all to reappear, all part of the ecosystem that is The Waves.
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Christine Froula makes a similar point about the opening chapter of The Waves,
arguing that Woolf is writing a counter-narrative of a creation story, and that against
“schoolroom and church, the children’s garden world is a liminal space between nature
and culture” (203-4). Froula’s reading of The Waves is a quintessential example of how
conversations about Woolf and “nature” or “the physical world” rely on Einsteinian or
quantum physics to account for the uncertainty with which Woolf describes nature.
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Its first extended soliloquy, spoken by Louis, exemplifies how The Waves moves
between consciousness and external world. On the book’s third page, Louis finds himself
alone and implants himself into a hedge, both physically and psychologically: “I am the
stalk. My roots go down to the depths of the world, through earth dry with brick, and
damp earth, through veins of lead and silver” (6). While his friends are content to “skim
the flower-beds with their nets,” trying to catch butterflies, Louis remains “rooted to the
middle of the earth” like a stalk, oozing liquid from his mouth, until Jinny kisses him and
his moment of unity is “shattered” (6). The image of oozing liquids in the earth reappears
in the third interlude, where the perspective becomes that of the flock of birds who sing
and see a series of images the characters have just witnessed—snail, flowers, leaves, rain
on the hedge. The birds then begin to peck the ground, moving the perspective deeper
into the earth, following Louis into where “matter oozed too think to run” (53). In the
next section, Louis repeats the image from his first soliloquy, remembering how his
“roots go down through veins of lead and silver, through damp, marshy places that exhale
odours” (68). This is just one example of the crossover in theme and image between
interlude and soliloquy, but one that emphasizes the book’s animating principle: even
though the interludes are not connected to the characters, who don’t appear, they are
connected to them through an intricate series of images and phrases. The result is an
ecosystem book, infused with life, where everything is connected. To extend the
metaphor, even though the book’s six characters themselves serve as a network—they are
reliant upon one another, they feed on one another—they are only the largest and most
significant members of it, the megafauna, as it were. Entwined within their experiences
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are a host of other members: vegetable and animal, liquid and solid.
In addition to the thematic and metaphorical sense in which the book resembles
an ecosystem, Woolf’s reflection on its form and growth emphasize her conception of it
as a connected system through which energy flows. Woolf remained uncertain about the
novel’s form and structure during its composition. What her diary shows is that she
sought to let the book grow naturally and organically, trusting her original conception of
it as one that must remain “saturated” at all points. Because thinking about the book in its
early stages leaves her feeling “green & vivified,” she lets the idea develop without
imposing a design on it; to the extent that Woolf has a “method,” as she describes it in
her diary, it is one “of picking out things in the room & being reminded by them of other
things” (D3 259). What Woolf describes here is akin to Tansley’s “associative network”
portrait of the mind and the ecosystem concept that it inspired: she looks at something
and then pursues all the associations that it triggers, from the stream of consciousness as
it is currently happening to the memory traces that it provokes. More to the point,
Tansley’s contemporaneous psychology models the way the mind works in The Waves.
Woolf conveys the most complete picture of mental association that she can achieve, all
the while showing the thinking mind moving through time and receiving more and more
impressions. The minds of the characters in The Waves are organisms who receive flows
of energy from the external world and meet it with what Tansley calls their own “psychic
energy” as it pushes against experience and tries to give shape to it. For Tansley, the
mind continually tries to maintain equilibrium between the energy inside it and the
energy circulating in its environment, and remains unable to maintain this equilibrium for
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any significant stretch of time. The reason, as Tansley argues and Woolf substantiates, is
that even within a single moment there is too much to balance, too many associations
firing, especially within “the rapidly developed and rapidly changing demands of modern
civilized life” (New Psychology 14).
But at moments the characters in The Waves do achieve balance within fractions
of time that enable them to separate themselves from the flow and achieve a sense of
unity. These are Woolf’s “moments of being,” and the long final soliloquy that Bernard
delivers in The Waves is one of her most notable examples. Bernard’s final soliloquy puts
to rest the idea that Woolf adopts an idealist “holistic” theory of nature and shows why
the idea of the ecosystem better approximates her philosophy of nature in fiction.
Bernard’s soliloquy begins by claiming he will “sum up” and “explain to you the
meaning of my life” by wrapping it up into a ball to hand to his listener, but the
immediate admission that the idea that he could summarize or explain is only an “illusion
that something adheres for a moment, has roundness, weight, depth, is completed”
deflates the grandness of the soliloquy at its onset (176). Through Bernard, Woolf
portrays her “moments of being” as fleeting, as “isolates” like Tansley’s ecosystem, that
work to separate one moment from everything else so that it can be perceived—there is, a
Tansley recognized, no other way to proceed. For Woolf and for Bernard, the problem is
inflected in language and phrases, and the effort to capture anything from the stream is
illusory. Rather than progress toward greater and more grandiose wholes, Bernard finds
that he cannot form his life into a distinct crystal or globe because it is too porous:
“Whatever sentence I extract whole and entire from this cauldron is only a string of six
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little fish that let themselves be caught while a million others leap and sizzle, making the
cauldron bubble like boiling silver, and slip through my fingers” (190-91). It is
impossible to “give the effect of the whole” (191). A momentary glimpse must be
enough, Bernard realizes, specifically in the context of a visit he made to Susan in
Lincolnshire, where he felt what he spitefully calls “the stupidity of nature” Susan
submits to (199). Bernard’s moment is not one that merges him with nature, nor of a
strong imposition of order on it, but one that surfaces during a rise of energy from within
triggered by the energy of the natural world that overwhelms him in Lincolnshire:
I took my mind, my being, the old dejected, almost inanimate object and
lashed it about among those odds and ends, sticks and straws, detestable
little bits of wreckage, flotsam and jetsam floating on the oily surface. I
jumped up. I said, 'Fight!' 'Fight!' I repeated. It is the effort and the
struggle, it is the perpetual warfare, it is the shattering and piecing together
this is the daily battle, defeat or victory, the absorbing pursuit. The trees,
scattered, put on order; the thick green of the leaves thinned itself to a
dancing light. I netted them under with a sudden phrase. I retrieved them
from formlessness with words. (200).
Bernard becomes the moth, a thread of vital life surging up in him to meet the challenge
of the scene before him and the afternoon (and lifetime) of memories it evokes. For a
moment, Bernard can order the trees and catch them with a phrase. By isolating the
shapelessness of experience and his own stream of consciousness, Bernard battles the
complexity of things, achieving at least a momentary victory over it. The passage is an
overture to the book’s final paragraphs, which again show Bernard working up to expend
his energy. But at the book’s close, the imagery is more apocalyptic—“The canopy of
civilization is burnt out”—and recalls even more clearly the conclusion to “The Death of
the Moth” (220). Rather than a holistic, nurturing natural world, the end of The Waves
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offers an energetic model, one that can be at times invigorating, at times exhausting, one
that throws the mind in and out of equilibrium with itself and the external world.
Wholeness, if it arrives at all, passes almost imperceptibly quickly. Only through
stringent efforts or ingenious phrases can the world be ordered, and then only temporarily
or for the sake of further study. Tansley’s “ecosystem” represents one successful
example, a word that gives form to formlessness. Woolf’s moments of being are another.
If it seems like the two are an uneven match in terms of their duration, consider that an
ecosystem is a moment in geological time in the same way that a “moment of being,” a
fleeting sense of wholeness, is a moment in lived time in the fiction of Virginia Woolf.

Coda: Between the Acts and The British Islands and their Vegetation
The mild apocalypticism that appears occasionally in The Waves alongside
passing thoughts about deep, geological time serve as bookends to Woolf’s final novel,
Between the Acts (1941), where Lucy Swithin reads from an “Outline of History” and
pictures herself among mammoths, mastodons, and prehistoric humans. Clearly a
reference to H.G. Wells’s best-selling work, Mrs. Swithin’s reading material injects
geological time and the lush forests that once covered England into the novel. In dialogue
with the era’s vogue for “pageant-plays,” Woolf’s Between the Acts takes aim at a genre
that celebrated what Forster called England’s Pleasant Land in his own pageant-play
performed a year earlier. As Jed Esty argues, in these late modernist pageant-plays
“English intellectuals increasingly sought inspiration from the island’s own imagined
past” through performances that celebrated folk rituals and the spirit of place, building a
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national identity for England deeply rooted in its land (61). Pageant-plays originated
alongside the back to the land movement, in 1905 specifically, taking their cues from
William Morris’s Arts and Crafts movement and John Ruskin’s appeal to English village
life.114 Their reappearance among the 1930s English literati seems initially quite curious,
but Esty attributes it to a combination of several factors, broadly to the “anthropological
turn” that is the focus of his book and more precisely to “the failure of interwar
cosmopolitanism and to art’s increasing social marginality” in late modernist writing
(54). A narrative often accompanying these pageant plays contains within it a tension,
where English rural life is depicted as unchanged through the centuries, ready and
waiting for a homecoming, and threatened by industrialization and modern civilization
writ large. Forster’s England’s Pleasant Land is an arch example of this narrative, which
finds its way into Woolf’s Between the Acts, where it is alternatively told and ironized.
While Forster and Woolf were turning to pageant plays and rural regeneration,
Arthur Tansley was tracing a similar narrative in his science writing. During and after
World War II, Tansley committed himself to the growing conservation movement in
England, making the case for nature reserves and national parks that would benefit not
only the British environment but the mental well-being of its people. Into the middle of
the century, Tansley refined and repeated his argument about the correlation between the

While Esty’s reading of the pageant plays includes consideration of their pastoralism
and the organicist nationalism that accompanied it, his account does not focus on the
massive significance of the rural turn in late modernism—an addition that Jeffrey Mathes
McCarthy makes in Green Modernism. For, as McCarthy shows, the late 1920s saw a
“remarkable surge of writing that argued rural England should be the basis for
regenerating England after the war,” including works of popular nonfiction that
influenced D.H. Lawrence and Ford Maddox Ford (117).
114
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equilibrium of mental networks and of ecosystems. In these later writings, Tansley
continuously portrays industrial civilization as the antagonist of nature, relying in his
magnum opus, The British Islands and their Vegetation (1939), on an environmental
history that resembles the narrative of the pageant-play. Tansley’s story begins with
“primitive man” in harmony with nature and continues to the present day:
[W]ith his increasing control over “nature” the human animal became a
unique agent of destruction of the original ecosystems, as he cleared and
burned natural vegetation and replaced it with his pastures, crops, and
buildings. Limited first to regions where civilization originally developed,
this destructive activity has spread during recent centuries, and at an
increasing rate, all over the globe. (128)
Tansley uses this narrative, which in its extended form includes all the characters of the
pageant-play—Roman settlers, Saxon arrival, ship-building, enclosure, and industrial
revolution—to make a plea for preservation of England’s last remaining “virgin”
ecosystems that remain largely untouched by humanity. Because of his unique double
training as an ecologist and a Freudian psychologist, Tansley framed the issue thusly:
“Lack of forest vegetation on the British Islands was therefore a result of the
maladjustment of human psychic energy to the equilibrium in the ecosystem. The only
hope for ‘salvation’ was to restore the human psyche through conservation and
restoration of the original ecosystem in the form of national parks and nature reserves”
(Anker 221). Stated this way, Tansley’s conservation project is also a public health
project and a matter of national importance. It also tells, in broad strokes, the story of the
Anthropocene, and for that reason it’s of no surprise that it was Tansley who first coined
the word “anthropogenic” to describe an ecosystem changed by human nature from its
“virgin” state into something Tansley calls “semi-natural.” As the war ended, and
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Tansley looked forward toward the decades that would start the Great Acceleration and
irrevocably cement and globalize this process, he argued in Our Heritage of Wild Nature
(1945) for the preservation of rural England through careful and centralized planning that
would preserve the “background—gradually changing as the centuries have passed—
[with which] our history has unfolded and our culture developed” (1). By adopting the
phrase “background” to describe English nature, Tansley again tells a story reminiscent
of a pageant-play.
In characteristic fashion, the way Woolf’s Between the Acts blends human
perception with the external world enriches and productively complicates the
environmental history of the pageant-play genre and of accounts like Tansley’s that tell
of “original ecosystems” spoiled by human industry. Nature “takes her part” in Between
the Act’s pageant-play, more an energetic force than a setting or background (192);
gramophones and airplanes interrupt; lines between inner thought and outer events are
blurred; and any wholes captured are fleeting. But it’s the way Woolf begins and ends the
novel that most profoundly speaks to Tansley’s account, for Woolf shows us that any
efforts to trace a line back to a British “virgin ecosystem” ends not in Edenic simplicity
and comfort, but with a “leather-covered grunting monster who was about … to demolish
a whole tree in the green steaming undergrowth of the primeval forest” (9). More
pertinently for the era’s politics, to the “shrinking island” of 1930s England: in this
primeval forest Britain remained attached to the continent, geographically cosmopolitan
but “populated by elephant-bodied, seal-necked, heaving, surging, slowly writhing”
dinosaurs”—hardly an alluring virgin ecosystem (8). The book’s final images return to
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prehistory, as Mrs. Swithin reads of a time when England was a swamp: “Thick forest
covered the land” and the house in which the book’s characters fall asleep dissipates,
leaving them in the dark, prehistoric night (218-19). Perhaps the cave-dwelling
“prehistoric man” that closes the book finds himself in equilibrium with nature, unable to
control or dominate it—but unable to write about it, either. Taking the search for English
national identity in its distant past to its most extreme, Woolf reminds us that when
placed within geological time, human culture, traditions, and nations, even the islands
that define them and the waves that surround them, seem woefully insignificant—making
the geological impact of these human activities more jarring.
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CHAPTER 5
LANDLORD OF THE PLANET:
H.G. WELLS, HUMAN EXTINCTION, AND ANTHROPOCENE NARRATIVES

Introduction
The threat of a changing climate, and the human species’ struggle to adapt to it,
takes center stage in H.G. Wells’s first full-length, most often read, and best loved work,
The Time Machine (1895) and in one of his last and least often read works, The Fate of
Homo Sapiens (1939). Both books situate humanity within geological time and
countenance the possibility of human extinction, with The Time Machine outlining the far
distant fate of humanity and The Fate of Homo Sapiens attending to the near future. The
difference between how the two works treat climate change speaks to Wells’s evolving
outlook over half a century in concert with his keen perception of the rapidly increasing
pace of climate change. Climate change in The Time Machine takes place over hundreds
of thousands (and then millions) of years; in The Fate of Homo Sapiens it is the result of
centuries, even decades. As the timescale radically shrinks between works, Wells revises
the cause of climate change, citing the heat-death of the sun, after thirty million years, as
an explanation in The Time Machine, but taking note in 1939 of “a swifter and stranger
agent of change than any phase of the fossil past can show—man, who will leave nothing
undisturbed from the ocean bottom to the stratosphere, and who bids fair to extinguish
himself in the process” (Fate 29-30). This shift in timescale and reassignment of agency
from nature to humanity captures the aspects of Wells’s career this chapter studies: his
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thorough engagement with his contemporaneous science, his critical role in the
popularization of evolution and of ecology (to which his perception of climate change is
indebted), and his forward-glancing proclivity for prophecy.
Wells might be called the first environmental humanist: crossing and blending
disciplines, seeking to synthesize the newest scientific research with the narrative
demands of fiction. Wells’s scientific ideology and his connection to ecology make him a
striking and unusual author in that his attitude toward nature more accurately reflects his
scientific colleagues—ecologists like Julian Huxley, Charles Elton, and Alexander CarrSaunders—than it does other writers of fiction. While E.M. Forster harbored some
affection for the back to the land movement, even as he recognized its limitations, while
James Joyce’s aesthetics tend to the activity of the seemingly inanimate, and while
Virginia Woolf’s novels intertwine nature with human perception, Wells ridicules back to
the land thinkers and depicts nature as a force that should be objectively studied and
ultimately mastered through human ingenuity. For Wells, nature is most often an
antagonist, posing problems that need solving. Yet Wells possesses a more complete
theory of the natural world than almost another other modernist writer, including Forster,
Joyce, and Woolf, because of his scientific training as a biologist. Wells’s thinking
undergoes multifaceted changes over the course of his career, in step with the scientific
discoveries and debates of his day, which makes Wells’s oeuvre an excellent case study
for exploring early-twentieth-century science—evolution and ethics, ecology and climate
change—in connection to contemporary theories of the Anthropocene. For that reason,
the main project of this chapter is to highlight Wells’s ecological thinking across five
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decades—1890-1940—and register how early ecology embedded itself into his writing.
A trip through a half-century of Wells reinvents his role in twentieth-century literary
history by portraying him as a quintessential “Anthropocene anticipator” whose
ecological philosophy reveals and fosters doubts about many of the Anthropocene’s most
significant and widespread narratives about the relationship between humanity and the
planet. A common idea in Wells, that humanity is the “landlord of the planet,” both
supports and undermines present-day arguments about “sustainability” and care for the
earth, thereby revealing within their grandeur and over optimism a fantasy of control at
the heart of Anthropocene narratives.
In the first section of this chapter, I consider the connections between Wells and
current Anthropocene discourse, presenting Wells as a writer who intersects with
contemporary environmental thinking and constellates early ecology, modernist fiction,
and the Anthropocene. The remainder of the chapter is split into four sections that
chronologically trace Wells’s engagement with ecology, climate change, and the
management of nature, finding in Wells’s nonfiction, utopian writing, and future history
multiple means of imagining a future in which the human species controls its own destiny
in face of external threats and mistakes of its own making. A section on Wells’s early
science writing and two short scientific romances, The Time Machine and “The Star,”
emphasizes the dominant ecological narrative of the early Wells, which is to make
humankind seem small in the face of the cosmic forces of nature by emphasizing the
tenuousness of the human species’ survival. A third section explores Wells’s turn toward
anticipation and the “discovery of the future” immediately after the turn of the century,
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and how it fueled two of Wells’s ecological utopias, A Modern Utopia and Men Like
Gods. In both works, a scientific elite controls nature with a heavy hand and makes it
subject to human will. Both works extend the theme from Wells’s early work wherein
nature is depicted as brutal and threatening, not nourishing or vitalizing. The centerpiece
of the chapter is an extended discussion of The Science of Life, in which Wells and his
two co-authors explicitly adapt language and concepts from the brand-new discipline of
ecology. Wells’s embrace of the term “Human Ecology,” which emerges from the writing
of The Science of Life, serves as an introduction to the final section, which analyzes
another utopian text, The Shape of Things to Come. A conclusion discusses the ecological
prescience of Wells as he neared the end of his life. Across his career, Wells’s thinking
about nature evolved, most significantly when he began to learn about ecology in the
1920s. Throughout his long life, Wells remained committed to a single, interconnected
project that closely resembles the Anthropocene narrative of today.

H.G. Wells and Common Narratives of the Anthropocene
My effort to forge links between Wells and current thinking about the
Anthropocene is best described as a form of purposeful, strategic presentism—one that
owns up to the fact that my own awareness of the ecological aspects of Wells’s writing is
activated by current trends in Anthropocene discourse. In adopting presentism as a
purposeful mode, I’m inspired by the “Manifesto of the V21 Collective” and by the
related defense of presentism penned by Anna Kornbluh and Benjamin Morgan, who
argue that “addressing presentism as a strategy rather than as a mistake allows us to ask
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whether the reasonable distrust of underdeveloped historical awareness may lead us to
retrench too readily in notions of historical difference.” A list of differences between
Wells and Anthropocene thought would hardly be worth writing, and maintaining a strict
separation between Wells’s time and our own conceals more than it reveals. But claiming
that Wells’s writing resembles current conversations about the Anthropocene enables the
comparison to work both ways, illuminating under-recognized aspects of his oeuvre and
intervening in contemporary ecological thinking.
Points of intersection between Wells’s writing and current core concepts of the
Anthropocene are myriad. For this chapter and the discussion of Wells’s work that
follows, they can be separated into three streams. First and most obvious are Wells’s
connections to the science of his day and his attendant interest in climate change. A
cottage industry within Anthropocene studies searches for historical antecedents for the
term and combs through the work of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century
scientists like George Perkins Marsh and Vladimir Vernadsky, with some critics arguing
that finding antecedents is an unhelpful exercise because it reduces the originality of the
concept and diminishes its impact.115 My chapter shows that Wells should be considered
alongside these scientists because his interest in prophecy and prediction aligns with
contemporary climate science and its reliance on forecasting. As an early advocate of the
power of anticipatory thinking and writing—a genre he formalized in 1901 with the
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For competing views on the degree to which the Anthropocene was anticipated by
scientists, see Steffen, Grinevald, Crutzen, and McNeil for a historical summary and
Hamilton and Grinevald for a response that argues in favor of the Anthropocene’s
novelty.
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publication of Anticipations—Wells exemplifies the risks and rewards involved in
predicting, or to use his words “discovering,” the future. Whenever arguments about the
Anthropocene take the form of arguments about the world of the future, whether in
popular science writing or in science fiction, they owe a significant debt to Wells. More
importantly, Wells’s approach to anticipation, his argument that it should be as scientific
and imaginative as reading the geological past, requires both a rigorous scientific method
and a technique of filling in gaps through speculation.
A second significant way Wells intervenes in Anthropocene discourse comes
through his career-long insistence on discussing humanity as a species. A seminal work
in Anthropocene studies, Dipesh Chakarabarty’s “The Climate of History: Four Theses,”
argues that traditional methods of studying human history are shaken by the
Anthropocene’s positioning of humanity as a “biological species” capable of dominating
an entire planet. And one of the most common and damning criticisms of the
Anthropocene narrative is its tendency to lump the whole of humanity into a single
“human species,” thereby eliding the uneven development—and the history of
colonialism and Western consumption of the earth’s resources—that so clearly calls for
something other than “humanity” to explain the onset of the Anthropocene, whether it be
capitalism’s method of organizing nature (Moore) or the specific practices of fossil fuel
companies and their business model (Malm, Klein). More importantly, narratives of the
Anthropocene tend to present it as a revolutionary idea, something discovered by earth
scientists, that differs dramatically from any past concepts because it “represents a radical
rupture with all evolutionary ideas in human and Earth history” (Hamilton and Grinevald
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1). But for Wells, humanity as an evolving species is a foundational idea from his first
book to his last. (The Time Machine is the story of a future humanity split into two
species, and The Fate of Homo Sapiens announces its focus in its title). Wells emphasizes
in his early science writing that humanity is a species among many, capable of going
extinct if it is unable to adapt to its environment—especially if that environment changes
quickly, as it is now doing as the result of human action. Wells’s “textbooks for the
world,” most famously The Outline of History, strive to tell the story of the human
species, rather than the story of individual nations and peoples. Wells’s chronicle of
history bears striking similarities to the basic outlines of the Anthropocene narrative: a
human species evolving into a planetary force. For example: in his 1921 The New
Teaching of History, a short work that set the stage for three large books, Wells narrates
history in precisely this fashion: humanity developing from primordial individuals
concerned only with their own survival to a “planetary species” (32-33), a single unit
where individual concerns are pushed into the background to be replaced by a singular,
unified “mind of the race” that guides human evolution.
Wells’s career-long assertion that humanity must purposefully guide its evolution
marks his third and most significant engagement with Anthropocene discourse, more
specifically with those who see the Anthropocene as an opportunity for humankind to
positively affect the planet—including a group who call themselves “ecomodernists”
(Asafu-Adjaye et al.). Highlighting the similarities between Wells and ecomodernists
draws attention to a tension that exists for both: a tendency to assign blame to the whole
of the species, but to then allocate the task of correcting the species’ course to an elite
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group of technocrats. The whole species, in this narrative, is responsible for causing the
conditions of the Anthropocene, but it’s the elite who must guide humanity into the
future. An often-blithe belief in the capacity of humanity to shape its future remains
constant throughout Wells’s career, typically in combination with a proposal that elite
scientists take control on a worldwide scale; the “samurai” of A Modern Utopia, the
utopians of Men Like Gods, and the “Modern State” in The Shape of Things to Come are
all aggressively scientific in their efforts to become “landlords of the planet,” not merely
of a country or region. Here Wells is in line with what Christophe Bonneuil and JeanBaptiste Fressoz identify as the most common and most optimistic Anthropocene
narrative: the story of Earth scientists discovering that humanity has altered the Earth
system and educating an ignorant public about this fact. The implication is that these
scientists know what to do and should be given the means to do it. In his “Geology of
Mankind” essay that popularized the term, Paul Crutzen describes the Anthropocene as
an engineering challenge: “An exciting, but also difficult and daunting task lies ahead of
the global research and engineering community to guide mankind toward global,
sustainable, environmental management” (23). The mechanism through which scientists
would exert this guidance remains unstated, but it’s not hard to detect in this narrative of
the Anthropocene a longing for the precise thing Wells so often proposed: an elite group
of scientists managing nature from positions of power (ideally, and unstated, within a
world government of some kind). These are the “samurai,” and while Wells is
alternatively explicit and vague about how such a group would wield control, one of the
keys to his insistent idea of the World State is the necessity of organizing the production
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and consumption of resources on a global, not local or regional, scale. Wells’s own
politics are obstinately complicated and demand to be placed within the overall arch of
his career and the political climate of the moment. But what remains true across his
writing, as W. Warren Wagar describes in H.G. Wells and the World State, is his proposal
that the world should be run by an elite that “consisted exclusively of ‘functional’ men,
men of high natural intelligence and professional competence, who performed the
creative and managerial world of the world” (165). In this way, Wells’s various schemes
for world government represent precisely what ecomodernists and others emphasize in
their discussion of the Anthropocene: a means of controlling nature that is global in
scope. What remains unstated in the work of these contemporary scientists, but front and
center in Wells, is that it should be a group of scientific men who manage the earth.116
Wells’s similarity to today’s “ecomodernists” raises another question: why Wells
in a study of modernist fiction? Wells is always granted foundational status as a science
fiction writer, but rarely read alongside modernists. Virginia Woolf, after all, in her

For more on Wells’s politics and how they shifted, circa 1930, into a form of “liberal
fascism,” see Coupland. As Coupland shows, of all the extant political movements active
in the 1930s, it was fascism that most closely aligned with Wells’s view of an elite
imposing their view on the lives of others—even as Wells professed his distaste for
existing forms of fascism and fascist organizations. For a rigorous defense of Wells that
positions him as an early cosmopolitan socialist, see Partington 9-48. The fact that it is to
be scientific, functional men who run the world, not women, is not accidental and
remains constant throughout Wells’s career. Wells’s attitudes towards women and
feminism are as complicated and contradictory as his politics; for example, he was the
author of the scandalously feminist novel Ann Veronica, but he also writes sentences like
this one from The Shape of Things to Come: “I did not notice until I came to this part of
the world story how small a part women had played in the drama that began with the
World War” (351). At the risk of overly simplifying Wells’s position, it can be said that
he was in favor of women’s equality but not inclined to consider them as political leaders.
116
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“Modern Fiction” essay placed Wells alongside Galsworthy and Bennett in a group of
“materialists” who attend to the body but not the soul. But Woolf immediately notes that
the word “falls notably wide of the mark” when describing Wells, even if it does name
“the fatal alloy in his genius, the great clod of clay that has got itself mixed up with the
purity of his inspiration” (E4 158). The way Woolf describes Wells here is curious; she
introduces him into her essay to dismiss him, but pauses first to blame something for
contaminating his genius. Her later criticism of his characterization and his overstuffed
novels reaffirms her initial judgment—that something spoiled Wells. The comparison she
makes to Bennett reveals that the thing she thinks ruined Wells was his turn to realism; in
Woolf’s narrative, Wells’s more literary novels written in the first decade of the
twentieth-century novels—Kipps (1905), Tono-Bungay (1909), Ann Veronica (1909)—
represent the worst of Wells because they are too materialistic and constrained.
Wells could arguably be called modernist for a number of different reasons: via
literary history in reference to the years during which he wrote, through his efforts to
stretch the bounds of genre and its conventions, or in the context of his close connections
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to many of the more highly regarded figures of his milieu.117 But when we consider the
scope of Woolf’s argument in the context of Wells’s career, it’s clear that what Woolf
misses about the new, realist Wells is his original “genius” on display in his early
scientific romances: The Time Machine, The War of the Worlds, The Invisible Man, and
other works that gushed from his source of “inspiration” before it was clogged by a
materialist, realist “clod of clay.” If Wells is read this way, his significance as a
“modernist” rests more solidly on his foundational works of science fiction and his
utopian writing.
Scholarly work on modernism and science fiction is scant. New modernist studies
has not yet corralled science fiction in the way it has other popular, less experimental
forms of writing and media like journalism, radio, film, photography, politics and social
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Many arguments for Wells as modernist tend to proceed by distancing Wells from his
scientific romances and utopian science fiction in favor his realist novels (see
Hammond). More broadly, Robert Caserio argues that “limited awareness of H.G.
Wells’s fiction … and our exclusion of Wells from the modernist cannon, is a liability for
any theory of the novel and potential embarrassment for literary history,” noting
specifically how this exclusion is based on an uncritical repetition of claims like Woolf’s
(88-89). Caserio’s essay “The Novel as Novel Experiment” is the best example of the
argument that considers Wells as an experimental and therefore modernist writer.
Recently, Wells’s realist fiction, especially Tono-Bungay, has been adopted by critics
who follow the new modernist focus on historical, economic, and colonial context. For
example: William Kupinse reads the novel between Keynesian and Marxist economics;
Regina Martin reads it alongside Howards End in terms of its depiction of finance
capitalism, and Jed Esty, in Unseasonable Youth, analyzes the novel’s account of global
capitalism as one that “destabilizes the progressive and biographical plan of the national
bildungsroman” (116).
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science—to name only a few.118 There are many good reasons for this, not least the fact
that the academic study of science fiction has prospered for decades, and has every right
to resist being poached by modernists. But as the field of modernist studies grows while
its desire to make grand claims about the significance or meaning of the term
“modernism” shows signs of weakening, it’s worth asking whether claiming certain
works of science fiction as “modernist” (or “more modernist” or “less modernist”) is
necessary or even helpful.119 For that reason, I argue that Wells exemplifies less literary
modernism and more a future-oriented Modernist Anthropocene that links Wells’s
moment to our own through attention to his anticipations of it. That his writing is science
fictional makes it compelling in regard to the Anthropocene, for by looking back at his
predictions for the future we encounter not a “literature of cognitive estrangement”—
Darko Suvin’s influential definition of science fiction (4)—but rather a literature of
resemblance: not the shock of the strange, which enables us to see the old as new again
by coming to it aslant, but rather the shock of the familiar, the realization that the
concerns, conversations, and arguments that dominate current conversations about the
Anthropocene date back nearly a century. In this way, Wells’s future histories force us to
reconsider an influential argument made by Frederic Jameson about science fictional
future histories: that they are meant “not to give us ‘images’ of the future” that we as

Two more recent exceptions to this claim are Andrew Milner’s Locating Science
Fiction (2012) and Paul March-Russell’s Modernism and Science Fiction (2015).
Milner’s discussion of the relationship between the words “Modernism, Modernity, and
Science Fiction” provides a brief history of the major debates before concluding that “SF
is neither realist nor modernist, but rather an entirely distinct third term” (30).
118
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See Paul Saint-Amour’s account of “Weak Modernism” in Tense Future (37-43).
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readers are meant to materialize “but rather to defamiliarize and restructure our
experience of our own present” (Archaeologies 286). Jameson’s larger point is that
science fiction is a way to “dramatize our incapacity to imagine the future” and access the
present that always eludes us (288-89). Much of Wells’s science fiction certainly
performed this function. The Time Machine is a classic example: it delivers a trenchant
criticism of late Victorian class struggle through its depiction of two distinct races, one
living below and the other above ground. But when reading the anticipatory writing of
Wells today, as I show in this chapter, the dominant sensation is less a more-developed
understanding of his own era than the consistent sense of reading about our own. In many
ways Wells’s writing more closely resembles the intellectual tenor of our time than it
does his immediate successors. By midcentury, plenty of science fiction was concerned
with environmental issues, and science fiction has long acted as an essential site for
imagining a radically different future.120 But Wells is more than an early exemplar of
ecological science fiction—he anticipates the Anthropocene, a concept that thrives on its
own radical newness. For this reason, the stakes of these different perceptions of the
temporality of Wells’s science fiction are high, for they force us to evaluate critically any
narrative of the Anthropocene that views the reflexivity, scientific or technological
discovery, or species-decentering moves it makes possible as game-changing. His fiction
has more currency today precisely because his knowledge of ecology and climate science
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The collection Green Planets: Ecology and Science Fiction, edited by Gerry Canavan
and Kim Stanley Robinson, comprehensively demonstrates science fiction’s long and rich
engagement with environmental thinking. See especially Canavan’s supplement, “Of
Further Interest” (261-79).
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is rudimentary or even mistaken, for his emphasis on management and his hopefulness
about humanity’s capacity for sustainable, positive progress more closely resembles
dominant forms of Anthropocene thinking than it does mid- and late-twentieth-century
forms of environmentalism.

Climate Change and Evolution in the Early Wells
Two themes dominate Wells’s early fiction and nonfiction: the vulnerability of
the human species within geological time and its capacity to consciously guide its
evolution. Each theme needs the other: the call to take charge becomes imperative
considering the possibility of extinction. Both emerge from Wells’s training as a biologist
under T. H. Huxley, and they evince the significant role he played in the fervent and
uncertain period in the biological sciences between the publication of The Origin of the
Species and the modern evolutionary synthesis in the early-twentieth-century. Wells was
trained as a scientist. Few if any writers of his era can claim a deeper familiarity with
scientific knowledge and methods than Wells. As Roslynn Haynes, the author of the most
sustained study of Wells’s scientific training and credentials, notes: “Wells was one of
the first professional writers of fiction to have had a formal scientific education and the
first for whom the role of science in society was a primary question” (1). In Wells’s early
writings, his scientific training is reflected through his discussions of geological and
evolutionary time with an attendant focus on extinction, climate change, and the
smallness of individual human lives in relation to vast timescales. What differentiates
Wells’s pre-1900 work from what came after it—his most enduring works were all
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published before the turn of the century—is the tension that exists between the two
themes of vulnerability and mastery. Wells hastens to resolve or ignore this tension in
most his twentieth-century writing, advancing a narrative of mastery and progress more
often than not; in that sense his earlier works provide a foil for what comes later. Yet
even though the ecologically-minded Wells does not begin to fully emerge until the
1920s, the first decade of his career was steeped in the life sciences, and Wells and
ecology emerged simultaneously from the same post-Darwinian roots.121
The reviews and essays that Wells wrote during the 1880s and 1890s demonstrate
the intense interest of that time in the findings and implications of Darwinian and
Larmarkian science, particularly as their theories relate to the survival and evolution of
the human species. Before and during this portion of his early career, as he turned toward
fiction and eventually achieved success with the publication of The Time Machine, Wells
made his living as a journalist and teacher. (He would continually play these roles for a
wider reading public for the remainder of his life). For Wells, the primary finding of
evolutionary theory is what the editors of his collection of scientific writings call a

Much of Wells’s early science writing wades into the debates about heredity, inherited
traits, and genetics that dominated biology heading into the twentieth-century, as
Lamarckian and Darwinian ideas about natural selection warred with theories of
orthogenesis, or progressive evolution, that were inspired by the more teleological strands
of vitalism. Wells, for example, was initially skeptical of August Weismann’s antiLamarckian “germ-plasm” theory, but then came around to agreeing with Weismann that
traits and characteristics could not be inherited. In 1942, Julian Huxley wrote of the
“eclipse of Darwinism” in his book Evolution: The Modern Synthesis, describing how
belief in natural selection waned in the first two decades of the twentieth century leading
up to the “modern synthesis” between Darwinian natural selection and Mendelian
genetics between, roughly, 1915-30. Ecologists like Eugene Warming and Tansley, not to
mention Huxley himself, both participated in these debates and eventually provided
material useful to the modern synthesis.
121
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“repudiation of anthropocentricity,” an argument against human exceptionalism in favor
of a wide-angle view (15). Evolutionary theory proves, Wells points out, that humanity is
only one recently arrived species, and although it may now be the planet’s dominant
species, a look at the geological past establishes its precarity. Wells makes this argument
most compellingly in an 1893 essay, “On Extinction,” published in the popular audience
periodical Chamber’s Journal. In this short piece, Wells portrays extinction as a
“tragedy,” like those of Shakespeare, Sophocles, and Ibsen, played out in the hallways of
the natural history museum. After a description of extinct species of dinosaurs and a
reminder that museums are filled with inscrutable fossils that reveal nothing, the essay
turns on a reminder that the same forces are at play in the modern world and are in fact
accelerating: “In the last hundred years the swift change of condition throughout the
world, due to the invention of new means of transit, geographical discovery, and the
consequent ‘swarming’ of the whole globe by civilized men, has pushed many an animal
to the very verge of destruction” (170). The two examples Wells provides in his account
of what we now recognize as the Sixth Extinction, the dodo and the bison, are both
instances of human-caused extermination in the age of exploration and its acceleration in
the age of empire.122 By naming the expansion of global, industrialized human
civilization as the cause of these extinctions, Wells heralds one dominant thread in the
narrative of the Anthropocene (extinction) and (rightly, as contemporary science shows)
ties it directly to human activity. But for Wells, the more important lesson to be taken
from the fossil past is the possibility that humanity will one day find itself in the position
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For the “Sixth Extinction” and its history see Kolbert 4-22.
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of the last bison who looks forlornly at the empty plains, facing its own death and the
extinction of its species. Wells explicitly ties this narrative to “last man” stories like Mary
Shelley’s, reminding his readers that even if the possibility now seems remote at a
moment when the “earth is warm with men,” a cursory understanding of the geological
past proves its probability (172).
Wells’s description of the earth as being “warm with men” makes a resonant and
metaphorical point, not a literal one, but climate change and evolutionary adjustments to
it form a common theme in Wells’s early science writing and his first works of fiction.
The geological record links eras of climatic change to eras of species extinction, a fact
that Wells makes repeatedly in his science journalism and interprets, per the science of
his day, as indicating that dominant species are continually replaced. When Wells writes
in his essay “The Rate of Change in Species” that dominant species have “purchased the
lordship of the present at the price of the remote future” and that the “dominant animal
spends its inheritance in reigning,” he uses metaphors commonly ascribed to humankind
in its mastery over nature, but in a sense that troubles the narratives that accompany them
(131). Humanity’s biological inability to quickly respond to climatic changes represents a
real threat, one that Wells will return to throughout his career when imploring humanity
to sustainably guide its evolution:
Man, for instance, is indisputably lord of the world as it is, and especially
of the temperate zone; but, face to face with the advance of a fresh glacial
epoch, or a sudden accession of terrestrial temperature, or the addition of
some new constituent to the atmosphere, or a new and more deadly
disease bacillus, he would remain obstinately man, with the instincts,
proclivities, weaknesses, and possibilities that he has now. His individual
adaptability and the subtlety of his contrivance are no doubt great, but his
capacity for change as a species is, compared with that of a harvest mouse
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or a green-fly, infinitesimal. […] No doubt man is lord of the whole earth
of to-day, but the lordship of the future is another matter (131)
Wells insists on the necessity of thinking of humanity not as a civilization, or a race, or
even as a rational or spiritual animal, but as a species. Nearly always accompanying this
point is another: just as other species have disappeared, so can humanity, and indeed it
will if the climate earth’s climate changes too quickly. Wells envisions such rapid
changes as coming in the form of “an increase in humidity, say, or a change in the
composition of the air effected speedily—say in a hundred years or so” (130) and
observes from a biological perspective the human species is ill prepared to adapt.
Ultimately, Wells commonly combines these two points, climatic change and species
adaptation, to land a one-two punch on anthropocentrism and human complacency.
When climate change appears in Wells’s early work, it is assigned a cosmic
cause: it is something that happens to humanity, not something humanity does to itself.
Wells explores climate change as a fictional theme in two of his pre-1900 works, The
Time Machine (1895) and his short-story “The Star” (1897), and in both works, climate
change—more specifically, global warming—is ascribed to a cosmic cause and signifies
the insignificance of humanity in the vast space of the solar system. Wells’s efforts to
dethrone humanity from its place as the only life-form in the solar system is, of course,
the story of The War of the Worlds, a work that humbles humans by comparing them to
insects and, per Christina Alt, “expresses a distinctly fin de siècle, evolution-induced,
anxiety about the future of human dominance, the power of technology, and the longterm survival of the species and the planet” (“Extinction” 30). But if that book
emphasizes the threatening aspects of the humanity-as-species idea from Wells’s early
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scientific thinking, The Time Machine portrays a human species that has, as the Time
Traveler sees it, long ago subjugated Nature and “used all its abundant vitality to alter the
conditions under which it lived” (31). The above-ground landscape through which the
Time Traveler romps is a pastoral garden, its fecundity arising in part from a warmer
climate. (The climate has warmed because the now hotter sun has engulfed a nearby
planet, thereby first warming up before it then cools over hundreds of thousands of years
toward the book’s end).123 Thus throughout The Time Machine, amplified in its final
sections, Wells makes climate change a central aspect of the future and explores
humanity’s efforts to adapt.
While The Time Machine and its genre-bending form deserves more critical
attention in light of the scale-shifting necessitated by the Anthropocene, the short story
Wells published two years later, “The Star,” better encapsulates the arguments Wells
makes in his science writing and represents the multiple ways he treated climate change
and species extinction in his early-career fiction.124 As in The Time Machine, the cause of
the changes to the earth’s climate in “The Star” is an interplanetary collision, in this case
between Neptune and a planet that arrives from outside the solar system. The star causes
massive tidal waves and earthquakes as it passes the earth, killing millions and engulfing
cities, eventually moving the sun closer, leaving earth warmer than it was before. “The
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The Time Machine is a thematization of the heat death of the sun, a long-range
counterpoint to the progressive implications of evolutionary theory that fascinated late
Victorian scientists and inspired a host of literary reactions. For more on the death of the
sun in late Victorian science, culture, and literature, see Gillian Beer’s Open Fields (219241) and MacDuffie (66-86).
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For a reading of The Time Machine as an “Anthropocene romance,” see Rosenberg.
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Star” is primarily a parable of scientific foresight and the general public’s indifferent
response to it, and its only individual character is a “master mathematician” who
correctly predicts the devastation that will accompany the star’s arrival. His prophecy is
dismissed as “self-advertisement” by a public holding to “common sense” in the face of
an unprecedented, and therefore unimaginable, disaster (687). When the star does near
the earth and cause the seas to rise and snow-caps to melt, Wells emphasizes the global
impact of the disaster, narrating its devastation from an elevated viewpoint and
describing its impact on locations—Argentina, China, Java, Tibet, India, America,
Manitoba, Greenland—purposefully chosen to capture its range. Strikingly, it is only
when describing the milder impacts of the star (frosts and thaws) and how it is perceived
by a scientific viewpoint that Wells notes its effect on England and Europe; the scenes of
devastation are set in colonies, in the East, and at the poles. In this way, “The Star”
registers both Wells’s imagination for cataclysmic climate change and his limitations; by
restricting its worst effects to colonial others and distant places, Wells forecasts another
troubling aspect of anthropogenic climate change—its uneven effects on developing
countries and the poles. However, in the story’s final paragraph, Wells undermines the
story’s imperialism by switching its viewpoint to that of “Martian astronomers” who
remark how little the earth has changed—only melted icecaps—and consider the damage
it could have done if it hit the earth rather than nearly missed. Scaling back the story’s
perspective “shows how small the vastest of human catastrophes may seem, at a distance
of a few million miles” and decenters even the earth’s metropolises, reminding its readers
of the astronomical size of the solar system and humanity’s smallness (691). All told,
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“The Star” gathers into a tight space the dominant concerns of Wells’s science writing,
the anti-anthropocentricity of The War of the Worlds, and the solar cause of climate
change in The Time Machine in order to de-emphasize the uniqueness of the human
species by contextualizing it within vast spatial and temporal scales.

Discovering the Future, Managing the Earth: Wells’s Utopian Vision
In the years immediately following the publication of these works of fiction,
Wells began to shift his emphasis toward finding new ways to imagine the future as a
means of counter-balancing his message about the fragility of the human species.
Anticipations (1901) marks the onset of Wells’s career as a writer of popular nonfiction
and his ever-under-revision speculations about the future. Wells’s turn toward the future,
brought about in part by the onset of a new century, has its roots in his science journalism
of the previous decade, particularly in the way Wells’s thoughts about the future lean on
T.H. Huxley’s belief in guided, ethical evolution, as described in Huxley’s 1893 lecture
“Evolution and Ethics,” and the necessity of creating an “artificial world within the
cosmos” that will preserve humanity from decimating cosmic forces (Huxley 11).
Huxley’s lecture calls for humanity to command and control nonhuman nature, finding in
the evolutionary past both a narrative of the struggle for survival and one of progress into
future. Concluding his lecture, Huxley summarizes his position, one that Wells would
make it his life project to realize: “I see no limit to the extent to which intelligence and
will, guided by sound principles of investigation, and organized in common effort, may
modify the conditions of existence, for a period longer than that now covered by history.
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And much may be done to change the nature of man himself” (11). This passage
encapsulates the dominant project of Wells’s twentieth-century oeuvre; further, it helps to
explain why Wells soon turned toward writing utopian novels and why he found the
newly emerging findings of the discipline of ecology so appealing. For Wells’s project
finds its kernel in Huxley’s optimism about the long-term future of humanity that forms a
mirror opposite of its evolutionary and geological past. The two tools Huxley suggests
can ensure this future, the work of science (sound principles of investigation) and politics
(organized in common effort), become Wells’s guidelines and the result, modifying
humanity’s conditions and its very nature, become his goal.
Wells grounds his method of anticipation firmly in the present, claiming that he is
extrapolating from current trends and that realist fiction is not up to that task. On the
opening page of Anticipations, Wells explains why he is pursuing this line of inquiry by
writing his first full-length work of nonfiction, rather than writing about a fictional
version of the future, by arguing that “the very form of fiction carries with it something
of disavowal” because its form is “concrete and definite” and “permits of no open
alternatives” (2). Having tried to write a fictional future utopia with When the Sleeper
Wakes (1899), a story in the tradition of Bellamy’s Looking Backward 2000-1887 (1888)
and Morris’s News from Nowhere (1890), Wells had found that form limiting and
therefore aimed to create a style of prophecy that would be more scientific and more
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general.125 What Wells is observing here is similar to a point made by Frederic Jameson
about the typical form of science fiction set in the future: these works are too
representational; they “go about their business with the full baggage, and paraphernalia of
conventional realism” with the difference that the setting and actions are “the merely
possible or conceivable ones of a near or far future” (Archaeologies 286). Wells is
unwilling to write this sort of fiction, and he chooses a form better suited to his needs. In
part because the sales figures for Anticipations were so high, Wells sought to solidify his
commitment to this new role he had carved out for himself by delivering a lecture at the
Royal Institution in London in 1902, called “The Discovery of the Future,” that further
developed the method and approach he began in Anticipations. In this lecture, Wells
continues Huxley’s line of thought by taking inspiration from scientific modes of
inference and by insisting on the necessity of collaborative effort. Wells then amplifies
Huxley by using geology as his model and claiming that just as nineteenth-century
scientists discovered the past through induction and evidence, the twentieth-century must
use the same method to discover the future:
by seeking for operating causes instead of for fossils, and by criticising
them as persistently and thoroughly as the geological record has been
criticised, it may be possible to throw a searchlight of inference forward
instead of backward, and to attain to a knowledge of coming things as
clear, as universally convincing, and infinitely more important to mankind
than the clear vision of the past that geology has opened to us during the
nineteenth-century (32).

This aspect of Wells’s dissatisfaction with When the Sleeper Wakes helps to explain
why he rewrote it a decade later as The Sleeper Awakens (1910), after he had worked
through his philosophy of the future and his ideas about utopian more carefully during the
century’s first decade.
125
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This attitude marks a remarkable and significant shift in Wells’s thinking, arising as a
direct contrast to his late-nineteenth-century writing: he moves from emphasizing
humanity’s fragility in the face of natural and cosmic forces into an attitude that seeks to
harness this knowledge and use it to ensure human survival and development. At the
close of his lecture, Wells’s optimism about the success of this approach and the results
of casting a “searchlight of inference” forward is literally boundless, as he imagines the
eventual arrival of “beings who are now latent in our thoughts and hidden in our loins,
shall stand upon this earth as one stands upon a footstool, and shall laugh and reach out
their hands amid the stars” (61). Just as the cosmic, stellar perspective checked
humanity’s dominance in works of fiction Wells wrote just five years earlier, here it
serves as an instance of Wells’s tendency toward unbridled optimism about humanity’s
future.
Putting the dramatic flourish of this conclusion in context is Wells’s insistence
that the steps toward achieving it are demanding and that, most importantly, any utopian
version of the future necessitates intelligent planning, cooperation on a global scale, and a
constant drive toward improvement. The scale of the Wellsian vision of the future is
always global and always dynamic, as two of his most significant utopian fictions, A
Modern Utopia (1905) and Men Like Gods (1923), illustrate. These two novels represent
the earliest points of intersection between Wells and ecology and make legible the shared
concerns between Wellsian utopia and ecology’s philosophical underpinnings. For these
two utopian books are driven by a desire, characteristic of early ecology, to understand
how energy flows through natural systems so that it can be better understood, managed,
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and extracted. Further, Wells’s utopias offer a compelling example through which to
think about how the concept of “energy,” so important to early ecology, slides between
two meanings: first, descriptions of natural resources like oil, coal, and water, and
second, the vitality and collective effort of the human species in its struggle to survive
and develop. The key to revealing the link between these two meanings, and between
Wells’s fiction and early ecology, is the system of “energy economics” that Wells
introduces in A Modern Utopia and develops throughout his career, culminating in The
Shape of Things to Come.
Wells’s utopia demands an ever-advancing movement toward an even better
future, one long distant, and a global outlook. A Modern Utopia opens by framing itself
as “modern” in the sense that it is post-Darwin and therefore “must be not static but
kinetic … a hopeful stage leading to a long ascent of stages” (11). In the words of Simon
James, “Wells’s vision of utopia, like Darwin’s of Nature, is holistic: Wells is imagining
not an enclave, but a universe” (128). Wells understands that the arrival of the airplane
and the promise of worldwide networks of communication means that “[n]o less than a
planet will serve the purpose of the modern Utopia” (15). The planetary scale of the
modern utopia extends to its demands upon its people and their efforts to control the
natural world and resist the cosmic forces Wells dramatized in his early fiction. The
material with which Wells’s utopians work is nature itself, and the project that extends
long into the future is the total subjugation of nature to human ends, across the globe.
Central to A Modern Utopia is its “Utopian World State” that acts “as the sole
landowner of the earth” and represents the species (65). Wells worked through his
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concept of the World State continually, beginning with Anticipations, but it is first fully
fleshed out in A Modern Utopia. Critical to its function is an economic system based on
an energy unit of currency. Wells offers a “utopian economics” distinct from competing
utopian societies envisioned by More and Bellamy. Even a utopian society needs a
currency, Wells argues: the problem is to pick the right standard to base it on. Wells
proposes that “force” (rather than, say, gold) will be that substance, with units of energy
as the measurement. In this economic system “all natural sources of force, and indeed
strictly all natural products—coal, water-power, and the like—are inalienably invested in
the local authorities” which then distribute energy (generated from water, fuel, wind, tide
“or whatever other natural force is available”) in the form of electricity to both local
public works, as a subsidy to the larger “World-State,” and as a commodity to local
industry (58). The result is a lot of bookkeeping, with units of physical energy as the
standard. Two things are worth noticing here. First, Wells considers what we would now
call renewable forms of energy (water and wind) as equivalent in importance to fossil
fuels, a fact that reflects its time and serves as a reminder that the history of fossil fuel
use could have unfolded very differently. The second is that the economy itself is not
highly centralized, as it will be in later Wellsian utopias, even if there is a ruling
government with elite “samurai” as its leaders. The role of the World-State is to ensure
that enough energy is distributed so that individuals can be industrious. Elsewhere Wells
says that the “undying organism of the World-State” must provide for “initiative” and
thereby “makes a new experiment for the direction of the life force” (64-65). Relying on
vitalist and organicist language, Wells argues that natural resources and the energy they
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provide are best directed to the purposes of human ingenuity. Much of this energy will be
used to power machines, which continually reduce the necessity of physical labor (human
energy), thereby freeing the Modern Utopia’s citizens to channel their internal energy
elsewhere, specifically toward the perfection of their social system. In short, what
Wells’s World State most clearly resembles is a governing-body of the human species,
controlling the global flow of energy, becoming so fully integrated into this economy that
its distribution of energy is figured as natural:
The energy developed and the employment afforded by the State will
descend like water that the sun has sucked out of the sea to pour upon a
mountain range … Between the clouds and the sea it will run, as a river
system runs, down through a great region of individual enterprise and
interplay, whose freedom it will sustain. (66).
With this remarkable metaphor, Wells blends together the natural and the economic,
describing a state of energetics made possible by the coherence of the human species into
a single unit, the World State, that relies upon both a fantasy of continual growth and
development and an argument in favor of sustainable management.
Historically speaking, and forming an important point of intersection with each of
this project’s authors (Forster especially), Wells comes down hard in favor of
industrialization and against the back to the land socialist politics of the century’s first
decade. His stance is made clear when he pillories back to the landers through a
caricature: a slow-living, healthy-eating vagrant who travels across utopia delivering
lectures on “The Need to Return to Nature” and “Simple Foods and Simple Ways” (84).
An obvious reference to the back to the land movement, this figure also closely resembles
Edward Carpenter, the sandal-wearing advocate of the simple life who inspired Forster’s
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Maurice. In Wells’s kinetic utopia, this “voice of nature” is tolerated, but he represents
the opposite of the Modern Utopia’s best “type” because his nostalgia invokes a
backward glance rather than a forward (and therefore progressive) march and because he
believes nature should be left alone. That idea is heresy in Wells’s utopia, which is
defined by its belief that it is by resisting nature and mastering it that its citizens exercise
their will and energy. When the character talks of “the overmanagement of the world,” he
introduces an idea with no place in Wells’s utopian vision (85).
Wells escalates this philosophy of nature in Men Like Gods (1923), thereby
making his complete break from the nineteenth-century version of himself clear. Men
Like Gods comprehensively anticipates the ecological thinking of The Science of Life and
his more explicitly ecological utopia of the 1930s, The Shape of Things to Come. Men
Like Gods tells the story of a group of Londoners who travel to another dimension into a
utopian society described as being roughly three thousand years ahead of modern
England in terms of its scientific and social development.126 These utopians speak in
grand terms about their success in exploring the entire globe, extracting new resources,
and reaping the benefits of scientific discoveries that enable them to control nature: “to
know it and comprehend it and master it” (81). The utopians demonstrate their control by
revealing how they have banished thousands of species, condemning them as harmful
after conducting a comprehensive review of each species’ benefits, relationships to each
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In Men Like Gods, Wells uses this long timeline as his method of differentiating his
utopian society from his contemporary one; in A Modern Utopia, an equally implausible
conceit moves the visitors to another earth, elsewhere in the galaxy. Men Like Gods is
more explicitly futuristic than A Modern Utopia, and therefore implies a different
narrative of human development.
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other, and potential to be improved or tamed. In their decision-making, they continually
wonder “what else would go if a certain species went” and use rudimentary forms of
ecological thinking, specifically animal ecology and the ideas that Charles Elton would
develop into the concept of the “food chain,” to make decisions (73). Beyond their
extermination projects, the utopians also improve plant and animal species through
artificial selection, breeding vegetarian brown bears and saving elephants and giraffes
from extinction. When their visitors object to this “overmangement,” the utopian hosts
accuse them of ignoring the fact that they too—that is, on twentieth-century earth—have
the power to “control the universe,” not remain content to believe it is being managed by
someone or something else (whether God or evolution). Rather than leaving nature alone,
the utopians implore the earthlings to “Take hold” of it and manage it effectively (81). In
the pages where the utopians chide their earthly visitors for their belief in a mystical
“Balance of Nature” or “our Mother Nature,” Wells deliberately distances himself from
his earlier views about nature’s “cosmic forces” and the threat of evolution, labeling it as
a nineteenth-century idea by having an earthling named “Freddy Mush” reference
Tennyson’s “red in tooth and claw” (82). These utopians instead call Nature “this old
Hag, our Mother,” whom they now dominate; they have, “after centuries of struggle,
suppressed her nastier fancies, and washed her and combed her and taught her to respect
and heed” them (82). As such, Men Like Gods extends the arguments about nature and
energy presented in A Modern Utopia, celebrates the possibilities of a future three
millennia distant, and acts as a turning point between Wells’s earlier, Darwinianenriched, scientific romances and the world-spanning future history of The Shape of
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Things to Come, ultimately offering a rosy account of humanity’s capacity for
environmental control.
Reading Men Like Gods inspired the British ecologist Julian Huxley to
collaborate with Wells on The Science of Life five years later. Comparing Julian Huxley’s
review of Men Like Gods, published in Nature, to the work by his grandfather, T. H.
Huxley, that inspired the young Wells, is an illuminating exercise that reflects the role
played by literature in the transmission and development of scientific thinking. A strand
that runs from T. H. Huxley to Wells to Julian Huxley is an emphasis on controlling life
itself, with T.H. Huxley and the young Wells hoping to preserve humanity from
extinction and Julian Huxley and the older Wells confident that the human species can be
not only sustained but improved. In his review, titled “Biology in Utopia,” Julian Huxley
is understandably enthralled by the passages in Men Life Gods describing “a purging of
the organic world” and finds himself impressed by Wells’s command of contemporary
science and his capacity to imagine its implications; Huxley specifically notes that the
“triumphs of parasitology and the rise of ecology have set [Wells] thinking” and
recommends a syllabus of recent ecological science and modern psychology that would
enrich the mind of a scientifically inclined reader (71). The truly new idea that Wells
captures in his utopian book, Huxley argues, is “the idea that man is master in his own
house of Earth” and must accept this responsibility (72). Huxley’s review illustrates the
currency of Wells’s fictional ideas, the appeal of his philosophy of nature, and the shift in
ecological and evolutionary thinking evident both in Wells’s writing, and in the life
sciences more broadly, in the first two decades of the twentieth-century. Inspired, in part,
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by the “rise of ecology” and its possible contributions to the management of the earth,
Wells would soon embark on a monstrosity of a book, one that would announce these
new findings to a wide audience, offer Huxley a megaphone (and an editor), and attest to
the ways the Wellsian project of discovering the future and the new science of ecology
shared a similar goal.

The Science of Life, Early Ecology, and “Ecomodernism”
Reading the chapter “The Ecological Outlook” in The Science of Life today is an
eye-popping experience.127 In the span of five pages, Wells and his co-authors rifle
through a remarkable array of now-familiar environmentalist talking points: the
accelerating pace of technological change and its impact on the environment, species
extinction caused by human activity, the problems inherent in a system of economic
growth dependent on carbon addiction and chemical fertilizers, humanity’s tendency to
think only of current efficiency and profit, ignoring later generations, the creation
dangerous flooding conditions through deforestation and the possibilities offered by
alternative forms of energy—mentioning ethanol, hydropower, solar and wind energy. So
how did Wells, Julian Huxley, and G.P. Wells so presciently understand and foresee the
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At nearly 1500 pages, The Science of Life is not a book that has attracted much
attention from literary critics. To my knowledge, my analysis of the book joins that of
Peder Anker’s in Imperial Ecology and Angus Fletcher’s essay “Another Literary
Darwinism” as the only sustained readings of it. When book-length studies of Wells
attend to the work, the story of its composition and records of its sales take center stage;
the text itself is rarely read (see Smith 261-67 and Ross 22-26). W.M.S. Rusell’s short
essay on “H.G. Wells and Ecology” tells the story of the book’s composition and argues
that Huxley was incorrect to say, in his biography, that Wells knew little of ecology
before they began writing.
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outline of the Anthropocene over eighty years ago? The answer to this question, I believe,
is that the book combines the scientific knowledge of Huxley and the two Wellses (father
and son), specifically Huxley’s intimate knowledge of early ecological thinking, with
H.G. Wells’s career-long fascination with future forecasting. By itself, early ecology
strove to be a strictly scientific discipline obsessed with better understanding of the
natural world and humanity’s place in it. But what Wells perceived in ecology was
additional ammunition for the blasts he fired for the better part of his life: a utopian call
for humanity to collectively and purposefully guide its evolution.
The Science of Life was Wells’s continuation of his efforts to write what his
biographer David C. Smith calls “textbooks for the world” (245), and formed the second
part of a trilogy that began with The Outline of History and concluded with The Work,
Wealth, and Happiness of Mankind (1932). The authors summarize the aim of their book
on the first page by suggesting that it is a sequel to The Outline of History, which ended
with an account of human history in which “at last man was revealed, becoming creative,
becoming conscious of the possibility of controlling his destiny” (1). The Science of Life
offers to its readers the knowledge needed to consciously control their future; as such, it
often adopts a future historical point of view, as in “The Ecological Outlook.” The book
became possible, and was perceived by Wells to be so urgently necessary, because of the
radical changes in the field of life science in the early-twentieth-century. The history of
ecology, as the textbook’s authors and subsequent historians of the term explain, traces
back to Ernst Haeckel’s coinage of the term as Ökologie in 1866 to describe the
relationship between individual organisms and their environment; the term itself, by
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combining two Greek words, “house” and “study,” therefore contains within it a tension
between scientific study for the sake of knowledge and for the sake of management or
control.128 Ecology had launched as a subfield of botany, but within three decades it cast
itself as a meta-discipline capable of synthesizing all the life sciences. Wells and Julian
Huxley both played a significant role in ecology’s expansion and popularization in the
1920s. The textbook was composed primarily by Huxley and G.P. Wells, with H.G.
Wells acting as taskmaster, editor, and reviser, responsible for its shape and narrative.
In many ways, The Science of Life encapsulates the connections between
scientists and literary writers and tropes that I have been tracing in this dissertation, and it
serves as a meeting place for many of the figures who have appeared in earlier chapters.
Virginia Woolf read The Science of Life in 1932, and reports having made it 370 pages
into volume 2—not quite to the ecology section, but deep into the book.129 Ellsworth
Huntington, the American geographer whose ideas about climate and civilization connect
to Forster’s A Passage to India, appears in “The Science of Ecology” section during a
discussion about climate changes. Here the authors give an example, “from ourselves”:
the “optimum geographical zone for white men,” which is “moderate temperature,
moderate rainfall, moderate sunshine, and changeable weather” not “extremes” (1003).
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While the histories of ecology found in books by Donald Worster, Anna Bramwell,
Peder Anker, and Dana Phillips inform my reading of The Science of Life, I largely limit
my account of the term to the textbook itself, which takes great care to explain it.
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See D4: 68-69. Woolf and Wells met socially many times in the late 1920s, in part
because Wells and Leonard Woolf were collaborating on work pertaining to the League
of Nations. Elsewhere in her diary, Woolf is reading The Work, Wealth, and Happiness of
Mankind (D4: 75) and, “with interest & distaste,” Experiment in Autobiography (D4:
262).
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Huntington’s work was a major influence on Charles Elton’s theories about population
ecology and the impact of climate and environment upon the health and happiness of
people. Underwriting these ideas was an interest in the vitality of the earth and, in the
scientific literature, an argument with the modern vitalism of Bergson and others—
thereby forming a clear connection to the concerns of Joyce’s reaction to the Irish revival
and the inspiration for his aesthetics. And Arthur Tansley, unsurprisingly, appears
frequently as recommended further reading in The Science of Life, and the debate that
defined his career, about how diverse environments cohere into wholes, occupies the
authors considerably. The textbook’s preferred term is “life-community,” another early
name for what Tansley would call ecosystems, and the authors make a point to insist that
even if they “develop and evolve as wholes” and can be considered “super-units of life” it
is not appropriate to call a life-community an “organism” (967-73). Here the textbook
wades into the debate and terminology and form that was the subject of my previous
chapter.
But the most revealing contribution that The Science of Life makes to these
conversations is the decidedly literary language and metaphors that it uses to describe
ecological concepts. To explain the working of a life-community, the authors imagine it
as a “life-drama” that is “stereotyped in plot and construction, with the same main rôles
to fill wherever it is played” (972), thereby reflecting ecological thinking’s common
reliance on formal, even literary, concepts—a point driven home by early ecology’s
devotion to the idea of the “climax” of this life-drama. The book often relies on a
storytelling device that more than any other aspect demands to be read as Wells’s
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individual contribution: the daily life of a “Mr. Everyman,” which from his introduction
on the first page of Book One grounds the detailed scientific descriptions and
explanations within recognizable scenarios, thereby insisting on discussing humans as
products of their biological make-up and as powerfully molded by their environment. Mr.
Everyman’s hunger for breakfast is “his machinery demanding fuel” (25) and his house
in the suburbs is a habitat in which “the whole assemblage of lives is biologically
entwined” that “forms an interlocking whole” (823). Even apart from the passages that
feature this storytelling device, the textbook is surprisingly literary in its language and its
approach. Wells and Huxley decided to base the style of the book on the writing of
“Dickens, Meredith, T. H. Huxley, Darwin” and consistently break from the form of
information-conveying science writing to reflect on both the implications of these
findings and the reaction of the authors to them.130
The textbook’s study of “the science of vital interconnexions which is called
Ecology” (829) emerges from its plan to educate its readers about their link to their
environment. But the book is equally willing to invite the reader into current debates in
the life-sciences and their significance through its counter-point to the philosophy of
vitalism and a Bergsonian élan vital. Early ecology was profoundly shaped by debates
between vitalist, holist, and mechanical explanations of evolution that accounted for the

Julian Huxley reports on this decision in his book Memories (65). Even Huxley’s
composition of the book is intricately entwined with modernist literary history; he wrote
much of the book during the winter of 1927, in a chalet in the Swiss Alps that he shared
with his brother Aldous and their wives Juliette and Maria. D.H. Lawrence and his wife
Frieda were living nearby, and while Juliette typed Julian’s script, Maria was typing out
Lady Chatterley’s Lover for D.H. Lawrence (160).
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connections between organisms and the whole.131 The Science of Life stands on the side
of mechanism, dismissing Bergson’s account of a purposeful, creative “Life Force” (and
its popularization by G.B. Shaw) as “not a scientific explanation” (639). But even though
the authors are contemptuous of the notion of a purposeful Life Force with its own
agency, they continually rely on language that imagines the environment in terms of
energy flows and argue, adopting the viewpoint that Wells and Huxley shared, that
evolution “has at least the possibility of becoming purposeful, because man is the first
product of Evolution who has the capacity for long-range purpose, the first to be capable
of controlling evolutionary destiny” (642). With these words that sound very much like a
theory of creative evolution, the authors double-down on their argument that humanity
can and must take charge of its future by arresting control of the energy that flows
through nature.
The Science of Life never resolves the tension between the purely scientific and
managerial aspects of ecology, but its focus consistently turns toward the latter. Its means
of engaging then-cutting-edge research demonstrates how deeply ecological science was
embedded within social norms and expectations, and how ecology in turn is used to
reinforce two of Wells’s favorite arguments: against overpopulation and toward utopia.
The textbook borrows heavily from and copiously cites the work of the ecologist Charles
Elton, a colleague of Huxley’s who reviewed the ecology chapter and had recently
published Animal Ecology (1927). Elton’s book is responsible for the famous image of

For more on these debates, see this dissertation’s third chapter, Bramwell 39-63, and
Anker 118-155.
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lemmings crowding one another over a cliff, a piece of folklore that Elton absorbed
without question, never observing it for himself, likely because it appealed to his own
scientific interest in population control and “captured the social image and destiny of his
own generation,” where thousands of young British men had marched off to war and
early death (Anker 97-98). The section on “Storms of Breeding and Death” closes with
one of the least palatable sentences in The Science of Life: “Unrestrained breeding, for
man and animals alike, whether they are mice, lemmings, locusts, Italians, Hindoos, or
Chinamen, is biologically a thoroughly evil thing” (1011). Wells, of course, consistently
exhibits deep anxieties about overpopulation, which often results in one of the most
Wellsian of themes, what John Carey memorably calls “H.G. Wells Getting Rid of
People” (118-34). A counterpoint to the fear of overpopulation is the idea of the “climax
community,” a pervasive concept in early ecology, in The Science of Life as elsewhere
figured as an end-goal of ecological succession in which ecological communities become
more and more efficient. Applying the concept to the human community, the authors
wonder if man “will make a mess of things and fail, or will succeed and hold on from
climax to climax. If he fails the forest will return” (989). With this one line at the end of a
section, reminiscent of Richard Jeffries post-apocalyptic tale After London (1885), the
authors briefly reveal their fears about the future while reaffirming their belief, dominant
throughout the book, that humanity will indeed be able to not only hang on but push their
environment toward an increasingly climactic state.
With this context in mind, the true significance and currency of the section “The
Ecological Outlook” comes into focus. Wells and his co-authors, having spent over sixty
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pages educating readers about ecology, are ready to make some suggestions about how
that knowledge can be used. The key to the section is its focus on what the authors call
“man’s general problem” and how ecology can solve it:
to make the vital circulation of matter and energy as swift, efficient, and
wasteless as it can be made; and, since we are first and foremost a
continuing race, to see that we are not achieving an immediate efficiency
at the expense of later generations. […] At last [man’s] difficulties are
driving him back to first principles. In the last couple of centuries he has
accelerated the circulation of matter—from raw materials to food and tools
and luxuries and back to raw matter again—to an unprecedented speed.
But he has done it by drawing on reserves of capital. He is using up the
bottled sunshine of coal thousands of times more quickly than Nature
succeeds in storing it (1029)
With some edits for style, this passage could easily pass as being written by an American
environmentalist. Voicing key concern raised by the Anthropocene—development via
fossil fuels without regard for the effect on future populations—The Science of Life looks
toward a future of energy scarcity. The authors’ call to action is equally familiar when
they argue that humanity’s “chief need to-day is to look ahead … as one community, one
a world-wide basis; and as a species, on a continuing basis,” thereby quilting together
Anthropocene discourse’s focus on global scale and on humanity as species (1030). And
if the book’s emphasis on future generations, its cosmopolitan politics, and its bullishness
on alternative energy strike contemporary readers as familiar and even satisfying, its
extension of the point—humanity “must plan his food and energy circulation as carefully
as a board of directors plans a business” (1030)—will be more divisive, for it strikes at
the heart of current reactions to the concept of the Anthropocene: will it be a catastrophe
or an opportunity?
Wells’s and his coauthors’ idea about humanity’s need to gain increasing mastery
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over nature run counter to the ways environmentalists have adopted the concept of the
Anthropocene as a means of explaining the consequences of industrial modernity, fossilfuel burning, and philosophies that instrumentalize nature. For this reason, it’s easy to
dismiss The Science of Life as outdated; while there certainly is a tension in the textbook
between efforts to embed humanity within its environment and calls for humanity to
master it, the authors ultimately see the outcome of ecological knowledge as means to
mastery. By contrast, environmentalists have consistently called for restraint rather than
control of the environment, and “ecology” in the common parlance is often used to
deliver a blow to human hubris against industrial modernity in favor of harmony with
nature. But this is not at all what “ecology” meant in 1929, and in recent years, a strain of
arguments about the Anthropocene and the future of environmentalism has emerged that
makes hopeful calls for humanity to take charge of its growth. When the textbook’s
authors insist that “the whole process must be conscious” (1028), they voice the core
concept of today’s “ecomodernists,” who write, as their manifesto explains, “with the
conviction that knowledge and technology, applied with wisdom, might allow for a good,
or even great, Anthropocene.”132 The parallel name is more than a coincidence: the
ecomodernists seek to cash in on the positive connotations of the word in a way similar to

“An Ecomodernist Manifesto,” 6. Among the most visible and outspoken
ecomodernists are Erle Ellis, Mark Lynas, Ted Nordhaus, and Michael Shellenberger, the
latter two as founders of the Breakthrough Institute, authors of “The Death of
Environmentalism” (2004), and co-editors of Love Your Monsters: Postenvironmentalism
and the Anthropocene (2014). Crucially, the ecomodernist account relies on the “early
Anthropocene” hypothesis, which argues that the Anthropocene should not be tied to
industrialization but rather to the onset of agriculture.
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the literary modernists of the early-twentieth-century.133 As it often does, the meaning of
“modernist” here relies heavily on the positive connotation of a break from the past and
adopts the manifesto form to announce its ideals, which include a call to use “natural
ecosystem flows and services more efficiently” and to own up to humanity’s force and
responsibility as a developing species (Asafu-Adjaye 17). Again, the authors of The
Science of Life antedate these arguments and the tension between them, specifically when
they return to “Mr. Everyman” in the concluding Book Nine in order to treat him as “a
rapidly developing species of animal” and Homo sapiens as “a species among other
species” (1436). The textbook’s description of the human species as a “collective human
organism” profoundly influencing its environment and other species anticipates the
Anthropocene’s reliance on a narrative of humanity as a species. At its close, The Science
of Life reiterates the Wellsian theme of “collective purpose of continuation and growth”
with these words: “At the end of our vista of the progressive mental development of
mankind stands the promise of Man, consciously controlling his own destinies and the
destinies of all life upon this planet” (1475). The conclusion and closing view of The
Science of Life starkly resembles the opening salvo of the ecomodernist Mark Lynas’s
book The God Species, a title that aptly names the Wellsian view of humanity. Lynas:
“we must recognize that we are now in charge—whether for good or ill—we need to
make conscious and collective decisions about how far we interfere with the planet’s
natural cycles and how we manage our global scale impacts” (8). Lynas next move is to

For a comprehensive recent account of how the term “modernism” shifted from being
hurled as an insult to being centrally deployed in the aesthetic theories of major earlytwentieth century figures, see Latham and Rogers 17-66.
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describe how earth systems analysis can give humanity the necessary knowledge to take
control. From its origin moment, a significant chunk of the scientific research around the
Anthropocene has focused on identifying the “planetary boundaries” that will shape
development in the future (Steffen and Richardson et al.). The language of mastery has
taken on a new tone: rather than being chastened by the recognition of humanity’s impact
on the earth, many are using this knowledge to bolster arguments for a more conscious,
more sustainable form of control that will lead to a brighter future—another argument, as
his future history shows, that Wells mounted.

Human Ecology, Future History: The Shape of Things to Come
By the time Wells began writing The Shape of Things to Come in 1932, his
knowledge of ecology had expanded dramatically, and its influence is vividly registered
in the novel. Wells envisioned The Shape of Things to Come as another, this time
fictional, “textbook for the world,” but in this case, rather than writing an outline of
history, he planned to write “An Outline of the Future” or a “History of the Future”
(xxxiii). The Shape of Things to Come is the culmination of Wells’s utopian writings and
his most extensive future history, one that strives to match his textbooks in scope despite
being (largely) fictional. The book is formally complex, both in its conceit and its size
and length, and thus unlike anything else Wells wrote.134 Its form, the “future history,”
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In form, The Shape of Things to Come most closely resembles, perhaps, The World of
William Clissoid (1926), a book with the subtitle “A Novel at a New Angle” that
alternates between accounts of the protagonist’s life and long, didactic discussions of
contemporary history and politics.
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was, if not invented, fully explored first by Wells before becoming a recognizable
subgenre of science and speculative fiction.135 The book’s framing device is relatively
simple: it is the “dream book” of Wells’s fictional contemporary, Dr. Phillip Raven, and
occasionally an “editor” breaks in to tell the reader that part of the book is missing before
picking it back up again at a later point in the future. Chronologically it tells the story of
humanity’s struggle through World War, an “Age of Frustration” (1930s-1960s)
accompanied by a plague that halves the world’s population, the slow rise of the global
“Modern State” beginning in the 1970s, and the increasing development and
“modernization” of this Utopian society up to the year 2106. The premise of the book is
one that takes up the hint that Wells’s earlier utopias drops: mankind in the earlytwentieth-century for “the first time in history … was really attempting to control his
destiny” (36), failing many times before succeeding with the eventual establish of the
global Modern State. The book gathers together many other aspects of Wells’s writing
that this chapter has traced: his awareness that the twentieth-century was and would
continue to be marked by the extinction of hundreds of flora and fauna, the fragility of
the human species, opposition to the back to the land movement, and the introduction of
an energy unit of money. What differentiates The Shape of Things to Come is its form,
the future history, which is considerably different from Wells’s utopian fictions and
offers different affordances, and the influence of ecological thinking on Wells’s
outlook—knowledge that he gained from working on The Science of Life.

Robert Heinlein’s Future History series is the best-known example (see the collection
The Past through Tomorrow: Future History Stories). W. Warren Wagar’s A Short
History of the Future (1989) is written in an explicitly Wellsian vein.
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Ecological details from The Science of Life enter The Shape of Things to Come at
the critical juncture where it fully moves from past to future history and where the story
of pestilence and destruction that defines the “Age of Frustration” transitions into the
beginning of the Modern State. Even though the book indicates that it is shifting to the
future at the close of Book I, when the year 1933 is noted and the next Book II takes up
“The Days after Tomorrow,” the entirety of Book II, despite its future timeline, relies
heavily on Wells’s earlier mode of anticipation. Current events play out: Wells joins
historical figures like Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Mussolini, Stalin, and Hitler with
invented figures and fictional books, complete with italicized titles and publication years
and lifespans in parenthesis. It is not until Book III that the wholly invented future fully
arrives, and the post-collapse “renaissance” that follows is anchored by the introduction
into the book of the term “Human Ecology,” which explains efforts to control the world
economy and global society. “Human Ecology” was a brand-new term in 1933, so new
that a footnote in the 2005 Penguin edition of The Shape of Things to Come mistakenly
claims, based on evidence from the OED, that Wells coined it in the novel.136 But the
term appears in the ecology chapter of The Science of Life, where economics is described
as “merely Human Ecology … the narrow and special study of the ecology of the very
extraordinary community in which we live” (962). Huxley and Wells almost certainly
adopted it from Charles Elton’s Animal Ecology, which takes up the phrase on its final
page to argue that human communities and animal communities can and should be

In reality the earliest use of “human ecology” was by a group of American
sociologists interested in urban planning (Anker 102).
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studied along similar lines (Elton 190). Wells found the appeal of Human Ecology
irresistible, and made the concept fundamental to his work of political economy The
Work, Wealth and Happiness of Mankind, noting in his Experiment in Autobiography that
the only reason he did not name that book “the Outline of Human Ecology” was “because
the world Ecology was not yet widely understood” (617). As it appears in The Shape of
Things to Come, Human Ecology is called upon to describe how humanity managed to
purposefully guide the progress of society and achieve a utopian world state. Put simply,
the roadblocks to utopia, as Wells presents them, lie in a dearth of knowledge about the
workings of human society and a lack of willpower needed to overcome centuries of
mental stagnation and resistance to change. Human Ecology, by offering a material
explanation for the workings of society—by fully mastering social and psychological
knowledge as fully as the natural world was mastered—provides the necessary knowhow and system of ideas to revolutionize the world and institute a Modern State.
To the extent that The Shape of Things to Come has received significant attention
from critics of Wells, its account of the near future gets top billing, particularly Wells’s
prediction that a world war would begin in early 1940 because of a conflict between
Germany and Poland.137 And in many ways, the most noteworthy thing about the book is

On the surface, Wells’s predictions about the near future and the onset of World War
II are astounding. But, as W. Warren Wager shows, the argument that Wells “got it right”
relies on a shallow understanding of the causes and lead-up to the War, and ignores the
fact that apart from the dates and countries involved, Wells’s more important predictions
about the outcome of the War—namely that it “would destroy the fabric of modern
civilization and render its wounded survivors vulnerable to the imposition of a world
state by resolute conspirators”—were widely off the mark (Traversing Time 210).
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that it inspired the landmark 1936 film Things to Come. But for my purposes, the most
significant aspect of Wells’s future history is its account of how the Modern State
manages the earth on a planetary scale and envisions it as a changing and changeable
whole. Its ideas predate Anthropocene concerns with Earth systems analysis,
reforestation, climate change, and geoengineering. One of the Modern State’s most
impressive accomplishments is its treatment of the earth and its effort “to become the
landlord of the planet” (309). Wells links this accomplishment to what he sees a
restoration of human vitality, which had ebbed (worldwide) in the days before the
Modern State and helps to account for its rise when it returns in decaying towns and the
abandoned countryside. Here Wells is in line with the increased attention to the country
and the return to the rural that accompanied it in the 1930s; but what makes Wells’s
account unique is how insistent he is to think of the earth as a whole, as a single, global
unit through which vitality flows, rather than remaining limited to nostalgic
pastoralism.138 The Modern State, building upon a recently completed “general survey of
the natural resources of the planet,” makes a case for itself in a manifesto form that relies
on a managerial rhetoric steeped in ecology, arguing that the earth’s resources had been
improperly used, that the new “Council for World Affairs” has authority over the entire
earth, and that it is calling for “the preservation of order and security throughout our one
home and garden, our pleasure ground and the source of all our riches—the earth, our
Mother Earth, our earth and yours” (337). Just as today’s “ecomodernists” announce their
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For more on this period and its environmental politics, see Matless 25-100 and
McCarthy 115-56.
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hopes and plans in manifesto form, so too do Wells’s elites.
These “riches” found in the earth take on a more than metaphorical meaning, for
the Modern State, in this book as it is in A Modern Utopia, is founded on an “energy
unit” of money. The difference between the two books is that in The Shape of Things to
Come the concept makes literal Wells’s application of ecology to the world of economics
and comprehensively applies the ideas of energy flows from The Science of Life. The
“old static conceptions of human life with limited resources were giving place to kinetic
ideas of a continually expanding life” (301). In Wells’s Modern State, in a move away
from Malthusian conceptions of the earth’s finite carrying capacity, while there are limits
to growth and overpopulation is a pressing problem, the predominant concern is with
finding new resources to exploit more efficiently. Even more than in A Modern Utopia,
the notable shift in Wells’s managerial thinking is one of size: on a planetary scale, the
earth’s resources are abundant. The problem is not one of limited resources that need to
be managed sustainably, but rather one of engineering: “the pursuit of minerals and of the
first deep borings into the planet” (375). To the Modern State, the Earth is “a ball of
limitless material wealth” that can be unlocked through human resourcefulness and
managed only if the plan is executed globally—in this way the earth becomes an anthill,
with tremendous activity happening below its surface (403). This aspect of Wells’s vision
is memorably dramatized (and simplified) in a brief transition montage at the hour point
of the Things to Come (1936), where a voiceover explains how humanity will “direct our
energies to tear out the wealth of this planet and exploit all these giant possibilities of
science that have been squandered,” as a phallic drilling machine mines rocks and
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explosions create caverns.
Wells was clearly inspired by what he learned of ecology while writing The
Science of Life, building upon its portrayal of a natural world best understood through
how it circulates energy and for the managerial ethos and promise it provided. The fifth
and final book of The Shape of Things to Come, “The Modern State In Control of Life,”
tells the story of a twenty-first-century utopia governing the earth on a massive scale,
thereby completing the project of ecological management laid out in The Science of Life.
Two chapters, “Keying Up the Planet” and “Geogonic Planning,” provide a compelling
constellation of Wells’s anticipations of the Anthropocene. The Modern State acts as
“landlord of the planet” by achieving the goal that Wells had been advocating for
decades: creating a “general plan for the directed evolution of life on the planet” and
executing it (406). These plans include not only the tasks of conservation, extermination,
and artificial evolution familiar from Men Like Gods, but even efforts to alter the
composition of the atmosphere itself. Even more importantly, the State’s engineers
consistently work to not only make their technologies more efficient and pleasing, but
also more aesthetically appealing, as structures that were once “clumsy and monstrous”
are “now becoming as graceful as a panther” (410).
At the book’s close, the Modern State considers whether to begin massive
geoengineering projects, made possible by an increase in applied biological knowledge,
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to adapt to a changing climate.139 A flurry of new projects promises to alter the weather
and the contours of the earth itself; acting under the assumption that climate and
geography pervasively influence individuals and races, the Modern State seeks to create
more nourishing climates and regions. At this point, the work of the Modern State
resembles less a project of adaptation to a changing climate, but rather a homeimprovement scheme of “moulding a fire-spouting, quivering planet closer to the
expanding needs of man” (412). By unambiguously contextualizing his Modern State’s
planetary management in light of anthropogenic climate change, Wells previews one of
most common narratives of the Anthropocene, such as Dipesh Chakrabarty’s argument
that in the Anthropocene “anthropogenic explanations of climate change spell the
collapse of the age-old humanist distinction between natural history and human
history”—a view that finds its parallel in Wells’s utopia (“Climate” 201). Wells’s
application of “Human Ecology” already begins to disintegrate this distinction by
mashing together these two words. Toward the end of The Shape of Things to Come,
Wells explains that he no longer sees natural history and human history as distinct,
writing:
From the point of view of the ecologist the establishment of the Modern
State marks an epoch in biological history. It has been an adaptation, none
too soon, of our species to changing conditions that must otherwise have
destroyed it. (441)
The social and political aspects of Wells’s future history are at the same time landmarks

In this way, the elites of Wells’s World State essentially act like Clive Hamilton’s
Earthmasters, the geoengineers of the present. Hamilton himself makes this comparison
in his first chapter; after briefly summarizing some popular geoengineering proposals, he
quips that some of them “seem properly to belong in an H.G. Wells novel” (ch. 1, sec. 1).
139
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in biological history, as humanity executes its plan “for the direction of life upon the
planet” (406). With this passage, coming at the close of his final utopia, Wells returns to
the argument he has been making since the 1890s: that humanity must adapt to a
changing climate to survive. What he found in ecology was a means of thinking about
this project that gave him the confidence that humanity could not only react to the
climate, but even proactively improve it.
What makes The Shape of Thing to Come formally innovative is the same focus
that makes Wells’s entire oeuvre a remarkable archive for the Anthropocene: its
insistence on thinking of humanity as a single species and the earth as a global unit. The
species is the protagonist of the book; individual characters rarely stick around for more
than a few pages at a time. There are certain affordances to this approach that combine
well with the form of the future history, which goes a long way toward solving the
problem with fictional form that caused Wells to turn toward nonfiction with
Anticipations. In 1901, Wells complained that fiction demanded to be concrete, that it did
not allow him the freedom to fully imagine the future along the lines of and at the scale
he wanted to. The form of the future history enabled Wells both the freedom to avoid the
shackles of traditional fictional demands like character and dialog and the freedom to
extrapolate further into the future, in a more imaginative and even haphazard way, than
he did in his scientifically-inspired method of “discovering” the future. What Wells
produced with this form is a future history that connects in compelling and productive
ways to our present. Take, for example, each of the most significant ways the Modern
State “keys up” the planet to improve life upon it: beginning a comprehensive system of
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reforestation, rescuing species from extinction, creating a “world garden” spotted with
nature reserves, “greening” industry and design, finding new ways of extracting resources
from the earth, and even attempting to alter the composition of the atmosphere and the
surface of the earth in an effort to create more desirable habitats and ecosystems. Each of
these ideas finds a correlative in contemporary ecological concerns: the “rewilding” of
ecomodernism (Marris), the “half earth” proposal of Edward O. Wilson (Half-Earth),
“de-extinction” science (Shapiro), innovations in fracking shale oil, carbon capture and
sequestration, and a wide array of geoengineering schemes (Hamilton). What unites these
ecological visions, past and present, is a narrative of the human species adapting to
radically changing conditions of its own making through scientific, specifically
ecological, management of its environment. When these technoutopian ideas emerge
from a book like The Shape of Things to Come, it becomes easier to recognize them for
what they are: inspirational fantasies, often made possible by an attendant fantasy in
which the world’s energy reserves are unlimited, that there are no limits to growth, only
engineering challenges. Framing Wells’s utopian future history and contemporary
technoutopian schemes as fantasies does not negate their appeal or diminish their
significance; rather, it forces us to see each of these arguments are always also narratives,
and that finding new forms to contain and deliver these narratives is equally important to
the task of telling them.
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Coda: Was Late Wells Too Late?
Wells only amplified his concentration on ecology in his final books, which
exhibit an even greater degree of insight into the climatic changes he noticed. The Fate of
Homo Sapiens (1939) rounds out Wells’s career as an ace anticipator. Emphasizing the
possibility that the human species is by no means guaranteed to survive—the note he had
been sounding since The Time Machine—Wells posits that biology has invaded history,
history has become ecology, and humanity is out of balance with its environment. When
Wells writes in 1939 that “it is being forced upon our reluctant attention that the species
Homo sapiens is no privileged exception to the conditions that determine the destinies of
other species” (25), he proves the point he makes in the book’s introduction: “I hammer
at my main ideas” (2) and repeat them again, and again, for decades. But there is a new
note in this late book, one in which doubt about humanity’s capacity creeps in. Wells
announces the key questions of the book: “What is the real position of Homo sapiens in
relation to his environment? Has he the mastery we assumed he had, or did we make a
profound miscalculation of his outlook?” (18). Wells concludes, unfortunately, that while
humanity is adept when it comes to making a big impact on its environment, it is not
nearly as adept at mastering it as he once believed. Wells here sounds wholly unlike the
Wells who six years earlier envisioned a state that would master its environment and even
work to improve it. Once again, it is the introduction of geological time into the narrative
that decenters human ingenuity and ascendancy. Wells writes:
there can be no question that to-day we are, from the geological point of
view, living in a phase of exceptional climatic instability, in a series of
glacial and interglacial ages, and witnessing another destruction of animal
and plant species on an almost unprecedented scale. […] And this time the
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biologist notes a swifter and stranger agent of change than any phase of
the fossil past can show—man, who will leave nothing undisturbed from
the ocean bottom to the stratosphere, and who bids fair to extinguish
himself in the process. (29-30, emphasis in original)
On the strength of this passage, together with his knowledge of ecology and his talent for
anticipation, Wells must be considered alongside other figures from the past who have
been lauded as forerunners of the Anthropocene: Antonio Stoppani, George Perkins
Marsh, Vladimir Vernadsky. What differentiates Wells from these scientific figures is
that his forecast emerged not only from an array of scientific evidence—which he also
understood and grasped—but from a lifetime of future forecasting, often in fictional
form. Wells’s solution to the problem, that humanity is changing its environment faster
than it can possibly adapt, is that only a “mental readjustment” will suffice (48). And
from point through the remainder of the book, Wells expounds upon his belief in the
collective power of humanity and the importance of universal education to social
progress. Four compelling chapters on the survival of the species and the promise of
human ecology are followed by twenty-two chapters on world government, religion, and
contemporary politics. A strong pivot, certainly, but if the concept of the Anthropocene
has taught us anything, it’s that the social and the natural can no longer be separated, that
humanity and geology are intertwined. Wells knew in 1939 that “many readers will be
quite unaccustomed to seeing human social life in the light of ecological science” (33), a
limited outlook he worked hard to overcome and one that must continue to be set straight.
Placing Wells in the category of “Anthropocene anticipators” further
demonstrates the fact that one of the dominant narratives of the Anthropocene—the one
in which the human species becomes newly conscious of itself as a species and
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recognizes its massive impact on the Earth system—is woefully inadequate. As Wells’s
career demonstrates, the problem is not, truly, that “humanity” didn’t know that industrial
revolution was having a massive impact on the earth—it’s that the people with the power
to make decisions didn’t want to know, that they didn’t listen when people like Wells told
this story, or that they didn’t care. The question of why the Anthropocene, why climate
change, why species extinction, wasn’t mitigated despite being anticipated is the actual
question that most needs to be asked, and it’s one that Wells helps us both to answer and
to address. Perhaps more than anything else he said, Wells is best-known for a line that
closed The Outline of History in its first, 1921 edition: “Human history becomes more
and more a race between education and catastrophe” (1100). More and more, Wells
wrote, and it’s hard to avoid the conclusion that in this as in many other ways, he was
more right than he hoped to be.
Wells realized this fact too, of course, and in the 1930s in another late book,
Experiments in Autobiography, he delivered a solution in stark terms:
We are, as a species, caught in an irreversible process. No real going back
to the old, comparatively stable condition of things is possible; set-backs
will only prolong the tale of our racial disaster. We are therefore
compelled to reconstruct the social and economic organization until the
new conditions are satisfied. The sooner all men realize that impulsion, the
briefer our stresses and the better for our race. (197)
While this passage is particularly resonant in terms of its wording, it’s not hard to find
similar passages throughout Wells’s oeuvre, especially in the 1930s. And it’s this version
of Wells, in print here just a year after the utopian scheme of The Shape of Things to
Come, that closely resembles yet another strand of thinking spinning through
Anthropocene discourse, this one more recent and more political in scope. In this story,
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central to books like Ian Angus’s Facing the Anthropocene and Christophe Bonneuil and
Jean-Baptiste Fressoz’s The Shock of the Anthropocene, the most powerful and
significant lesson of the Anthropocene is that narratives encouraging a return to the past
and even ones that ask us to “sustain” our present are untenable. The Anthropocene
argues that social, politic, and economic systems need to be reevaluated and restructured,
and its dissolution of the line between nature and culture opens room for critics and
scholars in the humanities to enter conversations about forecasting, planning, and
imagining the future. Weaving Wells into these dialogs reveals the richness, the
shortcomings, and the still latent promise inherent in many of the big concepts we use
when thinking through them: evolution, species, ecology, anticipation, and even, perhaps,
utopia.
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CONCLUSION
LITERARY STUDIES FOR THE ANTHROPOCENE

The ecologically-savvy, future-forecasting writing of H.G. Wells offers a
compelling opening for literary studies to engage wider academic and popular
conversations about the Anthropocene at a moment when the word itself must, in my
view, continue to expand in scope and reach rather than tie itself to one or two specific
disciplines. The stakes of Anthropocene discourse are tied irrevocably to the word’s
capaciousness and scale. Like Lyotard’s differend, the word Anthropocene is a “phrase in
dispute” with meanings that span often irreconcilable discourses; as a differend, the
Anthropocene “calls” to contemporary speakers and writers, forcing them to “recognize
that what remains to be phrased exceeds what they can presently phrase” (13). Valuable
precisely because its meaning exceeds what can truly be phrased, Anthropocene
expresses inhuman spatial and temporal scales and threatens the stability of humanity’s
role and existence on this planet. By giving a name to these destabilizing ideas,
Anthropocene brings them with it wherever it goes.
If humanists and literary critics remain beholden to the word’s scientific origins
and meanings, at a moment when geologists seek to solidify a definition, they draw
unnecessary boundaries around it; but at the same time, if they drift too far from or refuse
to engage scientists and popular science, humanists run the risk of isolating themselves as
the conversation moves forward without them. If this sounds like a false choice or a harsh
indictment, consider the bit part played by humanists in academic and popular dialog
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circulating around concepts like “climate change” or “global warming,” or consider how
seldom English or Literature courses, scholars, or programs intersect with their
counterparts in Environmental Studies. Despite decades of excellent scholarship and
teaching by ecocritics and the arrival of the Environmental Humanities, these
conversations almost always take place without literary critics, and therefore without
their texts, subjects, training, and sensibilities. The arrival of the Anthropocene as a
keyword in the academy and wider intellectual culture offers a fresh chance.
To conclude, I’d like to briefly consider two specific and newly emerging
pathways available to literary critics who wish to engage the quickly developing
discourse about the Anthropocene. Both approaches represent recognizable methods of
inquiry and types of scholarship. The first approach, instanced by Jeremy Davies’s book
The Birth of the Anthropocene, is to apply to scientific concepts the reading methods,
critiques, and ability to recognize and weave narrative taken from literary studies. The
second, exemplified by Roy Scranton’s Learning to Die in the Anthropocene, is to insist
that the study of literature offers an essential humanistic and cultural sensibility to our
understanding of the Anthropocene.
Davies begins his book by pointing out that many academics, like himself surely,
have begun to worry that Anthropocene now risks overuse: is it only a buzzword
approaching its expiration date? He writes: “in some academic circles it has lately
become a much-used and fashionable term. In the most advanced circles of it all it has
already gone on to the next stage and is considered rather worn-out and déclassé” (6). The
Birth of the Anthropocene seeks to counter-act this trend by returning to term’s origins in
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geology, specifically stratigraphy, and by offering magnificent narratives of geological
time that decenter human civilization while revealing the scale and speed of its planetary
impact. The results of Davies’s approach are rewarding and reveal the value of
environmental humanities work that carefully reads, analyzes, and narrates scientific
ideas. But his move is a risky one because it ultimately leaves the work of making
decisions about the timeline and meaning of the Anthropocene to scientists, with
humanists following behind to interpret and elucidate. Further, works of literature are
conspicuously absent from Davies’s book, despite his background in Romantic literature.
For this reason, literary critics are likely to find more to hold onto in Scranton’s book.
The primary claim of Learning to Die in the Anthropocene is the need for a “new
humanism—a newly philosophical humanism, undergirded by renewed attention to the
humanities” (19). From Scranton’s perspective, the humanities should cultivate and mine
centuries of cultural and literary history for lessons about humanity’s diverse values and
its shared wisdom. Scranton memorably suggests that humanists think of themselves as
building arks to save not biological entities but cultural ones. The apocalyptic bleakness
of Scranton’s approach heightens the stakes of literature’s role in the Anthropocene and
may therefore appeal to those worried about “the state of the humanities.” Further,
Scranton’s vision for literature in the Anthropocene falls nicely in line with one proposed
by social scientists and scientists themselves when they speak to its possible
contributions. For example, in a 2014 piece in the journal Nature Climate Change, 22 coauthors led by Noel Castree explain their ideas about what the humanities add to our
understanding of global environment change. Distinct from environmental social
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scientists and their emphasis on large-scale data, the environmental humanities, per
Castree, are notable in that their “work addresses fundamental questions of value,
responsibility, rights, entitlements, needs, duty, faith, care, government, cruelty, charity
and justice” and pays “close attention to human faculties beyond cognition and reason,
dealing with such things as love, trust, fear, care, commitment, devotion and loyalty”
(765). Here humanistic research is a field concerned with values and affects—a view
closely aligned with traditional conceptions of (and platitudes about) the humanities.
Faced with a portrait like this one, and keeping in mind Scranton’s sharper and more
demanding claims, literary critics are faced with a choice. We can choose to celebrate,
elaborate, critique, and refine the way we talk about literature when we’re engaging
Anthropocene discourse by focusing on such fundamental values and affects; or, we can,
as I’d propose, say something akin to: “yes, of course, reading and writing about
literature enables us to better understand what we value and how we feel, but it does
more than that”—and then articulate what precisely the study of literature reveals that
other forms of inquiry and other methods do not.
In this dissertation, I’ve sought to demonstrate the fruitfulness of studying
modernism alongside and embedded within ecological thinking, in view of the new
narratives and vistas provoked by the Anthropocene. What emerges is best understood as
a “structure of feeling,” to again take up Raymond Williams’s famous phrase, in the
process of being formed. If Anthropocene now seems to be an adequately powerful and
capacious term that succinctly names something as unwieldly in meaning as “a reflexive
understanding of humanity as a global and massive force of environmental change,” then
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it was during the decades in which this dissertation is set that this sense first, I’ve
proposed, began to emerge. While the explicitly anticipatory writing of H.G. Wells serves
as the crowning achieving of this structure of feeling that I’ve named the “Modernist
Anthropocene,” caught between making sense of rapid change in its recent past and
foreseeing its near future, in fact each of my four authors work in an anticipatory mode,
revealing new structures of feeling in the process of being formed—ones now more
easily recognizable in the light cast on them by the idea of the Anthropocene. More
important, as I’ve argued, are the moments when the light is cast not back into the past
(in moments when the Anthropocene reveals new ways of understanding modernist
literature) but forward into our own present, in the form of reminders that ideas or forms
that flatter us with their shocking newness in fact saturate modernist literary history. That
Tansley’s world-changing “ecosystem” idea emerged from Freudian psychology, and
formally resembles Woolf’s major fiction, prompts a re-evaluation of an idea now
absorbed into the hard sciences. That Joyce’s vitalist aesthetics, through their uniquely
diverse blend of ancient, scholastic, and fin de siècle philosophies of art and nature, so
closely resemble—and even at times outstrip—contemporary new materialist thinking
serves to remind us that each present is conglomerated from a deep and sundry past and
that few ideas are worked through logically before they are imaginatively. And finally, to
end where I began, that so much of Forster’s oeuvre is infused with a sense of speculation
and apocalypticism, and that “The Machine Stops” so closely resembles our own moment
not just in its depiction of the future but in the limitations of our available means of
imagining it forces us to reexamine the century of steps taken that realized Forster’s
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vision and the next century of decisions that will represent our response to our present
catastrophe. Each of these authors captures an emerging structure of feeling in the
process of forming and prove that literary studies offers at least one more thing to
Anthropocene discourse, beyond a rigorous method of reading and archive of values and
affects: a means of intuiting and invoking ideas and systems before they form, of
recognizing things even before they can be comprehended.
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